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Rio Delgado—Five years ago, he was sent to prison for a crime he didn't

commit. Is he now being set up to take the fall for another murder?
Anne Richardson—She has always had in abundance everything Rio

Delgado lacks: family, position, wealth. She is wise enough to recognize,
however, that this border outcast is the only man who can heal her spirit and
erase the terrifying memories that haunt her.

Chase McCullar—Rio has come home to South Texas for only one
reason—to even the score with Chase McCullar, the man responsible for
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willing to go to stop his sister's relationship with Rio?

Jenny McCullar—She has never been certain that Rio had any part in her
husband's murder, but will she protect him from a community determined to
make him pay for that crime?

Buck Elkins—Mac McCullar was his best friend. Is he out for revenge
against the man who killed him?
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Prologue
"Mac McCullar's going down. You can count on it."
The words drifted out of the haze of smoke that filled the small Mexican

cantina. Sometime during the early-morning hours, the windows had been
closed against the growing chill of the December night, and the cigarette
smoke had built upward from a low cloud that had hovered just above the
floor until, like fog, it had crept into all the dark corners of the room.

Rio Delgado wasn't sure where those words had come from. They had
only been audible, he knew, because the norteña blaring from the jukebox
had momentarily been silenced by the ending of one record and the short,
mechanical delay before the beginning of the next.

He had been sitting at a single table, his back to the wall. That was an old
gunfighter caution, which he followed unthinkingly. Both long-fingered
hands had been wrapped around the beer he'd been nursing for the last hour.

Rio's eyes slowly lifted from his glass to survey those sitting at the tables
around him. He hadn't paid much attention to the other patrons who had
crowded into the warmth of the border bar tonight because his thoughts had
been directed inward and because he wasn't a sociable man by nature.

Suddenly the music began again, and the surrounding conversations faded
back into a low, subliminal murmur. There was no one near him who looked
suspicious. No furtive eyes had been raised to see if that dangerously
revealing snatch of conversation had been overheard.

Mac McCullar's going down. There had been other indications that
someone was out to get the popular sheriff of the Texas county that lay just
across the shallow river that was the international border. McCullar was too
good at his job. He had been too successful at keeping out of his county the
lawless elements that seethed northward along other stretches of the virtually
unprotected boundary.

It seemed that Mexico might go the way of her South American
neighbors, poor nations who suffered the same societal ills, the same sharp
class divisions. Drug money spoke loudly to the impoverished, promising
them all the things they had before only dreamed about. The violence that
went along with the trafficking had already begun here, and those to the north
shivered at the threat and were now attempting to close the back door, which
had long been tacitly left open, against their southern neighbor.



In places like this isolated, rural stretch of border only men like Mac
McCullar stood in the way. Men who said with determination, It won't
happen here, not on my watch. Men who were willing to say no to the
enormous sums of money the drug lords offered and brave enough to face the
consequences of that refusal.

That had been the other rumor he had heard about Mac. That he had
already been warned. Pesos or bullets. The classic threat had been issued.
Take the money and look the other way or pay with your life or the lives of
your family.

Rio looked back down into the amber liquid in the bottom of the glass he
held. He didn't owe the McCullars anything. They certainly had given him
nothing.

"You're staying late tonight," the waitress said, interrupting that almost-
habitual bitterness. She had stopped beside his table again, although he'd
refused another beer the last three times she'd asked.

The desire to give good service wasn't the reason she kept coming back.
She had made her interest obvious all evening. She was new here, attractive
in a soft, overblown way, like a rose at the very end of its late-summer
beauty.

"Are you sure I can't get you anything...else?" she asked softly. The
meaning behind the question was as obvious as her other attempts at flirtation
had been.

"I'm fine, thanks," Rio said, shaking his head. He wasn't looking for a
woman tonight, and if he had been, there were a dozen others in the village
who would be just as accommodating. And more familiar. That was the one
thing in his hard existence that had always come easy. Attracting women.
Given his looks, that was hardly surprising.

The dark, obviously Latino beauty of Rio Delgado's face had been
inherited from his mother, whose family had once proudly traced its ancestry
to the Spanish colonials who settled the northern part of Mexico.

Although Marcella Delgado had grown up, as her son had, in the grinding
poverty of this small Mexican village, she had once been celebrated as the
most beautiful woman in the north. Her son's aquiline features mirrored hers,
in a totally masculine representation.

But there was also something of the other side of his parentage stamped
indelibly in those perfect features. Andrew McCullar, a big brawling man
with a hair-trigger temper and a reputation for drunken cruelty, had fathered a



bastard son on his Mexican mistress and then had never bothered to
acknowledge the boy's existence. The most unforgivable aspect of that—to
Rio, at least—was that his mother had never demanded that acknowledgment.
She had welcomed Drew McCullar into her bed until her sudden and
unexpected death from a virulent strain of pneumonia.

Rio had been eleven when his mother died, and still his father had made
no effort to see to his welfare. After all, McCullar had two other sons—Mac
and Chase—two very legitimate sons. He had no need, and apparently even
less desire, to claim his mistress's half-breed by-blow.

Mac McCullar's going down. The words echoed again in his head as he
watched the deliberately seductive sway of the waitress's hips moving away
from his table. Rio knew he should forget what he'd heard, walk out of the
bar into the winter night and travel the short distance to his aunt's house
where his bed was waiting. That would be the smart thing to do.

Except he liked Mac McCullar. He even admired him, and in his short life
he had encountered too few people worthy of his admiration. And there was
also the fact that Mac was his half brother.

Rio got to his feet and threw a wad of pesos down on the table. As he
walked to the door, he still hadn't decided what to do. There hadn't been
much to go on—just a few words, overheard in a setting that didn't lend
credence to much that was said there.

The clear, cold desert air outside was welcome after the smoke-filled
room. He pulled in a couple of deep lungfuls, trying to clear his head, and
then he began walking down the dirt street toward his aunt's. He knew he
would make one more stop before he turned in. A habitual one. A late-night
visit with The Devil. The sensuous line of Rio's mouth tilted upward in
pleasure at that thought.

He had bought the stallion several years ago in a small Mexican stock
auction because no one else had wanted him. No one involved in the sale had
attempted to hide the black's viciousness, probably because it was blatantly
apparent whenever a human came near. The horse had savaged a handler, and
if there had been no offer for the big black, he would have been put down and
his carcass sold for dog food.

No one had questioned the sale to the slender boy. They hadn't even
questioned the lowness of Rio's bid, all the money he'd had in the world.
They had all known that Rio Delgado had the gift, that strange affinity with
animals that was unexplainable in any sort of logical terms.



Even as a child Rio could approach the feral village dogs. He was
absolutely fearless in dealing with the most vicious of them. That was
perhaps part of the magic he wrought. No one, not even Rio, could explain
exactly what he did, but his gift guaranteed that he would never be without
work along the border ranches, if for no other reason than that he could break
colts or even wild mustangs more efficiently than anyone else.

He always started by crooning Spanish endearments to the frightened
horse. The process was apparently fascinating to even the most hardened
rancher—fascinating to watch the wild, rolling eyes calm as they focused on
the whispering kid. The agitation seemed to melt out of the animal's tense
muscles at his first touch. Rio had been in demand since he'd turned fifteen,
tall and lean and as beautiful then as he was now.

When he'd bought the stallion, he had just turned eighteen, and he had
certainly known enough about horses to suspect what had caused the black's
wildness. The stallion had been mistreated. The signs were all there, just as
the physical ones had been when he'd gotten him home and had finally had an
opportunity to examine him.

That hadn't been for a while, of course. Over his aunt's protests, Rio had
first fenced in a patch of dirt behind the tar-paper shack they lived in. He had
built a temporary lean-to to shelter the stallion, and then he had begun the
slow, painstaking process of winning the horse's trust.

Of course, he hadn't had much else to do. He had finished what schooling
the village offered, and there were few opportunities here for any kind of
employment. He could have found permanent work on one of the ranches in
the States, but the decision to remain in Mexico had been deliberate—a
rejection of his birthright and his citizenship, a determined denial of his
father's blood.

In the last few years the stallion had more than repaid his pittance of a
purchase price and had even begun to repay the patient hours of training.
They were building a reputation on the rodeo circuit and beginning to win
prizes with surprising regularity. They hadn't ventured yet into the larger
cities where the winnings were more substantial, but they were learning, and
he knew that would come in time.

Rio stepped into the narrow wooden stall of the stable he'd eventually
built to replace the lean-to and closed its low gate behind him. Even now, no
one else would have dared invade the stallion's domain. He still trusted no
one but the soft-spoken man who had taught him that human hands could do



more than cause pain.
The horse harrumphed softly in welcome, releasing a fog of warm breath

into the cold, predawn darkness. He lowered his nose, pushing it into his
master's chest. Rio put his cheek against the big head. He ran his hands
caressingly down the sides of the powerful neck.

He whispered the familiar Spanish love words, and Diablo's ears flickered
in interest. There was no one else in this world that Rio Delgado loved, but he
loved this blackhearted, black-hided brute with all the emotion he was
capable of, with all the love that had been left in his soul after his mother's
death and his father's betrayal.

"Would you like to make a run, my heart?" he asked softly. In answer,
Diablo butted bis chest. "To ride the wind into the night."

Rio crooned the suggestion to the stallion, trying it out. He still had made
no decision. It was none of his business what happened to Mac McCullar. It
was nothing to him, his logic argued, the words unconvincing, somehow,
against the prodding of his conscience.

It had been nothing to Mac, he acknowledged, when, years before, he had
been the one to catch the small group of Mexican adolescents who had
broken into the barn on the McCullar ranch to steal agricultural chemicals,
for which there was always a strong and profitable black market on both sides
of the border.

It had been Rio's suggestion, of course, that they hit the McCullar place.
At thirteen, he probably hadn't even been aware of all his motives in selecting
his father's ranch to burglarize. It had seemed a relatively safe method of
thumbing his nose at his Texas relatives. It was a crime the boys had
successfully carried out several times at other border ranches.

And it had seemed to be going well until Mac McCullar had suddenly
appeared in the double doors, a powerful flashlight in one hand and a shotgun
in the other. To the terrified kids, he had loomed out of the shadows, seeming
immensely tall and broad-shouldered. He hadn't used the gun, of course, and
he had finally let them go without calling the county sheriff, but only after
he'd scared them to death with warnings of what would happen the next time
he caught them on McCullar property.

The other twelve- and thirteen-year-olds had not hesitated in exiting
through the barn's double doors when Mac had finally indicated the scathing
lecture was over. However, his big hand had closed uncompromisingly
around the back of Rio's skinny neck, and he had had no choice but to remain



behind. He had been wondering at the time how Mac could possibly know he
was the leader, and then he realized that wasn't why Mac had stopped him.

"McCullars don't steal," Mac had said, "especially from each other."
"I'm no McCullar," Rio answered sullenly.
Mac laughed, his mustache lifting over a flash of white teeth. "Yeah?

Well, that's not what your birth certificate says. And looking at you, there
isn't much doubt that your mama was right about what she put down."

"How do you know what my birth certificate says?"
"I looked it up at the county courthouse."
"Why?" Rio had asked.
"Because I don't have that many brothers. Not so many that I can afford to

lose track of 'em."
"Half brother."
"Blood's thicker than water," Mac said, and his deep voice was suddenly

touched with humor when he added, "even if it's river water. Don't you ever
forget that, little brother. And from now on, you stay the hell out of this
barn."

He had turned away, fading into the night where Rio's friends had already
disappeared, grateful for the opportunity to escape. Rio, however, had stood
in the sweet, hay-scented darkness thinking about what Mac had said.
Thinking about it now.

Blood's thicker than water. Maybe that was why he felt the urge to mount
Diablo and ride to the McCullar place and warn Mac about what he'd
overheard. Maybe those words, uttered more than ten years before, had made
a bigger impression than he'd realized.

There had been other occasions when Rio suspected his big brother had
used his authority on his behalf—minor scrapes with the law that had resulted
in warnings rather than the arrests they had probably warranted. Someone had
spoken in his defense, and the only person he knew who might have that kind
of influence, and that kind of concern for him, was Mac.

Diablo butted him again, bringing him back to the reality of the present.
Should he tell Mac McCullar about the vague threat he'd overheard or let it
go, consider it only drunken bravado?

Blood's thicker than water. Even river water. Rio's beautiful mouth again
curved into a slight smile. Maybe Mac was right. He had nothing to lose, and
besides, it would give him an excuse to take Diablo for a run. A quick trip
across the river and then he would sleep—better, he knew, than if he didn't



make the effort to pass on that warning.
* * *

The natural ford was closer to the smaller of the two McCullar houses,
nearer the one that belonged to Chase McCullar. The few times Rio had
encountered his other half brother, their meetings had not been cordial.

The first time he'd been aware of that brother's existence—the first time
he'd been aware of his parentage at all—had been when a group of hooting
teenagers had taken delight in pointing Rio and his mother out to Chase
McCullar and detailing in explicit terms their relationship to him. Rio had
been only a child, maybe five years old, and he and his mother had come into
Crystal Springs, the small south-Texas community nearest his father's ranch,
to shop.

The boys' derisive comments had caused the stain of blood to rush under
Marcella's olive cheeks. She had held her head high, seeming to ignore the
catcalls, but the sapphire eyes of ten-year-old Chase McCullar had met his,
filled with the same embarrassment and pain that Rio was feeling.

He thought that was probably the first time he had associated the word
bastard with himself, certainly the first time he'd been aware of its meaning,
of the stigma of his birth. But it had not been the last, of course.

He had learned to hide whatever he felt about his father under a cold layer
of indifference and hostility, but the pain had never gone away. He had also
pretended that he didn't care about the contempt revealed in Chase McCullar's
eyes whenever they ran into each other during the next couple of decades, but
he was honest enough with himself at least to know that wasn't true. He still
cared what the McCullars thought of him, he realized. Maybe that was what
had compelled him to make this foolhardy journey tonight.

For some reason he had stopped Diablo in the elongated shadows under
the old cottonwood that stood in the yard, spending an unnecessary moment
contemplating Chase McCullar's home. There were two cars parked before
the house tonight and that was unusual. Chase no longer lived here, he knew.
He was working with the DEA and the small house had sat empty for almost
four years. But it wasn't empty tonight.

McCullar land, Rio thought, his eyes scanning the neatly maintained
spread and unwillingly comparing it to the shack and the village where he
lived. At his death, his father's land had been divided between his sons, the
ranch evenly split between Mac and Chase. There had been nothing for Rio.



His only inheritance was that unmistakable and unwanted McCullar
resemblance.

He had already begun to turn the stallion when the door of the small ranch
house suddenly swung open. Chase McCullar stepped out on the porch, his
size leaving no doubt as to his identity, even in the darkness. He moved
purposefully out into the revealing silver moonlight of the winter night.

Rio would never be sure of the impulse that prompted the exchange that
followed. Perhaps it was simply an unacknowledged desire to replace the
customary contempt in his half brother's eyes with some other emotion.
Whatever the reason, giving Chase the warning he had intended to deliver to
Mac would be the worst mistake of Rio's life— a mistake he would have
ample time and more than ample opportunity to regret in the years to come.

"Give your brother a message," Rio said, his voice raised only enough to
travel through the short distance that separated them. "Maybe save his life."

"What message?" Chase asked.
Since Chase hadn't questioned the identity of the speaker, Rio knew he'd

been recognized. "Maybe he doesn't know who he's dealing with," he
suggested, wondering if that could be true.

"And you're going to tell him?" Chase asked.
"Pesos or bullets," Rio said. "You tell him."
His half brother laughed, the sound dismissive and again contemptuous.

"That's supposed to scare Mac off? You don't know my brother very well."
"Your brother," Rio said, emphasizing the pronoun.
Who is also my brother, he thought bitterly, no matter how much you

might wish to deny that relationship.
"Tell your brother what I said," Rio repeated, feeling the surge of self-

disgust flood his body. He knew it had been a mistake to come. This was a
journey he had made only for Mac, he reminded himself. Not because he
owed anything to this man. And so he added, hoping to convince Chase of
the seriousness of that threat, "His life depends on it."

"You go to hell, you bastard," Chase said angrily. He descended the
remaining steps and paused for a moment, looking into the shadows where
Rio and Diablo stood before he added the final insult. "And get off McCullar
land. You don't belong here. You've got no right to be here."

Bastard. The word reverberated with the old agonies. That was all Rio
was and all he would ever be to this man. A bastard who didn't belong on
McCullar land.



Fighting his fury, Rio turned the stallion. Behind him, the sound traveling
clearly, he heard a woman's voice. "Who was that?"

And his half brother's answer. "No one. No one who matters."
Rio's hands were shaking with anger as he headed Diablo back to where

they belonged, back toward their side of the border. Behind him he heard the
sound of a car starting, and he turned in the saddle to watch Chase drive out
of the yard and down the road that led to his brother's house. His brother, Rio
thought bitterly, remembering Chase's words. To hell with the McCullars, he
decided. To hell with thinking he could change anything about their
relationship.

Just before Diablo stepped into the cold water of the river, Rio stopped
him. Despite his fury, he realized that he had not done what he had come here
tonight to do. Speaking to Chase had been a mistake, but it did not negate the
importance of passing his warning on to Mac, the one to whom he owed the
debt.

And so in the silver moonlight, he turned the horse, directing him again to
his original destination. When he neared the ranch house, he could see his
brothers, both of them. Mac was sitting in his pickup, the driver's-side door
still open. It was obvious he had been waiting for Chase to join him.

They were talking to one another as Chase walked across the yard, closing
the distance between them. The sound of their voices, but not the sense of the
words reached out into the darkness. And then finally Rio was close enough
to hear the last of the exchange.

"Rio have anything to do with that?" Chase asked.
"Not to my knowledge," Mac said decisively. He shifted his big body to

the right, more inside the truck. Rio was close enough now that he could even
see when Mac reached down to turn the key in the ignition.

And then the night exploded, the pickup seeming to mushroom upward
into a shaft of fire, shooting sparks and debris high into the clear, cold desert
air. Diablo reared in reaction, so that horse and rider were silhouetted against
the red-tinged inferno of the sky.

By the time the stallion's reaching hooves touched down again, it was
over. Mac McCullar's burning body had been thrown out onto the ground,
and Chase was kneeling over him, trying to beat out the flames with his bare
hands.

Too late, Rio thought again. He had been too late. My brother, he
remembered thinking as he watched, paralyzed by horror. My brother. The



words had formed again, this time echoing in loss and in grief.



Chapter One
Almost five years later
 
"You're sure you'll be all right out here?" Trent asked, his brow wrinkling

as it always did when he was worried. Luckily, that habitual furrowing hadn't
diminished his attractiveness. Someone had called Senator Trent Richardson
the state's most eligible bachelor, and Anne knew he'd secretly been pleased
by the flattering sobriquet. She loved her brother, but that didn't prevent her
from recognizing his perhaps-justifiable lack of modesty.

"Of course, I'll be all right," Anne said. "What do you think's going to
happen to me out here?"

Trent hadn't answered, but the look, that mixture of compassion and
concern she had grown to hate, was in his eyes.

"I'll be fine," she reiterated. "I have Rommel for company, and frankly I'm
looking forward to some peace and quiet. You and Jenny have a good time
and don't worry about me."

"Are you sure that—"
"I don't want to go with you to Austin. And I don't want to go back home.

Honestly, Trent, you'd think I was three years old, the way you're acting."
"I just thought you might have changed your mind," he said defensively.

He bent to pick up Jenny's suitcases. "After all, there's not much to do around
here. Jenny will tell you that."

"Great," Anne said, but she softened the trace of sarcasm with a smile.
"That's the whole point, in case you've forgotten. It's a vacation. You
remember those. That's where you don't work for twenty-four hours a day.
You ought to try one sometime."

"I just wanted you to be sure—"
"I'm sure. Pack the car and stop worrying about me. Please, just stop

worrying."
Anne wanted to add more, but as always, she resisted the urge. She knew

that whatever Trent said or did was motivated by love. More than ten years
her senior, he had helped raise her and that had always made him overprotec-
tive. And now...

"Men," Jenny said softly, when Trent had finally gone outside. In her dark
eyes was a conspiratorial glint of amusement instead of that unwelcome



concern.
Anne liked Jenny McCullar. Maybe that sensitivity was one of the

reasons. Of all the women her brother had dated, Jenny was also the least
sophisticated and the most down-to-earth and therefore the one Anne would
have once said was least likely to become a permanent fixture in his life.

Their relationship, however, had lasted now for almost a year, moving as
slowly toward romance as Jenny had demanded. Trent joked that if he ever
got Jenny McCullar to the altar, it would be by dragging her there, probably
kicking and screaming. It had been the first time in her life Anne had ever
heard her brother mention marriage, and despite the fact that he was thirty-
six, she had to admit his use of the word had been a little shocking.

"I'm glad you're going to have to deal with him for a while," Anne said
honestly.

She was tired of being hovered over. And she was just plain tired. That
was one reason why, when Jenny had invited her for a visit to the ranch, she
had accepted, surprising even herself.

She had made arrangements with the San Antonio Mission Museum
where she was assistant curator to take the time off. She had ignored her
boss's look of concern and the unasked questions in his eyes. That was
something she had become adept at during the last few months. Peace and
isolation had never before been high on Anne Richardson's list of priorities,
but now she found she was really looking forward to spending some time
alone. Maybe a chance to rethink everything. To reevaluate her life.

"Just for a couple of weeks," Jenny warned, "and then you get him back, I
promise. If I can stand being social for two whole weeks."

"You'll have a wonderful time. That's one thing I truthfully can say about
Trent. He knows how to show a girl a good time."

"And I'm not sure I like the sound of that," Jenny said.
"It'll be great," Anne assured her, smiling at the doubt in her voice.

"Besides, you'll get a chance to meet all the important movers and shakers in
Texas," she teased.

One of Jenny's dark brows arched, implying that she wasn't exactly sure
that was an inducement.

Privately, Anne had wondered how Trent's cronies in the capital would
react to Jenny. There wasn't an ounce of pretense or pretension in her small
body. She was as open and honest as anyone Anne had ever met, and
sometimes, she knew, those qualities weren't considered attributes in a



political wife. But Jenny McCullar also carried the legacy of her martyred
husband, and that was probably enough to overcome any shortcomings Texas
society might find.

"Remember, if you need anything," Jenny said, "call Chase. He's five
minutes away. He'll probably look in on you when he comes over to check on
the horses. If he gets to be a nuisance, tell him to back off. Samantha knows
where I keep everything. If you can't find something you need, call her. I
taped their number on the receiver," Jenny reminded.

"I know. I'll be fine," Anne said again, fighting her smile, thinking that
Jenny might prove to be almost as bad as Trent, despite her disclaimer about
men.

"I know you will. I've been fine out here for the last five years. It's just
that sometimes..." Jenny hesitated. Her dark eyes, locked on Anne's, were full
of understanding. "Sometimes it gets a little lonely. Some nights are so quiet,
you feel like you're the only person in the world."

"That's good. I think maybe 'lonely' is what I'm looking for," Anne said
softly.

Jenny nodded, but her eyes were suddenly considering. "I want to show
you something before we go," she said. "While Trent's outside might be a
good time."

Obediently Anne followed her hostess into her bedroom, wondering what
this was about. It wasn't like Jenny to be mysterious. She watched as Jenny
took a small key out of the jewelry box on the top of her bureau and used it to
open the drawer of the table beside the bed. She pulled the drawer out,
revealing its contents.

"It's one of Mac's guns," she said. "I gave the others away to people I
thought might like to have them, some of his friends who I knew would value
them." There was a small pause before she raised her eyes from the drawer to
meet Anne's. "Maybe it's just the remnants of my Wild West ancestry, but I
feel more comfortable knowing this is here. I've never taken it out of the
drawer since I put it there. I know you won't need it, but I just wanted you
to...know that it's here," she finished with a slight shrug.

"You're right," Anne said. "I won't need it, but I appreciate your showing
it to me. Don't worry, Jenny. I feel very safe in your house."

Again Jenny's dark eyes considered her, but she didn't offer any of the
platitudes Anne had come to dread.

"You do know how to use it?" she asked instead.



"That was one of the things..." Her voice faded suddenly. "Yes," she
finished simply.

Surprisingly, Jenny leaned forward and pressed her cheek against Anne's.
Her small hands found the younger woman's shoulders and squeezed them
gently.

"You're right. You'll be fine. See you in two weeks—if I can survive being
a social butterfly that long."

Jenny turned and left the bedroom, thoughtfully leaving her alone. Anne
looked down on the big revolver resting in the drawer. She resisted the urge
to touch it, instead closing the drawer and using the key Jenny had left on the
top of the table to relock it. She returned the key to the jewelry box and stood
for a moment, trying not to remember.

From the bedroom window she could see Trent loading Jenny's bags into
the trunk of his car. Rommel, her German shepherd, was eagerly circling
him, excited by the activity. The dog had taken to the desert as if he had been
born here, and after the cramped suburban grounds surrounding their house in
San Antonio, she knew he was relishing the chance to enjoy the unlimited
space.

We'll be fine here alone, she thought, wondering who she was trying to
convince now. Just fine, she repeated determinedly in the face of her sudden
self-mockery.

* * *
"Thanks for the lift," Rio said softly to the rancher who had given him a

ride out from town. For some reason he had found it hard to voice his
gratitude. Maybe because "thanks" was a word he hadn't had much occasion
to use in the last few years.

Surprisingly, Ben Pirkle hadn't recognized him, and he supposed he
should be grateful for that as much as for the transport the rancher had
offered. Rio had known he'd changed. He just hadn't realized how much until
now.

He had aged, of course. After all, nearly five years was an endlessly long
time—especially when you were faced, at twenty-three, with the prospect of
serving that time in the most notorious prison in Texas. The beautiful features
that had been almost boyish when Rio had begun his sentence had matured.
And they had hardened. He was a man now. There was no doubt about that,
given the unforgiving crucible in which his maturation had taken place.



"You sure this is the right place?" Pirkle asked dubiously. "Don't look like
there's nothing out here."

"It's close enough," Rio said.
The dirt road that led to the McCullar ranch—ranches, he amended—was

about four miles from here, traveling cross-country. He intended to walk the
rest of the way until he reached the bluff that looked down on the two houses.

He didn't know why he had to come here, but he had acknowledged that
this pilgrimage was necessary before he went back to his aunt's. Although
crossing into Mexico would technically violate his parole, the border here
was fluid enough that no one would ever know. Rio intended to be there only
long enough to get Diablo and bring him back across.

"If you say so," the rancher said, still sounding puzzled, despite Rio's
assurance, at the desolation that surrounded them. "You take care now, you
hear?"

"Thanks," Rio said again. He shouldered his pack and waited until the
pickup had bounced far enough down the one-lane for the dust cloud to
provide cover, and then he began to move across the empty, arid grassland of
south Texas.

For someone accustomed to this vista of cloudless blue that again
stretched above him, to the endless sweep of the desert, and to the panorama
of distant, haze-topped hills across the horizon, confinement itself had been
one of the hardest things to bear. Locked behind bars like a trapped and
hopeless animal. That was exactly what it had felt like.

He had found ways to occupy himself during those years, ways to prevent
thinking. He had known it was either that or insanity. The weights had
helped. He had taken out his anger by challenging the physical boundaries of
his own body when he could challenge no others. He had worked mindlessly
until his slender frame had gradually thickened with hard-packed, powerful
muscle.

And then, like a miracle, he had discovered the prison library. Usually he
had the place to himself, except for the section of law texts where the
jailhouse lawyers toiled away, filing appeal after appeal.

There would be no appeal for Rio Delgado because he had known it
would do no good. He had believed he would serve out his full sentence. He
had resigned himself to that, nursing his bitterness over the injustice like a
shield.

His own brother had called due every favor, every ounce of goodwill of



the Texas law establishment, and had used it to ram through Rio's quick trial
and conviction. The only concession the court-appointed defense lawyer had
achieved was a change of venue, but even that had had little effect on the
outcome.

Chase McCullar had used the natural horror of south Texans over what
had happened to Mac as a bludgeon, an instrument of revenge against the
man he held responsible, the man they all believed had been part of the
conspiracy to kill the sheriff. Apparently, only Rio knew he had had nothing
to do with Mac's death—and, of course, whoever had really planned that
murder.

The parole board's decision to release him had been a shock, but then so
had the fact that no one had come to the hearing to petition against it. After
those first few brutal weeks of adjustment, he had been a model prisoner,
knowing by then that he couldn't afford any incident that might lengthen his
sentence. He recognized now that he couldn't have served any longer,
couldn't have spent another day locked up like an animal.

Eventually his stride lengthened as he walked, thinking about it all again.
Finally he was allowing himself to think about what had happened. He found
a rhythm, and the strong muscles of his legs began eating up the distance. He
found himself breathing more deeply, not from exertion, but savoring the hot,
dry heat that again surrounded him, as familiar from his birth as his own
heartbeat.

The two houses lay below, peaceful in the afternoon stillness. There had
been additions to Chase McCullar's spread, he noticed. Some pretty elaborate
stables had been added near the house. He smiled slightly, remembering the
simple wooden box he'd built for Diablo. Quite a contrast. The same contrast
between their possessions that had always existed.

His eyes eventually focused on the house where Mac had lived with his
wife, Jenny. It was the original ranch house, the one where his own father had
once lived. Unconsciously Rio's gaze moved across the ribbon of river to the
convenient pass that led through the low hills of Mexico and then on to the
village where his mother had grown up. Such a short distance for the endless
gap that loomed between Andrew McCullar's three sons.

He didn't know why he had come up here, but he knew it was time to
leave. He wondered briefly if the McCullars were even aware that he'd been
released, if Chase or Mac's widow had kept up with the date. He had thought
they would have been notified of the hearing, but maybe that wasn't the way



it worked. Maybe that was why no one had come to speak against his parole.
It didn't matter, of course, whether or not his half brother was expecting

him. He'd know soon enough that Rio was back. That was why he'd come
home—to settle the score. If he didn't know it now, Chase McCullar would
understand that soon enough.

* * *
"But the priest wrote you a letter," his aunt's neighbor said again. As if

that explained it all. As if that made any difference in what had happened.
Rio turned away from the tar-paper shack, hiding his feelings behind a

rigid control he'd refined in prison. Someone else was living in the small
house now. Apparently it hadn't taken their landlord long to rent it out again.
His aunt had been dead more than three months, and Rio hadn't even known.

There had been a letter or two from her at the beginning, but he hadn't
been surprised when she had stopped writing to him. They hadn't really been
close—his fault maybe, because he had always known she had never wanted
the responsibility of her sister's wild, half-grown son. It was just that there
had been no one else to take him in, nowhere else for him to go.

"And my horse?'' He made himself voice the question, not daring to hope.
Hope led only to disappointment. That was another lesson he'd learned too
well. Besides, he already knew that the news about Diablo couldn't be good.

The small stable he'd built had been empty. He had gone there first, even
before he'd tried to enter his aunt's house. He had disturbed a couple of
chickens who had taken up residence inside the stall, nesting in the old hay.

"Dolores hadn't been able to work for a long time because she was so sick.
There were many debts. We sold the black to pay those and for the funeral.
Besides, we didn't know what else to do with him," the man said plaintively.

"Who bought him?" Rio asked.
He had closed his mind to Diablo's reaction to strange hands. The stallion

had tolerated Dolores only because Rio had told him to, or more logically,
others would say, because he associated her with his master. Rio had worried
about whether the black would allow his aunt to care for him while he was in
prison, but Dolores's death had not been something he had ever considered.
His aunt had been young, younger than his mother, and now she was dead,
too, and the black was gone.

"The lady from across the river," the man said. "She came to buy him."
"What lady?'' Rio asked sharply. Most men were justifiably terrified of the



black. He couldn't imagine why a woman would take on the stallion.
"McCullar. Señora McCullar," the man said. "She knows horses, so she

wanted him, despite his reputation. I thought she might back out. They had a
hell of a time loading him. I was afraid..."

The man hesitated because he didn't understand what was happening in
Rio's eyes. They were so different now than they had been when he had gone
away. They were black and opaque, as if all the light had gone out of them.
And seeing the coldness in them, the man shivered. He wasn't sorry when Rio
Delgado shouldered his pack again and turned away without asking any other
questions.

After all, the man thought, there had been nothing else he could tell
Dolores's nephew. He had known how much the boy loved that horse. They
had all known, but still there had been nothing else they could do with the
stallion. Shaking his head, he watched the tall, muscled body disappear into
the shimmer of late-afternoon heat, heading back in the direction from which
he'd come. Back toward the river.

* * *
"You just went out," Anne Richardson said when the cold nose of her

shepherd pushed under her elbow. "Right before it got dark. I'm not letting
you out again. Not until bedtime. You'll just have to wait."

The big dog sat down beside the couch where she was lying. Even as she
had talked to him, Anne had kept her gaze locked on the print of the book she
was pretending to read, but she knew that the eyes of the shepherd had not
left her face. She could feel his concentration on her, willing her to obey.

Except I'm the one who's supposed to be in charge, she thought, holding
her eyes on the page in front of her through sheer determination.

That was something they had taught her in the obedience classes she and
Rommel had attended. Let the dog know from the first who's in charge. The
only trouble was that in Rom's case she had never been entirely sure just who
that was.

She glanced at the waiting dog. It was a mistake, of course, because it
signaled his success. Having acquired her attention, he barked once, short and
sharp, but as articulate as a command.

"You just want to chase something," she said. Almost without her
volition, her fingers reached out to caress him. "You'll be gone half the night
chasing some jackrabbit, and I won't get a bit of sleep worrying about you."



That was a joke, she thought, rubbing the deep softness behind his ear.
She wouldn't sleep anyway, whether the dog was here or not. Despite her
repeated assurances to her brother and to Jenny, she had known she probably
wasn't going to sleep. Not the first few nights, anyway. She didn't sleep too
well anywhere, but all alone in a strange house, there was about a snowball's
chance in hell she'd be able to get a good night's sleep.

She should certainly feel safe enough with the shepherd around. He had
been trained to attack at her command. Although it had been Trent's idea to
get the dog, she'd gone along, not because she'd believed it would solve
anything, but because she'd always loved animals, and it had been easier than
not to give in. Keeping things uncomplicated had been important at the time.

The dog barked again and placed his big paw on her arm.
"I said no," she said, turning resolutely back to her book. She couldn't

even remember what had been happening in the story. Not much, she
guessed, or she'd have some clue about what she'd read.

Rommel turned around, the movement of his powerful body cramped
between the coffee table and the couch, and then he headed for the back door.
She could hear him in the kitchen, shuffling and whining. Twice he barked as
sharply as he had when he'd sat down beside her.

"All right," she said under her breath. Maybe he really did need to go out.
She'd be a pretty poor houseguest if she let her dog have an accident in her
prospective sister-in-law's kitchen. Trent would never forgive her even if
Jenny did.

"I'm coming. I'm coming," she muttered as she put her book facedown on
the coffee table and crawled out of the depths of the low couch. "Don't
scratch Jenny's door, you big nitwit," she ordered loudly, talking to him as
she always did, as if he understood every word she said.

Maybe he had, because by the time she got to the back door, the
scratching and whining had stopped. He was sitting at attention, looking
expectantly at the door.

"There's nothing out there," she assured him. But even as she said it, her
hand hesitated, hovering just over the knob. Nothing out there? she thought.
How can I really be sure of that?

"Damn it," she said softly, again under her breath. She closed her eyes,
willing herself not to think about that possibility. She was not a coward, she
told herself angrily. She never had been. She hadn't been raised that way, and
she damn sure wasn't going to start now. It was no excuse that she was in an



unfamiliar place.
She opened her eyes, determined not to give in to her fear. The dog was

still waiting for her to turn the handle. Except now...
"Just a minute, Bozo," she said softly, looking down into the dark,

intelligent eyes. "You're just going to have to wait one more minute."
She turned away and walked quickly down the dark hallway. Trent had

warned her that Jenny's house was a little rustic, but she had loved the ranch.
It might be simple, but everything was tasteful and comfortable.

Everything, she thought again, except the paper that covered the walls of
this narrow hall. The red and pink roses were overblown and cheap looking,
out of keeping with the rest of the house, and Anne almost cringed whenever
she encountered them. They weren't so bad tonight. Not too garish in the
dark.

When she entered Jenny's unlighted bedroom, she felt like an intruder.
Using the key Jenny had shown her, Anne opened the drawer of the small
table beside the bed. Mac McCullar's revolver was still there, of course, right
where it was supposed to be, where it had been this afternoon. She picked it
up without hesitation, confident in handling it, and checked to make sure it
was loaded.

The gun was a big .45. Mac had been this county's sheriff, and she
remembered that in the Old West, lawmen used a Colt they called the
Peacemaker. If the bad guys weren't peaceful, one shot from that and they
would be. This gun would have the same kind of power, powerful enough
that it wouldn't even demand dead-on accuracy. If you shot somebody with
this thing, even in an extremity, they weren't going to get very far.

She did hesitate when she noticed the phone number Jenny had taped to
the receiver. "Call Chase if you have any trouble,'' Jenny had offered. It was
tempting. Only, the dog wanting to go for a run didn't exactly qualify in most
people's minds as "trouble." And therefore, it shouldn't in hers, she decided.

Resolutely, she turned away from the easy temptation of calling for help
and headed back to the kitchen. It didn't look as if the shepherd had moved,
his attention still focused intently on the doorknob. Maybe he was thinking he
could will it to turn, Anne thought. He hadn't had such a tough time getting
her to do what he'd wanted.

"Don't you dare run off," she ordered, reaching for the knob. Again her
hand hesitated, the fingers suddenly trembling. Her lips tightened with her
determination, and she made herself fasten her hand over the old-fashioned



glass knob and turn it. Then she forced herself to open the door.
The shepherd shot through the narrow opening and into the outside

darkness like a black-and-silver shadow. Her eyes followed his path across
the moonlit yard. There wasn't any doubt where he was headed. Even from
here she could see the slit between the double doors of the barn. And no
jackrabbit opened those, she thought.

She had known there was more to the dog's agitation than the need to visit
the nearest tree, which, considering the countryside that surrounded the
ranch, might be several miles away. She wasn't amused by that errant
thought, of course. She was scared. The cold, black ice of her fear was edging
up from the frozen knot that had already formed in her stomach, but she
fought it. She was not a coward, she reminded herself like a litany, and she
had options.

She could call Jenny's brother-in-law. And look like a fool if there is no
one out there, she acknowledged. She could picture Trent's face when he got
back and heard the story. She knew she wasn't up to facing that.

Or she could just close and lock the kitchen door and leave the dog in the
barn with whoever was out there. Except he was her dog and her
responsibility.

And the other option? She hefted the reassuring weight of Mac McCullar's
big revolver in her hand. Nobody was going to bother her as long as she held
this. That was one thing she was absolutely certain of. Nobody was ever
going to get close enough to hurt her as long as she had this in her hand.



Chapter Two
The black wasn't in Jenny McCullar's barn. It had taken Rio only about

five minutes to be sure of that, but of course, he had already had an
orientation with the building's layout—a long time ago. He glanced back at
the double doors and could almost see Mac McCullar standing in them,
looking larger than life and terrifying to the kid he had been then.

Rio put his hand against the wooden post that supported the last stall and
leaned his forehead against the back of it. He closed his eyes, thinking about
the loss of the black. It completed the loss of everything he had ever cared
about.

Somehow, that realization opened the floodgates, also letting in the
memories of the last time he'd been in this barn. He could almost taste the
copper tinge of the fear he'd felt then, and he even remembered his initial
bitterness at Mac's warning.

It was, however, the other that had stayed with him during the hard years
of his growing up. "Blood's thicker than water,'' Mac had told him. But now,
standing in his dead brother's barn, surrounded by that memory, he knew Mac
had been wrong. Chase McCullar had proved that.

The sound he heard was very soft, almost hidden by the animal noises that
had surrounded him since he'd entered the barn's scented darkness. He lifted
his head in response and watched with fascinated horror as the crack he'd left
between the double doors slowly began to widen. The moonlight was strong
enough to create a distinct demarcation between the shadowed interior and
the outside.

The hair lifted on the back of Rio's neck, and he held his breath, dreading
the sight of whatever appeared in that opening. He resisted the sudden
superstitious urge to cross himself, knowing logically that his memories
couldn't possibly conjure up Mac McCullar's ghost.

The slight figure that appeared in the doorway was not his brother—not
either one of them, Rio acknowledged, relief washing through him. His heart
had begun beating again, and his lips tilted, mocking his own irrational fear.

It was a woman. She held a gun in her right hand. The moonlight glinted
off its metallic surface, just as it played in the lightness of her hair. She was
wearing something dark and loose, maybe a nightshirt, and her legs, revealed
below its short length, seemed endless. Heartbreakingly long. Slim and yet



beautifully shaped.
"I know you're in here," she said. There was no tremor in her voice. No

trace of fear. Her other hand had moved to support the right one around the
grip of the big handgun. Despite its size, she held it competently. And
confidently.

Rio felt nothing but admiration, in spite of all the unpleasant elements of
his situation—elements he was just beginning to realize. Like the fact that he
was trespassing, a convicted felon out on parole for only one day and
trespassing in the last place on earth he should be.

And the fact that that was a damn big gun and she had every right to use
it. Even he acknowledged that. A woman living alone out here had every
right to protect herself. Coming out to face him in the darkness had been
foolish, maybe, but incredibly brave.

"Step out into the light," she ordered.
So you can put a bullet into my heart? he thought, his lips curving again,

almost in amusement, despite his predicament. Instead of obeying, he eased
backward, moving more deeply into the shadows. The horse that was
occupying the stall shifted uneasily, the sound too revealing of the intruder's
position.

"Come out now," the woman ordered in response to those sounds.
She had taken a step farther into the shadowed interior. It was harder to

see her since she had moved out of the light filtering in through the open
door. Which meant, he realized, that she probably couldn't see him at all. And
she wouldn't shoot blindly, not with her livestock around. Stalemate, he
decided, leaning back against the wooden wall of the stall he was now
sharing with the mare.

With one hand, he found her nose and gave a reassuring rub along the jaw.
She lowered her head into his caress and again he smiled. He had always had
a way with women. Apparently he hadn't lost his touch.

There was something about that thought that disturbed him. Maybe
because it had been a hell of a long time since he'd had a woman. Too long.
Nearly five years too long. But he couldn't allow himself to think that way
about the one who was standing in the center of the barn. There were plenty
of other women who would welcome Rio Delgado into their beds—back into
their beds.

He fought to block the unwanted thoughts of this woman. His hand
unconsciously continued its unthinking seduction of the mare, but his eyes



again examined, almost against his will, the length of slender leg revealed by
whatever the woman was wearing.

He took a breath, fighting the effects of that examination. She was his
brother's widow, he reminded himself. Who else would be guarding this
ranch tonight? Somehow that realization had the desired effect. He leaned his
head against the roughness of the planks behind him and closed his eyes. The
heat that had invaded his groin faded into regret.

Mac McCullar's widow was standing between him and the door, very
efficiently holding a gun pointed in his direction, and there was probably not
another soul in this world that she'd rather use it on. She would shoot him in a
heartbeat if she recognized him.

"Looking at you," Mac had said, "there isn't much doubt that your mama
was right about what she put down.'' There still wasn't, he knew, despite the
changes prison had etched in him like acid.

He opened his eyes again, knowing that shutting them wasn't going to
make the predicament he'd gotten himself into go away. He and Mac's widow
could stand here until dawn, he supposed, and when the sun rose, she'd
recognize him and shoot him. Or he could try to overpower her and take the
gun away. Only she looked like that wouldn't be as easy as it sounded, not
with the way she was handling the weapon, and he didn't relish taking a bullet
in the gut.

Or he could tell her the truth. Tell her why he was here and finally tell her
that he hadn't had anything to do with her husband's death. She wouldn't
shoot blindly, not with her horses in here, he reminded himself. At least he
hoped not.

So he took a breath. "Mrs. McCullar," he said softly.
There was silence for a moment. Even the animals had responded to his

voice, waiting in the darkness, momentarily unmoving.
"I'm not Mrs. McCullar," she said after a moment. "Who are you and what

do you want?"
Not Jenny McCullar. Not Mac's wife. Then who the hell are you? Rio

mentally repeated her question, trying to work it out. Maybe Jenny had sold
the ranch after her husband's death. But his aunt's neighbor had said Mrs.
McCullar had bought the stallion, so that must mean...

"I came to find my horse," he said. It didn't make much sense, but he
realized that only after he'd confessed it. It was simply the truth.

"Your horse?" the woman repeated. "You're trying to find your horse in



Jenny's barn? I don't think so."
"She bought him," Rio explained. He had been released from prison

yesterday and here he was, breaking into someone's barn to retrieve a horse
that he no longer owned.

"Then he's not your horse," she said reasonably.
"He shouldn't have been sold. It was a mistake. Someone else sold him."
There had been a minute relaxation about her stance. She was no longer

totally focused on the threat he represented, no longer so careful. The
relaxation of her guard had been so subtle that Rio probably couldn't have
articulated how he had been aware of it. Reading body language had been a
survival skill in the last few brutal years, and he was aware.

Talking to him had made him real to her, he supposed. He was a person
now and not just a menacing figure in the shadows. That was to his
advantage, of course, that small relaxation, that acknowledgment that he was
a fellow human being. It might mean a split-second delay in her decision to
pull that trigger her finger was still competently resting against.

"So you just came here to steal him," she suggested.
He hesitated, wondering if that was what he had intended. That would

have been a hell of a violation of his parole, he thought, his mouth tilting in
recognition of how stupid this entire escapade had been. He hadn't done
anything this stupid since, at age thirteen, he'd broken into this barn the first
time. Except the night he'd tried to tell Chase McCullar about the threat
against his brother's life.

"I needed to see him," he said. Again, surprisingly, he realized he had told
her the truth.

There was another hesitation, a silence as she thought about that. "Why?"
she asked.

"Because...it's been a long time."
"You were away," she suggested, "and someone sold your horse."
"Yes," he agreed.
"And you just wanted to...visit him?" There was mockery in her tone.
"Yes," he said again, knowing suddenly that that was the total reality of

why he was here. Sentiment. Stupid sentiment.
"You must think I'm a fool," she said. The relaxation had disappeared.
"I guess I'm the fool," he said softly. That was certainly true. "But I'm not

here to hurt you. My horse isn't here. Apparently what I was told about the
sale wasn't true."



"Someone told you Jenny bought your horse."
"Mrs. McCullar," he agreed.
"Maybe..." the woman began, and then the sentence was cut off. The word

hung in the air between them. "Maybe you just better go," she suggested
instead of finishing whatever she'd begun. "If the horse isn't here, there isn't
any reason for you to be here, either."

"You're letting me go?" Rio asked. He straightened in surprise, pulling his
shoulders away from the wall of the stall.

"Why not?" she asked. "You found out that what you're looking for isn't
here. I certainly don't want you to be here, but I don't particularly want to
have to shoot you. So I guess the best thing would be if you just...leave. Just
get off McCullar land."

Rio laughed, the sound harsh and bitter. He couldn't help it. That was the
same "invitation" Chase had issued before he'd had him railroaded. "Get off
McCullar land. You don't belong here." He still didn't, but at least now he
had accepted that he never would.

"You think this is funny?" she said angrily. "Breaking and entering? You
think this is something to laugh at?"

"No, ma'am," Rio acknowledged softly. He didn't. He'd had enough of
living dangerously for one night. He couldn't go back to prison. He knew
that. Breathing desert air again had made him know that he would never
survive another incarceration, would never be able to endure it again, no
matter what he told himself. He wouldn't ever go back, so, trying to mollify
her, he simply agreed with her. "I don't think it's funny."

"Okay," she said, sounding satisfied that she had forced the admission
from him. "I'm going to back out of the barn, but I'll be watching you as you
leave."

It was a good plan, simple but effective. He wouldn't know where she
was, but he'd be aware that she—and the gun—were watching his every
move. He was luckier than he had any right to be that she was going to let
him go.

He watched her back through the opening, her long, fair hair once more
reflecting the moonlight. When she had disappeared into the outside
darkness, he obediently started across the empty space between the stall
where he had been hiding and the double doors. He had almost reached them
when the whole thing fell apart.

"Help me," a woman's voice begged hoarsely in Spanish. The entreaty had



come from the back of one of the empty stalls he'd ignored in his initial
search for the black. "For the love of God, please help me," the plea came
again.

Against his will, Rio glanced to the side, into the darkness where the
agonized voice had come from. He swallowed, fighting his natural inclination
to respond. His gaze moved back to the opening. Escape. He had been given
an unexpected—and considering his stupidity, an undeserved—chance to
melt away into the desert night. No one would ever be able to prove he had
been here. No one would ever know he'd been foolish enough to set foot on
Mac McCullar's land.

"Please," the voice said again, the sound abruptly becoming a gasp.
Was that pain? he wondered. And even if it was, he told himself, it was

none of his business. Her pain was not his concern. He had enough trouble of
his own without taking on someone else's. "For the love of God," she had
begged. Only the love of God wasn't anything Rio Delgado acknowledged
anymore. That had all been destroyed, burned out of him, and whatever was
going on here was nothing to him. Less than nothing.

Three steps and he could be through the doors that beckoned and away
from the danger his sentimentality had already gotten him into. He took one
of those steps, and the sound from the stall came again, inarticulate this time.
Guttural and animalistic in its agony.

Rio closed his eyes, fighting its pull, but despite everything that had
happened to him as a result of the last time he'd tried to help someone, he still
couldn't force himself to take that next step. He had never in his life walked
away from a creature in pain. He took a deep breath, knowing he was a fool,
and then, instead of taking the escape the woman with the gun had offered
him, he turned to his right, toward the shadowed darkness of the stall.

Rio was unaware until the shepherd growled that the dog was there. The
sound came from low in the animal's throat and was clearly menacing, a
warning. Rio couldn't see him, nothing beyond the shape of his big body
standing guard, alert and poised to attack.

"She asked me to help her," Rio explained, speaking to the dog in
Spanish. "But I can't help her if you don't let me get closer. I'm not going to
hurt you. Or her. I don't like to hurt things. I'm not that kind of man. You
know that, little one."

The shepherd made another sound, but the quality was different.
Obviously different. In the darkness, Rio stretched out his hand and held it



absolutely motionless as the coldness of the dog's nose brushed across his
knuckles and then down over his fingers. He still couldn't see much about the
animal beyond his size.

"I told you," Rio said, "and now you have seen that it is true. These are
not hands that hurt."

The dog whined softly in response, and Rio took a step farther into the
stall. But then the dog growled, and again the man stopped in recognition of
that command.

"She needs help," he said. "You have tried to help her, but you know that
what you can do is not enough. You will have to let me help. You'll know
that if you think about it."

"The problem might be that he doesn't speak Spanish."
The voice came from behind him, but Rio didn't turn around. His entire

attention was focused on willing the dog to let him get to whoever had called
for help. Now, apparently, the woman with the gun had come back inside to
see what was keeping him.

"It doesn't matter," Rio said. It didn't, of course. They spoke the same
language, whatever language he was speaking. His tone was what the dog
heard and responded to. And to whatever else was in Rio's seductive voice, to
the magic that had always been there.

"For the love of God, help me," the voice from the stall begged again.
"Let him by, Rom," Anne ordered. Her own Spanish was sketchy, but she

had recognized enough of what had been said to know that someone was
begging for help.

"Call him," Rio suggested.
She didn't have much faith that the dog would obey, not if he'd made up

his mind he was supposed to guard the woman in the stall. Just exactly who's
in charge here? she thought again, this time in resignation, waiting to be
disappointed.

"Heel, Rommel," she commanded.
The shepherd moved out of the stall, brushing past the waiting man, and

then sat down on his haunches beside her. Anne reached down and touched
his head. "Good boy," she said disbelievingly.

The man had already begun moving. He disappeared into the blacker
shadows at the back of the enclosure, and Anne listened breathlessly to the
conversation that whispered out of that darkness. She caught an occasional
word, but they were speaking too softly and too rapidly for her to understand



even the gist of what was being said.
"What's wrong?" she asked finally. They had stopped talking and she

could hear the gasping breathing of the woman beginning again. And then
again the agonized moaning. "What's going on?" Anne asked over the
climbing horror of the sound.

"I don't suppose you know anything about delivering babies?" the man's
softly pleasant voice asked, its tone such a contrast to the other.

Babies? My God, did he say babies?
"No," Anne whispered, trying to marshall what she did know. Hot water.

Scissors. Towels. "No," she said again, just in case he thought that because
she was a woman she could do something to help.

"I was afraid of that," he said, and she heard a thread of amusement in his
resignation.

"Do you?" she asked hopefully.
"Horses. Dogs. Not people," he admitted. And then he added, "At least not

yet."
There was nothing else for a few moments. More breathing. Almost

panting now. A low, heartfelt moan of pain.
"So what do we do?" Anne asked. She had finally remembered to lower

the gun she had been directing toward the sound of the man's voice. She
didn't think she was going to shoot him. Not unless he tried to leave her here
alone with the woman who was in labor. If he did that... then she might.

"You have a car?" he asked. He had been whispering to the woman again,
the sound of whatever he was saying subtly comforting Anne's fears, too,
although that had certainly not been his intent. He hadn't been talking to her
and she didn't understand Spanish, but still there was something about his
voice...

"A truck. Jenny's pickup. The keys are in the house."
"Get them," he ordered. "And lock the dog inside."
"Why?'' she asked, wary again of his intentions.
"So he won't follow us."
"But...where are we going? I mean, I don't know anything about the local

hospitals, about what's close enough."
"There's only one place close enough. I'll show you the way. Just get the

keys."
She stood there thinking about it, about getting into the truck with a

couple of strangers, and then the low moan came again. This time it seemed



to grow and expand until it filled the darkness with its pain, and through the
crescendo of suffering, she could still hear his voice, soft and yet remarkably
powerful in its compassion. Comforting. Reassuring.

"Now," he ordered sharply. The single English word was directed at her,
of course, and then the compelling tone slipped back into Spanish.

Anne turned and ran out of the barn toward the ranch house. She had to
stop halfway there and call Rommel to come with her. She was surprised
again when, after a short delay at one of Jenny's shrubs, he obeyed her.
Probably because the man had told him to, she thought. In Spanish, no doubt,
she acknowledged in amused disgust, as she again began to run toward the
house, the shepherd at her heels.

* * *
They were all three packed into the seat of the pickup. Anne had found

herself behind the wheel, and of course, that was because he was still helping
the woman. He had brought her out of the barn after Anne had pulled the
truck up beside the double doors. He had carried her effortlessly, it seemed.
That had been the first time she'd gotten a good look at him, and she hadn't
been able to stop looking at him since.

He was... She hesitated, trying to find a more acceptable term, but she had
already recognized that there wasn't one. He was beautiful. That was the only
word that fit. He was Mexican, Anne thought. Latino, she amended. It was
the politically correct term, since she couldn't really know his nationality.

His features were incredibly fine drawn. Beautifully aligned. The face was
put together with compelling perfection, like some Renaissance drawing. Da
Vinci, maybe. A sketch for an angel for one of those remarkable frescoes. He
ought to be making movies. Modeling. Doing magazine ads. Doing
something besides sneaking into someone else's barn to steal a horse.

Her cheeks flamed with heat when she remembered that his eyes had
lifted suddenly from the pregnant woman to find Anne's fascinated gaze on
his face. Those dark eyes, surrounded by their sweep of incredibly long,
black lashes, had revealed only amusement at her gaping fascination.

He was probably used to that reaction, she thought—the unthinking
reaction she had had to his face. Someone who looked like he did had
probably grown up accustomed to the adulation of women.

Except she wasn't one of them. Beauty was only skin-deep. She had more
than ample reason to understand that. She should be the last person in the



world to be attracted to a man because of his looks.
"The next right," he directed, breaking into her reverie.
His remarks to her had all been made in English. The rest of the time he

talked softly to the woman in Spanish. Anne was aware that his dark, long-
fingered hand was cupped low on the woman's protruding abdomen.
Occasionally, out of the corner of her eye, she could see it move over the
thin, tightly stretched cotton of the shapeless dress the woman wore,
caressing an accompaniment to the words he continued to whisper.

It should be wrong that he was touching the woman in such an intimate
way. And yet it wasn't. It didn't seem any more inappropriate than a doctor's
examination. Or a mother's touch of her frightened child. Whatever he was
doing was asexual. He wasn't a man touching a woman. He was simply a
voice. A caressing hand. A reassuring human contact.

Resolutely, Anne pulled her mind away from the image of that strong,
dark hand moving over the woman's belly and back to the narrow, unpaved
road he'd directed her to turn down. A small adobe building appeared
suddenly in the beams of the truck's headlights.

"That's it," he said.
Anne parked in front and then hurried around to the other side of the

pickup. He was already lifting the woman from the seat. The muscles in his
shoulders bunched with the strain, but he was apparently far stronger than he
looked. She tried the door of the building and found it was locked.

"Knock," he ordered. "Doc's here. He lives here."
She knocked, too softly at first to arouse anybody. And then louder.

Finally she pounded the flat of her hand against the wood. Still there was no
response.

"Move," he said.
Despite the burden he carried, he raised his knee and kicked the door with

the bottom of his boot. The sound reverberated in the desert stillness. "Doc!"
he shouted. The contrast between the shout and the unceasing whispering
caress that had been his voice was a shock, but it had the desired effect.

The lights came on, shining out through the front windows into the
darkness where they stood together. She glanced at her unknown companion
again. Profile this time. It was as perfect as the other view. And again she
forced her eyes away. This wasn't like her. She had no explanation for why
she couldn't seem to stop looking at him.

She was thankful when the door opened and the old man appeared. His



white hair was wildly disordered and his pupils were dilated. It was obvious
he had been asleep.

"What the hell?" he asked softly, his eyes making the same fascinated
appraisal of her companion's face that her own had made.

"She's in labor," the man from the barn said. "But something's gone
wrong."

"Bring her inside," the old man ordered, moving out of the doorway.
Anne trailed them in, but neither paid any attention to her. She closed the

outer door and then followed the exodus into the examination room. The man
was laying the woman on the table as she came into the room.

She stood in the doorway, silently watching, just as he did, while Doc
scrubbed his hands and began his examination. Somehow that didn't seem
wrong, either—for them to be here, watching that examination. Somehow
they had a part in whatever was going to happen.

"Breech," the doctor said.
"I thought so." The man's soft agreement was in English.
"I didn't know you were back," the old man said.
"Today."
"You do what they said you did?" the doctor asked, his eyes moving for

the first time from his patient to the man who had brought her in, even as his
hands were still occupied with the examination of the baby's position.

"No."
The denial was only one word, but its tone caused the old man to nod in

agreement. "I didn't think so," he said. "I never thought so, if that's any
comfort."

There was no response from the dark man, so the doctor nodded to
himself again before he asked, "How'd you get mixed up in this?"

Anne wondered if he thought the man had something to do with the baby.
And then she wondered. Was it possible that this was his baby? Was that why
he'd stopped to help the woman? Had she followed him into the barn?

"I was looking for my horse."
"I should have known," the old man said, gentle amusement in his voice.

"I think I'm going to need you."
"You know I don't know anything about delivering babies. Not human

ones, anyway."
"You just talk, hotshot. I'll do all the work—as always."
"Talking's what I do best," the man said, but there was a hint of



amusement in that, too.
"Second best is what I heard. Who are you?" the old man asked, and it

took Anne a second to realize he was talking to her.
"I'm Anne Richardson," she said.
The old man's head came up again at that, and he took time to look at her,

over his shoulder as he worked, so she knew he had recognized her name.
She wondered what he knew about her—other than the fact she was Senator
Richardson's sister. She glanced toward the dark man, but there had been no
reaction to her name in his perfect features.

The old man's eyes also moved to the other man and then came back to
her face. "Senator Richardson's sister?"

"Yes," she acknowledged softly.
"I'm Tom Horn. I'm not even going to ask how you got mixed up in this,"

he said.
"It was Jenny McCullar's barn he was looking for his horse in."
"You're staying at Jenny's?"
"She and my brother are in Austin. I'm...ranch-sitting, I guess."
"Got a little bit more than you bargained for," Doc Horn suggested.
"Yes," she said truthfully.
"You know who he is?"
The man she'd found in Jenny's barn moved slightly in response to that, so

that Anne's gaze was attracted toward him again. He wasn't looking at her,
but at the old man.

"No," she said, her eyes coming back to the doctor.
He nodded. "I didn't think you did. His name's Rio, but you might want to

forget you heard it. You gonna stand there all night?" he asked. And Anne
realized he wasn't talking to her anymore.

"What do you want me to do?" the man named Rio asked. He still hadn't
looked at Anne.

"It's too late for a C-section. I can't take a chance on putting her under, not
with what's going on with this baby. I'm gonna have to turn him and get him
out in a hurry. I'll take care of the baby. Looking after her is up to you. Let's
see how good you really are. See if you live up to your billing," the old man
suggested, his hands beginning the procedure he had told them about. "Why
don't you just start talking."



Chapter Three
"Know anything about babies?" Doc Horn asked Anne after it was over. It

was the same question that Rio had asked her in the barn, so she gave the
answer she had given then.

"No," she whispered. What she did know was that she had just witnessed
a miracle, and she found it a little hard to talk after the experience. Mother
and son both seemed to be doing fine. Against all expectations. Against all
the odds.

"At least know how to hold one, don't you?"
She nodded, her blue eyes moving from his to the small bundle he was

holding out to her. Doc had wrapped the baby in a clean towel after he'd done
the necessary things for him.

"One of you needs to hold him while I finish up with his mother. I thought
you might like to. If not..." He waited, his dark eyes searching her face,
assessing her hesitation.

"I'll hold him," she said finally.
The baby felt a little cold, despite the towel and the warmth of the clinic.

She cuddled him against her breasts. With her right hand, she moved the
towel aside, revealing small, rounded features and eyes that seemed as black
as those of the man she'd found in the barn. Unconsciously, she smiled down
into their unfocused darkness.

"Looks good," Doc said, and she glanced up to find him watching her.
"He's going to be all right?" she asked, her gaze falling again to the baby.

"Isn't he?"
"Far as I can tell," Doc agreed, turning back to the mother. ''There's no

guarantee, but I think we were in time. She'd never have delivered that baby
on her own. It was lucky the two of you found her."

"Lucky she was in the barn," Anne said unthinkingly. And then she asked
the pertinent question. "Why was she in Jenny's barn?"

"You tell her," Doc suggested, his hands already involved in the
remaining tasks of the delivery.

"She wanted the baby to be born here," Rio complied.
"At this clinic."
"This side of the border."
"She crossed the river just so the baby could be born in the States?"



"Just?" Rio repeated softly.
It had been a foolish question. This baby was a U.S. citizen. Doc would

fill out the birth certificate to that effect.
"It just seems so dangerous for her to be alone," she defended. "Why

didn't her husband come with her?"
"She says her husband came north more than five months ago. Someone

had promised him work—good work for top wages. He was supposed to send
for her as soon as he found a place for them to live, but...apparently
something happened. She doesn't know what."

"She hasn't heard from him?" she asked.
"Not since he left."
"Now that ain't the first time I've heard that story," Doc said. The words

were muttered under his breath, almost musingly, as he worked.
"They'd agreed that the baby should be born here," Rio continued, "and

when he didn't send for her, she didn't know anything else to do."
"So she came across the river alone to have her baby."
"Lots do," Doc said. "I've delivered more babies through the years than

most obstetricians."
"How many years?" Anne asked him, smiling.
"More than fifty," the old man said. "He's one of 'em."
It took a second for her to realize who he meant—not the baby she was

holding, but the man still standing beside the table.
"You delivered...him?" she asked unbelievingly. Her lips moved upward

slightly, reacting to the unexpected image of this dark, beautiful man as a
baby, just like the one she was cradling against the warmth of her body. That
was an incredible stretch of the imagination, given his size and strength.

Rio's eyes had fastened on her face, watching her reaction. "My mother
wanted me to be born here," he said. "She made that same journey. Also
alone."

There was some emotion in his voice that Anne couldn't read. Anger,
maybe, but she couldn't imagine why he would be angry about that. "She
wanted to be sure you'd be a U.S. citizen."

He laughed, the sound soft and without humor. It was mocking instead,
like his unexpected laughter in the barn. "With all the rights and privileges
thereof."

"I don't understand," Anne said, holding his eyes. They were darker than
the baby's, she realized, but just as unfathomable.



"It doesn't matter," Rio said finally, the downward sweep of lashes hiding
whatever emotion had been there.

"It will to some folks," Doc suggested, without looking up. "It's going to
matter a whole hell of a lot to some people around here."

* * *
They were in the truck together, heading back to the ranch in the near-

dawn dimness. In the afterglow of holding the baby, of watching his birth,
Anne had forgotten that she should be apprehensive about getting into this
truck with a total stranger. It didn't feel as if the man Doc had introduced as
Rio was a stranger, but of course, he was. She still knew nothing about him
except his name.

And the fact that he had loved a horse enough to try to find him in
someone else's barn, almost getting himself shot in the process. That he had
chosen to help the Mexican woman rather than leave when Anne had given
him the chance. That Doc had delivered him.

"What did Doc mean?" she asked, thinking about that strange
conversation. She turned toward Rio, again studying the perfection of his
profile, clearly limned against the lighter darkness outside the window.

He glanced at her, black eyes leaving the narrow road he was expertly
negotiating. He was driving far faster than she had on the way to the clinic. It
had seemed natural to let him drive since he was familiar with the country,
and so she hadn't questioned when he'd politely opened the passenger door
for her. She had just obediently handed him Jenny's keys and gotten into the
truck.

She was beginning to realize she had done several things tonight that she
shouldn't have done. Things she almost certainly wouldn't have done if she'd
had more time to think about them. Things she wouldn't dare confess to
Trent.

"About what?" Rio asked. His eyes had moved back to focusing on the
road ahead. She watched the muscle beside his mouth move, tightening and
then releasing its tension as he waited for her to answer.

"That it would be better if I forgot your name."
"Doc was just trying to warn you," he said finally.
"About what?" she asked. "About you?"
"About knowing me."
"Do I need to be warned?" she asked. "You don't seem very dangerous to



me." He didn't. Not anymore. Not after she had watched him with the
woman. She remembered the movement of his hand over the bulging
protrusion that had been the unborn baby—remembered its slow, gentle
caress.

"That's what Doc was trying to tell you. Some people think I am. Those
same people will think that you shouldn't be around me."

It intrigued her, that both he and Doc had warned her off. The fascination
of forbidden fruit, maybe. Only she still didn't know why he should be.

"You think you could be less cryptic?" she suggested. Her tone was a little
amused. She couldn't imagine what this man had done that made him so
totally off-limits. She waited, watching the muscle beside his mouth move
again, tighten and then release, before he spoke.

"I spent the last five years in Huntsville."
Whatever she had expected him to say, it wasn't that. The quiet statement

literally took her breath. No wonder Doc had said it would be better if she
forgot his name.

"What did you do?" she asked.
"At least Doc had the decency to ask if I did it."
Anne remembered Doc's question. "Did you do what they said you did?"
"Are you saying that you...weren't guilty?" she asked. "That's what you

told Doc," she realized suddenly.
"It's the truth. Whether you believe it or not."
"Then how did you end up in prison?"
"Ask Chase McCullar. I'd be interested to hear what he tells you."
Jenny's brother-in-law, she realized. "He had something to do with putting

you in prison?"
"It sure wouldn't have been possible without him."
"Why would he do that if you were innocent?"
Again the silence stretched before he answered, perhaps thinking about

what he could tell her. "There's a lot of bad blood between us," he said
finally.

"Or maybe he really thought you were guilty," Anne suggested. She had
met Chase McCullar only briefly, so she had too little to go on to make that
kind of judgment about his motives.

"Maybe," Rio agreed.
"Did he lie? At your trial, I mean."
"No," Rio said.



"Manufacture evidence?" she suggested.
He laughed again, the sound only a breath. "He didn't have to bother," he

said. "There wasn't any."
"Juries don't convict people without evidence." She came from a family of

lawyers, so she was aware that wasn't the exact truth. That was how it was
supposed to work, of course, but sometimes... "I don't believe that—"

"I don't give a damn what you believe," Rio said, his voice suddenly
harsh. "I'm telling you the truth." She saw the depth of the breath he took, and
then, speaking more calmly, he added, "But they'll all tell you something
different, so...I guess you'll have to make up your own mind."

"With an attitude like that, no wonder they convicted you." It was a stupid
remark, and she regretted making it as soon as the words were out of her
mouth. If what he said was true—and she still had no way to verify whether it
was—then he had a right to be bitter.

"Maybe you're right," he agreed, his tone once again mocking.
He pulled the truck up parallel to the front of Jenny's house and turned off

the ignition. They sat in the quiet darkness for a moment, listening to the
small noises the engine made as it cooled. She knew she should be afraid,
alone in this isolated location with a man who'd just confessed to being an ex-
con, but for some reason she wasn't.... "They'll all tell you something
different...you'll have to make up your own mind.'' Maybe she already had.

Finally Rio took the keys from the ignition and held them out to her. She
reached to take them and in the darkness her fingers made contact with his.
Surprisingly, she felt a small frisson of reaction somewhere deep inside and
realized, almost with wonder, what it was.

"Where are you going now?" she asked.
He shook his head, thinking about that. There was nowhere to go. Nothing

left that was home and nothing that felt like home. He didn't even have a
place to spend the night. Maybe he should have asked to stay with Doc, but
he had known the facilities were limited and with the woman and baby
there...

"I think I may know where your horse is," Anne offered. The possibility
had occurred to her during their conversation in the barn, but she had decided
then not to tell him. Now it seemed right that he should know. "I think... I
think it may have been Samantha McCullar who bought him instead of
Jenny."

"Samantha McCullar?" Rio questioned, trying to place the name.



"Chase's wife."
By then he had made the connection. Sam Kincaid's daughter and Chase

McCullar. Everybody had been aware that something had gone on between
those two, years ago. "Samantha Kincaid?" he asked.

"Do you know her?"
"It's not likely that I'd know Samantha Kincaid. Except by reputation."

Everybody in south Texas knew about the Kincaids. The old man, Sam
Kincaid, owned the biggest spread in this part of the state, justifiably famous
for the horses—both quarter horses and thoroughbreds—that it produced.

"Then you know that she knows something about horses."
"You think she bought mine?" He wondered if that was possible. The

stallion had good lines, but he didn't know the breeding, and he couldn't
imagine why someone who bred horses as valuable as the Kincaids' would be
interested in acquiring a renegade with unknown bloodlines.

"She's started her own stables. If Jenny didn't buy your horse, then it just
seemed a possibility that Samantha did. Only...I wouldn't go looking for him
in her barn if I were you," she teased gently. "At least not tonight."

Not ever, Rio thought, not if he was smart. Not considering how Chase
McCullar felt about him. And how he felt about Chase.

Getting caught in Jenny McCullar's barn tonight had made him realize
what a straight-and-narrow path he was going to have to walk, especially
around here, to stay out of prison. No one would cut him any slack. Hell,
they'd be as eager to put him away again as they had been the first time.

"You want to sleep in the barn?" Anne asked.
He lifted his eyes to her face, surprised that she'd make that offer obvious

in their darkness.
"If you don't have another place to go," she added.
Her eyes were deep blue. He had realized that with the growing light, and

they met his now openly, without any of the male-female games he was
familiar with. There was no invitation in their depths. No attraction. Beyond
the first startled response to his face, Anne Richardson had treated him
exactly as she had treated Doc Horn. With courtesy and respect and nothing
else, and that wasn't the reaction he usually evoked. Especially not from
women.

"I'd be grateful," he said. Again the words of thanks had been slow in
coming, their usage unfamiliar.

She nodded and opened the passenger door. She climbed down from the



pickup and without looking back, walked up the wooden steps and crossed
the porch. It took her a moment to find the lock and insert the key.

While she was doing that, there was no sound from the truck behind her.
No opening and closing of the door. She heard that distinctive sound only
after she was inside, the door of the ranch house safely locked behind her.

For some reason, despite the unfamiliarity of her surroundings, she didn't
have any trouble going to sleep.

* * *
The sounds that awakened her late the following morning were also

unfamiliar. She couldn't place them at first, so she lay for a moment in the
unpleasant grogginess of having had too little sleep and listened, trying to
identify what she was hearing. It wasn't until she heard the kind of language
they were using to each other that she realized what was going on.

She jumped up and, through the window of her bedroom, she watched Rio
drive his fist into his opponent's nose. The big blond man he was fighting
recoiled from the blow, staggering backward a few feet before he came back
at Rio again.

She didn't take time to grab a robe on the way out, but she did pick up the
revolver she'd left out on the table beside the bed. Rommel was at the back
door, waiting as he had last night for her to open it. But what was going on
outside didn't need the big shepherd in the middle of it, she decided.

"Stay," she ordered, knowing full well that he wouldn't. She opened the
door a crack and slipped out, using her knee to block the dog's exit. She
slammed the door, almost catching his nose in it. She could hear his frenzied,
frustrated barking behind her as she ran toward the barn.

Enough blows had already been struck that the two men were wary of
each other now, more careful than they had apparently been in the first
adrenaline-driven exchange. They had been on the ground at least once,
judging by the dirt on their clothing. And they had both been bloodied. Now
they were slowly circling, bare fists raised, their knuckles raw and eyes
locked, awaiting the next opportunity to do damage.

"What are you doing?" she shouted at them as she ran. "Stop it, both of
you."

The eyes of the blond, whom she had finally recognized as Chase
McCullar, cut quickly away from his opponent and in her direction, but there
was no other change in their watchful postures. Rio hadn't responded at all to



her shout.
Even from where she was, she could see that his dark eyes were full of

unthinking rage. There was a blueing lump on his cheekbone and the cut that
had been opened over his left eye was seeping blood. McCullar's nose was
bleeding, its normal, almost-Roman shape beginning to swell and distort.

"Stop it," she demanded again.
"Stay out of this," Rio warned. He still hadn't looked at her, his complete

attention directed at his half brother.
That precaution had been wise. Rio had to duck the right Chase shot at

him as he spoke to Anne. He had been expecting something like that,
however, and he went in under it, delivering a short, hard jab to Chase's gut.
When he heard the resulting grunt of lost breath, he smiled.

From the first blow, there had been something so intensely satisfying
about knowing he was inflicting pain that it exhilarated him. Payback. Let
Chase McCullar feel what it was like to be hurt.

"Stop it, damn it," Anne said. She was close enough to them now that she
didn't have to yell to be heard. Close enough to see the cold hatred in their
expressions. They were really trying to kill each other, she thought.

"Stay out of this," Chase ordered her. But his attention had been distracted
long enough that Rio's left hook caught him off guard, rocking him with its
force, so that he staggered backward again, widening the distance between
them.

It wasn't much of an opportunity, but Anne took it. She ran into that
opening, positioning her body like a shield in front of Rio's. She held the big
gun out before her, again using both hands to keep it steady, exactly as she'd
been taught.

"I said stop it." The words were softer now, unnecessary because there
was no doubting the expertise with which she was holding the gun.

Chase McCullar hesitated, blue eyes moving unbelievingly from hers
down to the weapon she held trained on his midsection. He'd been around
guns all his life, so he had a healthy respect for them, for the damage they
could do. He didn't move. He knew nothing about this woman, and he had no
idea what might cause her to pull that trigger.

"What the hell do you think you're doing?" Rio demanded from behind
her.

"Breaking this up before somebody gets hurt."
"This is none of your business," he said. "Get out of the way before that



thing goes off—"
"And hurts somebody?" she jeered. "I thought that's what you were trying

to do. To kill him. That's sure what it looked like from where I was standing."
"I found this bastard coming out of Jenny's barn," Chase said, taking an

involuntary step closer to her, unthinking in his fury, trying to get to Rio,
despite his initial intention not to do anything that might make the
Richardson woman shoot him. "There's no telling what—"

The muzzle of the revolver moved slightly nearer to him, Anne's arms
fully extending into the classic shooter's stance. Chase took the step back. He
wasn't a coward, but he wasn't a fool, either.

"That's because I told him he could sleep in the barn," she said.
"You told him?" Chase questioned, his shock evident. "You knew he was

here?"
"Yes," she said, blue eyes meeting blue. She could hear Rio breathing

behind her, the sound harsh from the exertion of the fight. She was a little
surprised that he hadn't tried to move her physically out of the way. Maybe
because her finger was on the trigger of the .45, and he really didn't want her
to gutshoot Chase McCullar.

"You don't know who this is," Chase said.
"His name is Rio," she said. "I gave him permission to use the barn

because he didn't have anywhere else to sleep."
"Do you have any idea what he did?"
The man behind her made some sound, short and unpleasant. "You're not

going to do any good talking to him," Rio said softly.
"He says he didn't do anything," Anne answered Chase's question,

ignoring Rio.
For the first time, Anne realized that whatever Rio had been accused of,

whatever offense he'd gone to prison for, was the one thing that hadn't been
discussed last night.

"He did it, all right," Chase said, his eyes moving past hers to the man
standing behind her. "No matter what lies he's told you."

"Even if he did, Mr. McCullar, he's served his time. It's over. You're not
going to fight with him."

"Served his time?" Chase repeated. "Do you think that matters? You think
it makes any difference to me how much time he served? If he spends
eternity in hell, that still won't be long enough to satisfy me. You think those
five years will make any difference to Mac? Now get out of my way before



you get hurt butting into something you don't know anything about."
"To Mac?" she repeated. Mac was his brother. Jenny's husband...who had

been murdered. The shock of that revelation made her hands tremble. The
small vibration of the gun she was holding revealed its impact.

"You didn't know," Chase said, apparently realizing the truth of that. "He
told you something else, didn't he? Well, he lied to you, Miss Richardson,
because that's what he is. A liar and a murderer. Now give me that damn
gun."

Again he advanced, but he hadn't given her enough time to make up her
mind about what she believed. "You'll have to make up your own mind," Rio
had said last night. And she remembered the quiet conviction in his voice
when he'd answered Doc's question, "Did you do what they said you did?"

She lowered the muzzle of the revolver and squeezed the trigger, putting a
bullet into the ground almost between Chase McCullar's booted feet.

"What the hell..." he yelled, but he backed up. In a hurry.
"Go home," she ordered. "Whatever the truth is, this isn't the way to

handle it."
"You tried to shoot me," Chase said, as if he still couldn't believe what

she'd done.
"If I had tried to shoot you, Mr. McCullar, you'd be shot. Go home and

cool off."
"Get him off this ranch," he said. "Get him off McCullar land. Don't you

realize how Jenny's going—"
"I realize," she interrupted. "And I promise you he'll leave. Just as soon as

you do."
McCullar's eyes left hers to fasten on his half brother's face. They were

blue flames, full of hatred and contempt. "I'm going to get you, you bastard,"
he said softly, "for what you did to Mac."

"I had nothing to do with what happened to Mac," Rio said. His voice was
as quiet as Chase's had been. "I told you that. I've tried to tell you that from
the beginning."

"You just knew about what was going to happen in advance?" Chase
suggested sarcastically. "Somebody just told you all the details? Told you to
come over here and issue that threat?"

"I overheard somebody talking."
Chase shook his head in disgust. "It won't wash. It's just more lies. I'm

going to get you, Delgado. Sometime when she's not around to protect you.



You can count on it."
Chase bent and scooped up his hat on his way across the yard. He got into

his pickup, slamming the door. He gunned the black truck until the cloud of
dust it kicked up obscured it, hiding it completely from the two people who
still stood in the center of Jenny McCullar's yard.

Finally Anne lowered the gun and turned around to face Rio Delgado. She
wondered if she would have remembered if she had heard the rest of his
name last night. It wasn't really Rio. That was a nickname, of course,
probably given to him in childhood, a mocking cruelty because of the
circumstances of his birth. Roderigo Delgado was the name that had been
blared across south Texas almost five years ago. Along with the details of his
half brother's murder.

The cut under his eyebrow had stopped bleeding. He met her eyes. His
dark gaze was straightforward and uncompromising. He had told her that he
wasn't guilty, and apparently, despite Chase's accusations, his story hadn't
changed.

"Why in the world would you come here?" she said. That's what she
couldn't understand. Why take a chance that Jenny would be the one he'd
encounter?

"I needed to find my horse," he said stubbornly, as if that explained it all.
She shook her head. She lowered the gun to her side, holding it loosely in

her hand. "I think Chase is right. I think you'd just better go."
"I had nothing to do with Mac's death. I was coming to warn him. I made

the mistake of telling McCullar what I'd overheard. He thought that meant I
was part of what happened. That I was delivering the threat for...whoever
killed him."

He still didn't know—who had really planned and executed Mac's murder
—but that was nothing to him, he had decided long before he'd come back.
He didn't owe the McCullars anything.

He hadn't come home to try to find Mac's murderer or even to clear his
own name. He had thought he was long past caring what anybody thought.
He had come home simply to settle a score. To make Chase McCullar pay for
what he'd done.

Now, looking into Anne Richardson's eyes, knowing she had been
sickened by what Chase had told her, he realized that wasn't true anymore.
For some reason, it mattered to him what she thought.

Anne had hesitated, because she realized that she still wanted to believe



him. She thought she could hear sincerity in his voice, but Chase had said he
was a liar and a murderer. She had been mistaken about people before, she
reminded herself. Badly mistaken. Surely that was a lesson she had learned.

"I'm not in a position to know which of you to believe," she said. "But I
do know that you shouldn't be here. Not on Jenny's ranch. Just...go away.
Please."

She began again to walk past him, but the dark hand she'd admired last
night reached out, seeming to move as quickly as a rattlesnake's strike, to
fasten around her wrist. She tried to jerk her arm away, but he wouldn't
release her. Her eyes, wide with shock, lifted to his as she continued to
struggle to free her wrist.

"Please listen to me, Miss Richardson—" he began, but suddenly she
couldn't.

The panic surged upward, already beyond her control, gathering hysteria
as she frantically twisted her arm, trying to pull it out of his grasp. "I just
want you to—" he said.

She didn't hear the sense of the rest of it. The words roared in her head
like the flow of blood that was pounding there. Its force obscured her vision,
interfered with her hearing, drowned out the reality of what was happening
now. Buried it in the horror of what had happened before.

She realized she was holding something in her hand, but she didn't even
know what it was. It was just a something, maybe something she could use to
make him let go, to fight him, to get free. She raised the revolver high over
her head and then brought it down as hard as she could. The metal grip in her
palm connected solidly with his temple.

Rio's eyes widened with shock and pain, and his long fingers unclenched,
finally freeing her wrist. It didn't matter now, of course. Release had come
too late. She was too far gone in the dark chasm of her own fear, irrationally
reliving the past.

Anne had already pulled the gun back, striking out blindly again. Rio got
his forearm up to partially block the blow, but she hit him hard enough that
the force of it numbed the nerves in his arm, and he grunted in pain.

"Stop it," he said softly, still not understanding what was going on. "What
the hell's the matter with you? I'm not going to hurt you. You know that."

She had already raised the gun the third time, and it was coming down
once more, directed this time at his face. He turned aside, dodging the blow,
so that the metal of the revolver's barrel scraped along his cheek, opening



another cut, this one over the high cheekbone.
"What the hell!" he shouted, angry now. "What the hell's the matter with

you?" He grabbed her arm again, the left one, and used it to shake her, trying
to pull her around to make her face him.

When she did, he realized that her pupils were too widely dilated,
midnight black and unseeing in an incredibly narrowed rim of blue. When
she raised the gun again, Rio reached out and wrapped both muscular arms
around her body in a bear hug, pinning her arms tightly to her sides. She
stumbled backward, still fighting him, her body writhing frenziedly against
his control.

The strength of her movements caught him off guard, and when she
stumbled backward, he was pulled off-balance by her weight. He fell
forward, throwing them both to the ground. He was able to brace himself by
putting out his hands, but she landed hard on her back with most of Ms
weight on top of her.

He heard the air go out of her lungs. She lay under him, and in the shock
of having no air, her body had finally stilled. Her eyes were too wide, still
staring almost blindly at his face. Her mouth was open, attempting frantically
to get some oxygen into her lungs.

"It's all right," Rio said softly, trying to control his own anger enough to
work the old magic. He made his voice low and reassuring. "I'm not going to
hurt you. I'd never hurt you, Anne. It's all right. Everything's all right."

He continued to whisper to her. His fingers found the softness of her hair,
blond and as fine as a child's under their caress. He moved his thumb along
the column of her throat, the motion soothing as he talked to her.

Her eyes locked on his face, and she finally seemed to be listening to him.
More coherent, maybe. He could feel her straggling to breathe and then the
hard gasp as she was finally able to draw in some blessed air. Her breasts
began to rise and fall rapidly, as she desperately pulled oxygen into her
starving lungs. He could feel the small peaks of her nipples against his chest,
hardened and moving against him under the covering of the thin nightshirt
she wore.

With their movement, he became aware of her again as a woman. A
highly desirable woman. He was suddenly conscious of their positions. Of the
way she was lying under him. Just as if...

As he had in the barn, he fought to block that unwanted reaction, but it
had been too long. So damn long. She took another breath, the sound she



made almost a sob, exactly like the soft, grasping of a hurt child, fighting
tears.

He looked down into her face and saw that her eyes had changed, the wild
black of shock retreating with the growing return of the blue. He removed his
hand from her throat, and put both of his flat on the ground, one on either
side of her head and pushed his upper body up, away from her chest.

Except that hadn't been such a good idea, he realized suddenly, because it
only increased the contact between his lower body and hers. His erection had
been uncontrollable, despite the fact that he hadn't understood what was
going on or why she was so furious. From the moment her breasts had begun
moving under his chest, he'd been aroused. He hadn't meant for it to happen,
but there wasn't a whole hell of a lot he could do about it now. He knew she
could feel what had occurred, and he was embarrassed. He had a hard-on like
a teenager on his first date.

He had forgotten about the gun she'd been holding when they went down
—had forgotten it until he felt the cold of its muzzle pushed hard into the
softness under his jaw. And then, seeing what was in her eyes, he knew,
without any doubt in his mind, that she was about to pull the trigger.



Chapter Four
Rio's heart stopped while he waited. There had been other times when he'd

expected to die, had been prepared for it. But this had come out of the blue.
He didn't know what had set Anne Richardson off, but death was in the wide
blue eyes staring up at him.

Finally he felt her take another breath. Not a gasp, but a long, slow
inhalation. Her mouth was still open and despite the muzzle of the gun
pressed against his throat, he fought the urge to lower his head and put his
mouth over hers. Just to taste her. It would be a hell of a way to die.

And that makes me just about as crazy as she is, he thought in disgust.
Thinking about kissing her while she's trying to decide whether or not to pull
that trigger.

"Get up," she ordered softly. "Just get off me."
He pushed away from her onto his knees. As he lifted his hands off the

ground, he continued their motion upward until they were raised on either
side of his head, palms out, in the classic gesture of surrender.

She slithered away from him, using her left hand and her bare feet to
propel herself backward. She didn't lower Mac McCullar's big gun. When she
was about a dozen feet away from where he was kneeling, she stood. The
movement was shaky and uncertain, awkward even, but the muzzle of the
gun never wavered from its focus on his chest.

"I wasn't trying to hurt you," Rio said. "I don't hurt women."
That was the absolute truth. He didn't even like rough sex. It had never

excited him. It just seemed like bronco-busting in comparison to the flawless
communication between man and beast that was inherent in other forms of
riding. And it simply wasn't the kind of man he was. Not even now. Not even
after the brutality of the last few years.

She nodded. Her eyes were still strange, wide and darkly glittering. He
couldn't decide if that was from unshed tears or anger.

"I think you'd better go," she whispered. "I think that would be best."
He pushed himself to his feet, and he staggered slightly, getting up. He

was surprised to find he was a little disoriented, but he'd taken a couple of
good shots to the head, between Chase's and Anne Richardson's best efforts.
Despite the movies, where people got hit forty times with a baseball bat and
didn't have a mark on them, those blows were probably going to have some



effect, he knew. Concussion. Something.
"Are you okay?" she asked.
He glanced up, wondering if that was sarcasm. He saw that her entire

body was trembling, the shimmering vibration clearly visible. She looked like
somebody standing naked out in a blizzard.

He put his fingers up to where she'd split his cheek open with the barrel of
the revolver. They came away covered with blood and he was aware now of
the sting. He probably needed a couple of stitches in that. Maybe some in the
cut Chase had opened over his eye.

"I'm just fine," he said. "But thanks for asking." There was sarcasm in
that. Deliberate.

He turned and started back to the barn to get his pack. She'd probably sic
the dog on him next. He should have left last night. It wouldn't have been the
first night he'd slept out. It wouldn't have killed him. This almost had.
Knowing how close he had just come to dying made him sick to his stomach.

"I'm sorry," she said from behind him. He turned around and looked at
her, his eyes narrowed in disbelief. And then he realized that she looked
almost as bad as he felt.

Her dark nightshirt was splotched with dust from where he'd thrown her
down on the ground. Her face was totally without color. She was still holding
the gun, but it hung from her fingers now as if it were too heavy for her to
manage. All the fight had gone out of her—all that courage and spirit he'd
admired when she'd come into the barn last night to confront him and today
when she'd stepped into the middle of the battle between him and Chase
McCullar.

He didn't understand what had happened to her, what had changed her, but
looking at her, he felt like he had last night when the woman in the barn had
asked for his help. So he told himself the same thing he'd told himself then,
knowing it was more true now than it had been then. I've got troubles enough
of my own. I don't need somebody else's.

"Yeah," Rio said softly. He turned and went on to the barn, leaving Anne
standing alone in the yard of Jenny McCullar's ranch house.

* * *
He thought about what had happened the whole time he was walking. He

had probably covered three or four miles of the six-mile journey to Doc's
clinic, despite the slow pace his headache demanded. And he still hadn't



come any closer to figuring out what had gone wrong.
She had invited him to sleep in the barn, despite the fact that she was out

there alone. She had gotten between him and Chase to protect him. There was
no doubt about that. When he remembered the look on McCullar's face when
she put that bullet between his toes, his mouth moved, almost into a smile,
despite the way he felt.

And then... Then, all of a sudden she'd gone loco. Just started acting like a
wild woman, hitting him over the head with that damn revolver and then
sticking it under his jaw. He shivered suddenly, remembering the look in her
eyes as she'd held it there through those endless seconds. She had wanted to
kill him. There was no doubt in his mind about that. The only question was
why.

There was another question, he realized. Why was he dwelling on what
had happened? He would never see Anne Richardson again. Whatever had
happened to change her in the space of those few minutes was none of his
concern. Not his problem. He had enough problems of his own. He repeated
the words, trying to give them validity, but he couldn't forget her eyes. They
reminded him of something, but he couldn't quite remember what it was.

He heard a truck approaching behind him. The pounding in his head that
had begun before he'd left the McCullar ranch seemed to be getting worse
with each step he took. That, and the knowledge of the hot miles that still
stretched between him and Doc Horn's, the only place he might possibly find
a friend in this county, were pretty compelling. He turned around, walking
backward this time, and put up his thumb. He still had it up when he
recognized the driver.

Anne Richardson stopped the pickup beside him. He could see her face
clearly through the dusty window. It was strained, still drained of color, but
her eyes were as they had been last night at Doc's—blue and calm, totally
rational again. She reached across and opened the passenger door, but he
didn't make any move toward the vehicle. He noticed that she had taken time
to dress. She was wearing a T-shirt, jeans and white sneakers.

"Get in," she invited.
Rio's mouth moved then, lifting into a smile, one that contained no trace

of amusement. "Thanks just the same, but I prefer to walk."
"Please," she said.
There was something in the single word that touched him. Something that

spoke of pain, and that had always been the key to reaching him.



"Why?" he asked.
"Because I'd like to talk to you."
"I don't think that would be a good idea, Miss Richardson," he said

truthfully. Getting mixed up with the crazy sister of a state senator wouldn't
be the smartest thing he'd ever done. Not considering the situation he was in.

"I'd...like a chance to explain," she said.
"You don't owe me an explanation. I appreciate that you gave me a place

to sleep last night. I appreciate your stepping in to stop the fight. Why don't
we just call it even."

He watched her take a breath, maybe as slow as the one she'd taken when
she'd decided not to pull that trigger. "I listened to your explanation," she
said. "I did what you said."

"What I said?" he repeated, trying to figure that out.
"I made up my own mind about you."
Still he hesitated. Her eyes held his, simply waiting now for him to decide.

Not many people had listened to the explanations he'd tried to make five
years ago, Rio realized. That Anne Richardson had was almost
unprecedented. Hell, maybe he did owe her something. At least the courtesy
of listening to whatever she wanted to say.

"Okay," he agreed, knowing he was a fool and that this would probably
come back to haunt him. He threw his pack into the back of the pickup and
climbed in beside her. He glanced at the seat between them, looking for the
revolver it seemed like she'd been carrying since he'd met her.

"I left the gun at Jenny's," she said. "I locked it back up in the drawer
where she keeps it."

He nodded, wondering that he was that transparent. He had thought he
was pretty good at hiding what he was feeling, but it seemed she had known
exactly what he was thinking.

"I..." she began and then stopped.
She took a breath, and he waited through the silence. She was the one who

wanted to talk.
"It scared me that I wanted to kill you," she said finally.
"I wasn't real comfortable with the idea myself." The tone of that

acknowledgment was rueful, verging on amused.
"You didn't act like you were scared," she said. The corners of her lips had

arched at his confession.
"Then I guess I'm pretty good at acting."



"But you were? You knew what was going on?"
"There wasn't any doubt in my mind that you were going to pull that

trigger."
She nodded. "I wanted to," she said finally.
"Why didn't you?"
"Because I realized you hadn't done anything. That it had all been me.

Just...inside me."
He thought about that, but it didn't begin to explain what had happened. "I

didn't do anything to deserve that."
"I know," she said. "I know you didn't. When you grabbed my arm and

wouldn't let go, I guess I panicked."
"I just wanted to talk to you."
"I know. Rationally, I knew it then, but you wouldn't let me go, and I kept

trying to get you to, so...I panicked."
"Why don't you tell me what this is all about."
"I thought maybe you'd figured it out," she said softly.
He didn't answer because there didn't seem to be much point. He had

never been good at riddles. He waited a long time for her to say something
else, but he had already put his hand on the handle of the door before she did.

"I was raped. I thought maybe you'd figured that out."
He didn't say anything, and he didn't look at her. He couldn't. He looked

out the dusty windshield instead, focusing on the only tree in the desolation
of the landscape, another bent, wind-gnarled cottonwood.

"He was somebody I trusted. Somebody I should have been able to trust.
He wouldn't let me go when I told him to. And then...I couldn't do anything
to stop him."

The words were soft and without inflection, as if she had told the story a
hundred times, trying to drain it of emotion, trying to deny its ability to hurt
her. He wondered if that had worked.

"Today..." she continued, the words halting now, almost whispers. "For
some reason, when you grabbed my arm, it all came back. You wouldn't let
go, so I hit you. And once I did, I couldn't stop hitting you. Only...it wasn't
really you I was hitting." Out of the corner of his eye, he could see that she
had lowered her head, and he waited. Finally she added, "I dream sometimes
about hitting him, hitting him until he's dead and he can't hurt me anymore."

They sat in the unmoving truck, and the silence built around them. There
were things he should say, he knew, but he couldn't think of any of them. So



he said nothing.
After a long time, she asked, "Were you heading to Doc's?"
He nodded. He still hadn't looked at her. He didn't want to look at her

because then she might know what he was feeling.
"I'll take you there if you want me to. I'd like to pay for the damage I did."
"Doc won't charge me," he said.
"He really likes you."
"He thought I should be a doctor."
He didn't know why he had told her that. He had never told anyone else

about the old man's suggestion. He had just savored it through the years,
knowing that someone had once thought he could amount to something.

"But you didn't want to?" she suggested.
He turned at that. Her eyes looked as if she'd been crying, an almost-

burned look to the fragile skin around them.
"I guess not," he said. He couldn't explain his life to her. He suspected she

wouldn't want to hear even if he tried. All she wanted was absolution for
what had happened this morning. He understood that. "I don't mind walking,
but thanks for offering."

"Are you sure?" she said.
"You're not afraid to go home by yourself, are you?" The thought had

been sudden, and if he'd been thinking instead of just responding to her pain,
he would never have voiced it.

"I'm not afraid. That's not it. I just wish you'd let me take you to Doc's. It
would make me feel better about everything. I feel bad about what
happened."

What the hell, he thought. That, at least, would be a pain he could do
something about. And he really didn't feel like walking. He felt instead like
the top of his head might come off with the next step he took. There was no
one around to see them together.

"Then we're even?" he asked softly.
"Then we're even," she agreed.

* * *
"How the hell could he have been paroled?" Chase asked the man behind

the desk.
At the tone of the question, Sheriff Buck Elkins's hand hesitated briefly in

the act of putting down the phone he'd used to solicit that information.



His eyes moved to meet those of Raymond Morales, his deputy, who had
just come into the reception area from the back of the county jail, before he
refocused his attention on McCullar.

"I expect that probably happened in the usual way, Chase," he said
reasonably. "He had a hearing and the parole board apparently thought he
deserved to be let out."

"Those brainless idiots," Chase said. "Those arrogant—"
"Why don't you try to look at it logically," the sheriff suggested, his

determined calmness overriding Chase's anger. "Maybe look at it from their
point of view. We both know there wasn't all that much to connect the kid
with the bombing to begin with. He was sent up for his part in a murder plot
that nobody else was ever convicted of. There was no physical evidence to
connect Delgado to Mac's death. There was just your word against his about
what he said that night. About what it meant."

"What the hell else could it have meant?" Chase asked angrily. "You
know as well as I do—"

"What I know is we were damn lucky to get a conviction in the first place.
Maybe the parole board realized that. There're not many people in south
Texas who don't know the details about this case. After five years maybe
common sense took over in place of the emotions that were running sky-high
back then."

"Common sense?" Chase repeated. His voice wasn't raised, but his
contempt was evident.

"I said to try to look at it from their point of view."
"So they let him out to do the same thing to somebody else. Maybe to you

this time."
"What are you trying to say, Chase?" Morales asked.
"Buck's the law here now. Just like Mac was five years ago. Maybe the

same folks might be interested in getting rid of him."
"I'll watch my back," the sheriff said, but he didn't seem perturbed about

the idea. Or maybe he was simply trying to stay calm because Chase
McCullar had come in so riled up. "In the meantime, you leave Delgado
alone."

"Meaning what?" Chase asked, his eyes narrowing slightly.
"Well, unless your bride did that," Buck said, his head tilting toward

Chase's battered face, "I'd be willing to bet you and Rio have already tangled.
Am I right?"



Chase didn't say anything, but as he remembered the interrupted fight, his
lips flattened.

"You didn't kill him, did you?" Buck asked. "I have to tell you, I wouldn't
be too happy about that. Murder makes a hell of a lot of paperwork for this
office."

"I didn't kill him."
"Amazing," Buck said, shaking his head. His own lips lifted slightly,

inviting Chase to lighten up.
"Don't give me too much credit," Chase admitted. "It wasn't from lack of

trying. Trent Richardson's sister got in between us with a gun."
"Gutsy, maybe, but not too bright. Course, she don't know either one of

you. I'd say we were all lucky somebody didn't get killed. When did this
happen?"

"Maybe ten. Maybe a little later."
The sheriff glanced at his watch. "Took you a while to get over here.

Hour, hour and a half, maybe?''
"I drove around awhile. I went home and tried to work, tried to calm

down."
"I appreciate that," Sheriff Elkins said. "Especially if you think the way

you were acting when you came in here was calm."
"Sorry I came on so strong, but I don't want him back here, Buck. He

belongs behind bars. Locked up. He's a damn animal."
"He attack you? Maybe we could run him in on assault."
There was a small pause before Chase answered. "Hell, I attacked him.

When I got there to check on Jenny's horses, they were already out in the
paddock. I found Rio in the barn. I went nuts."

"Then you better hope he doesn't file assault charges," Morales suggested.
Chase shook his head. "He won't go to the law. It's not his style. Why

weren't we notified before that hearing? I thought that was standard policy."
"They'd have notified Mrs. McCullar," Buck said. "Unless there was some

kind of screwup, she'd have gotten a letter telling her the date of the hearing.
She could have gone and spoken against his release if she'd wanted to."

"Jenny," Chase said, his voice sharp with disgust, and then he added under
his breath. "Damn it, Jenny, what's the matter with you?"

"You think she got the letter and didn't go?" the deputy asked.
"It's possible."
"Now why would she do that?" Buck asked.



"I don't know why she'd do it. She just...might have. She wasn't sure at the
time that Rio had anything to do with what happened to Mac."

"You were sure," Buck reminded him softly.
"I was there," Chase said. "I heard the bastard. They sent him to deliver

their threat. 'Pesos or bullets.' Just like they always do. Only he timed it
wrong. The son of a bitch stayed in that cantina drinking until it was too late
to do any good."

"I never have figured out why they'd send him with the bomb already in
place," Buck said musingly. "Never did understand that."

"Maybe his timing was off, but he was mixed up in it up to his neck,"
Chase said defensively. "Don't think that—"

"Mixed up in what, Chase?" Buck interrupted. "There never was any
evidence that what Mac had been told about somebody running drugs here
was true. I never found any evidence of anything like that going on."

"Except Mac getting blown up. Seems like that would be evidence
enough." There was a challenge in Chase's eyes. He'd heard this before—that
nothing had turned up to back up the theory that Mexican drug money had
paid for Mac's death.

"Mac had enemies. Everybody does. Especially in this job."
"Just somebody out for a little personal revenge? Somebody Mac rubbed

the wrong way? Is that what you've decided?"
"You made up your mind about what happened to Mac. I got a right to my

opinion, same as you."
Chase shook his head. "At least my opinion is based on something that

makes sense."
"Maybe so, but all the same, I want you to leave Delgado alone," Buck

said softly. "Leave him to me. I'm warning you, Chase. Don't take the law
into your own hands. I won't put up with any vigilante justice. Not in my
county."

The blue McCullar eyes were bitter as they met Elkins's calm hazel ones.
The big scarred desk that separated them had been Mac's. This had once been
Sheriff Mac McCullar's county. For some reason it made Chase even more
angry to remember that, and to be warned off now like an outsider.

"I'll remember," he said curtly.
Coming here sure hadn't done any good, Chase thought, as he stepped

back out into the sunshine. The law wasn't going to do anything about Rio
Delgado. They wouldn't have the first time if he hadn't taken matters into his



own hands. Maybe that would be what he'd have to do this time.
* * *

There was no one at the tiny clinic when Rio and Anne arrived. The front
door was closed, and there was a handprinted note on it that said, Be Back at
6:00 p.m.

"Thanks for the ride," Rio said.
Anne had parked the truck in front, cutting off the engine this time. He

had gotten out to read the note, but he'd left the passenger door open behind
him. He walked back to pull his pack out of the truck bed.

"What will you do?" she asked. They had said nothing else on the ride
over.

"There's a window at the back that Doc leaves unlocked."
"For you?"
"I'm probably not the only one who knows about it, but I've used it a

couple of times."
"You and Doc must be close."
He thought about that. Doc was as near to a father as he'd ever had. It was

Doc who had taught him that whatever hand life dealt you, you were going to
have to play. You might not like the cards, but you probably weren't going to
get any others. You just had to make the best of what had been given.

"I worked for Doc when I was a kid. After my mother died. Sweeping up,
washing windows, whatever he could find for me to do. I used to walk all the
way up here on the chance that he'd have some kind of job. And he always
did. I don't know how much he needed me, but I sure needed him. And I
needed the money he paid me."

"But he couldn't do anything about..." She hesitated.
"About my conviction?"
She nodded.
"I think he tried, but Chase McCullar was obsessed. He didn't listen to

anybody, not even to Doc."
"I know that Mac was his brother," she said, "but even so, it's hard to

understand that he won't consider the possibility that he might just be
totally..." She let the sentence trail.

"Mac was something special," Rio said softly. Her eyes had widened
slightly at his comment, maybe because she had thought his hatred of Chase
would automatically extend to his dead brother. "I've always understood why



Chase wanted someone to have to pay for his death."
"He just picked the wrong person," she suggested.
"Not many people around here would agree with you, but...I appreciate

that you believe me." He picked up his pack and began to turn away.
"What about your face?" she asked.
"What about it?" he said, turning to meet her eyes, a trace of amusement

in the darkness of his.
If she hadn't told him about the rape, he would have made a joke out of

her concern. Maybe asked her if she didn't like his face. He had always been
good at that-turning the inevitable comments about how he looked into self-
deprecating humor that women responded to. It was another form of
flirtation. Simple and effective. But not here. Not with this woman.

"You probably need a couple of stitches in that cut on your cheekbone. If
something isn't done within the next hour or so," she suggested, "it may be
too late. You could end up with a scar."

"Can't have that, now can we?" he said dismissively, letting her hear that
he didn't care. He had his pack and was standing beside the truck, the
passenger door still open. And they both knew there wasn't really anything
else to say.

She smiled at him, and when he didn't return it, she lowered her eyes.
When she looked up again, the smile was gone, but her eyes were still quietly
amused. "You just want me gone, don't you? Just want me to go away and
leave you alone."

He wondered how to answer that without hurting her. She'd been hurt
enough. He shook his head.

"Pretty damn awkward, isn't it?" she said. "I haven't told that many people
about...what happened, but things are always different when I do. They
change. What's in their eyes when they look at me changes."

"Are you sure that..." He hesitated.
"That I'm not imagining it? Maybe. You tell me."
He wondered if what he'd thought about her had changed with her story.

Looking at her, he was forced to acknowledge that she was right. She was
just wrong about the direction of that change, but he knew how important it
was not to let her figure that out.

They heard the sound at the same time. They both looked up, watching in
silence as another pickup came out of the dust, moving rapidly toward them.
It slowed as it neared the clinic, the occupant probably trying to decide what



was going on. It stopped next to Jenny's truck, and the driver rolled down his
window and stuck his head out, propping a broad, brown forearm on the
door.

"Everything okay here?" he asked. His question had been addressed to
Anne, but his eyes were busy examining Rio.

"We're just waiting for Doc to get back," Anne said. "Everything's fine."
"Doc away?" the man asked.
Rio had placed the weather-beaten face by now. It belonged to a rancher

named Dwight Rogers. His spread was a good twenty miles away, but given
the sparseness of the area's population, everybody within a hundred miles
was a neighbor. And they were neighborly. That was all Rogers was doing—
just checking on a woman who seemed to be alone out here with a battered,
disreputable-looking man standing next to her truck.

The rancher would be sounding a lot more concerned if he'd recognized
him, Rio thought. He lowered his head, directing his gaze toward the ground,
hiding his features, he hoped, without being too obvious about it. He hadn't
intended to be seen with Anne Richardson. It would only make complications
for them both.

"The note on the door says he'll be back soon," Anne said.
"Okay," the rancher responded, nodding. "You take care, now."
"Thanks," Anne said. She lifted her hand to wave, and the pickup pulled

away. The silence was again too prolonged after the noise of the truck's
engine faded. When Rio finally looked up, it was into a pair of dark blue eyes
that had been focused on his downturned head.

"Thanks," he said softly. "Thanks for everything."
"What are you going to do? Are you planning to stay with Doc tonight?"
"Maybe. There's an extra bed, but I don't want to cause any trouble for

him, and if the woman and the baby are still staying here—''
"You think that could be where Doc's gone? To take her home?''
"Maybe," he said. "Or to find her husband."
"If they don't find him, he may bring her back to the clinic. If he does, you

won't have a place to sleep," she suggested.
"I'll find somewhere to bunk. On the floor if nothing else."
"You're welcome to sleep in the barn again."
There was a small challenge in her eyes. He couldn't imagine why she

would make that offer.
"Chase McCullar's probably already called your brother," he warned.



She hadn't thought about that. He could see the surprise in the widening
eyes. ' 'Why would he do that?'' she asked.

"To tell him I was there. That we've met. To warn him.''
"That's none of Chase McCullar's business," she said in disbelief, but she

was already thinking about Trent's reaction to such a call, picturing that damn
look of concern in his eyes. "It's nobody's business who I associate with."

"Maybe Jenny's," Rio said. He had said it deliberately, to remind her of
what he was supposed to have done.

"Even if he has called them, they won't come home tonight. Trent's
accepting some award for his support of immigration. Some Hispanic group's
annual dinner. He won't miss that. If they come, it won't be until tomorrow.
You can be gone before they arrive. No one will ever know you were there.
And maybe by tomorrow night Doc will have found a place for the woman."

"It's nothing to you if I have a place to sleep. You don't owe me anything,
Miss Richardson."

"Maybe I'm not doing it for you," she said. All those hours of therapy, she
thought, and the first man who had touched her, she had wanted to kill. It
should have been funny, but it wasn't. It hada't been the least bit funny.

"What does that mean?" he asked.
"No one has any faith in my judgment anymore," she said. And then,

knowing he couldn't possibly understand from that how she felt, she tried to
explain. "Maybe that's not really true. I suppose the truth is.../ didn't have any
faith in it anymore. I don't feel like I'm a good judge of who I should trust. I
can't..." She hesitated, and he spoke into the silence.

"I'm supposed to be some kind of test?" he asked dis-believingly. "Some
kind of social experiment?"

"Could I trust you to sleep in Jenny's barn and leave me alone?'' The
words were almost bitter.

"Of course."
"Then if I know that, and you know that—"
"This is crazy," he said. "What the hell are you trying to prove?"
"That I have a right to choose my own friends. That I'm still capable of

doing that. Of doing a good job of that."
He held her eyes. The blue was suddenly touched with moisture, but she

wouldn't let the tears come. She blinked, denying them.
"That doesn't make any sense," he argued.
"It does to me. I guess it really doesn't matter if it makes sense to anybody



else. Except maybe to you."
Her chin had lifted a little, but her eyes were still dry, resolutely dry.
"I do a mean butterfly," she said.
It sounded like an offer of some kind. His first thought had been

swimming, which made no sense, but then he realized she meant a butterfly
bandage.

"Let me at least go inside with you and fix the damage I inflicted," she
bargained. "If you wait until Doc gets back, it will be too late to do anything
about your cheek. Then we'll be even," she promised softly.

"Look—" he began, and she quickly interrupted.
"He might have left the clinic unlocked just in case—" She stopped

because she couldn't think of an "in case."
"Just in case somebody wants to steal the drugs he keeps there," Rio

mocked gently.
She didn't answer. Instead she climbed out her side of the pickup and

walked over to the door she'd knocked on last night. She didn't knock this
time. It wasn't necessary. The knob turned under her hand, and she pushed
the door open and then turned around to face Rio. She wasn't surprised that
he hadn't moved.

"Just in case," she taunted, smiling at him. She stepped into the dark
interior. It must be twenty degrees cooler inside the adobe building than it
was out in the sun, she thought. She heard Rio come in behind her, his boot
heels echoing on the quarry tile of the floor.

She led the way across the waiting area toward the examination room
where they'd been last night. The empty, breathless quietness of the building
was a little eerie. But it made it obvious there was no one here. Wherever
Doc had gone, he had taken the woman and the baby with him.

She pushed open the swinging door. It took a second to understand what
she was seeing, for her mind to comprehend what was before her. She
focused first on the blood. There was a lot of it, splattered over the age-
yellowed plaster walls and even in sweeping crimson arcs of droplets high up
on the dingy whiteness of the ceiling.

Doc Horn was lying on his own examination table. And he was dead.
Whoever had killed him hadn't been neat about it, but they'd been thorough.
Before they'd left, they had cut the old man's throat.



Chapter Five
She could hear Rio's boot heels approaching behind her, despite the

vacuum of horror that engulfed her. Anne turned, fighting nausea, and found
him standing stock-still, trying to comprehend the unbelievable carnage of
the room. As he began to push by her to get to Doc, she stepped in front of
him, using her body to block the doorway.

"He's dead," she said.
He stepped to the side, trying to avoid the barrier she had made of her

slender frame. "He might be—"
"He's dead, Rio," she said it again, trying to make him understand.

Without any conscious decision, she wrapped her arms around his waist to
stop his natural, unthinking attempt to enter that room and try to do
something for the old man.

"Let me go, damn it," he said, still struggling to get by her.
He hadn't touched her. He didn't put his hands on her to lift her out of the

way, and she knew that was because of what had happened before. Even
now, even in this extremity, he had remembered what she'd told him.

"You know he's dead," she whispered, the sickness pushing upward again
in her throat as she remembered the scene behind her. "He can't be alive.
Not...like that."

She felt his surrender, the absolute, suddenly unmoving capitulation,
caused by his recognition of that painful truth. Finally she leaned against him,
still holding him, because she needed to. Her knees felt too weak to support
her. "You can't do Doc any good by going in there, but you can do yourself a
lot of harm."

"Harm?" he repeated.
She knew then that he hadn't realized all the potential for disaster their

presence here, last night and today, offered. "Doc wouldn't want you to be
blamed for this."

His body had been rigid, absolutely motionless. The muscles of his chest
lifted suddenly. She could feel that jerk of motion against her breasts. The
breath he took was deep and shuddering. If it had been devastating to her,
finding the old man slaughtered like an animal, she could only imagine what
Rio, who had loved him, must feel.

"Why would anybody want to hurt Doc?" he questioned softly. Rhetorical,



but at least it indicated that he was beginning to think again. To be rational.
She shook her head, her hair brushing against his shirt-front. His right

hand came up to touch lightly between her shoulder blades. His thumb
caressed slowly up and down her spine, gentle and unthinking. Like the
movement of his strong, dark fingers over the belly of the woman they had
brought here, she understood that this touch was asexual.

She laid her cheek against his shoulder, and they stood for a moment
without speaking, simply holding each other. Human contact. Shared grief.
Relief that there was someone else here who cared about what had happened
to the old man.

"Come on," she said finally.
He released her at once, his hand no longer on her back, but for some

reason she found herself reluctant to move away from the solid, protective
warmth of his body. Finally, she made herself step back. She took his arm,
turning him from the examination room. Together they moved out of the
doorway and into the waiting room. Knowing it wouldn't change anything,
she pulled the swinging door closed, hiding what they had found.

"What about the woman?" Rio asked.
"Oh, my God," Anne whispered. She had held the baby last night, and

now... "There was no one else in that room," she said. She forced herself to
think about her first shocked survey of its perimeter, at the same time fighting
the mental picture of the mother and baby, slaughtered like Doc had been.
"I'm sure of it."

"I'm going to look in the windows around back," Rio said. "Maybe they're
in Doc's rooms."

They both knew the unlikelihood of someone doing what they had done to
Doc and leaving a witness around to report to the authorities. If they were
there, then in all probability they, too, were dead.

"Don't touch anything," Anne remembered to warn him, just before Rio
disappeared through the outer door they had left open. It took an eternity for
him to return. Anne stood in what had, only minutes before, seemed the cool,
pleasant dimness of the waiting room, and prayed for the mother and for the
baby she had held last night. She looked up when Rio's body blocked the
light from the doorway, her heart pounding in her throat.

He shook his head. "There's no one there. The curtains were open, and I
could see into both rooms. There's nobody else here. They're gone."

* * *



There was no discussion about whether or not to call the sheriff, despite
Rio's situation. The fact that Dwight Rogers had seen them outside this clinic
not fifteen minutes ago had assured the inevitability of that.

The other was not so easy. It would become complicated when they tried
to explain why Rio had been in Jenny's barn last night. That trespass was a
violation of his parole that the authorities here would probably be eager to
pursue. Yet they were both reluctant not to mention the woman and child, and
the trip they had made to bring them to the clinic last night. It was possible
the woman had seen or heard something that might help the authorities find
out who had killed Doc.

At least, that was the argument Anne made.
"Even if she knows something, she won't come forward," Rio said. "Why

should she? It would only endanger herself and the baby. She's already lost
her husband."

"The birth certificate," Anne remembered. "Her name will be will be on
the certificate Doc filled out."

"If he had time to fill it out. We can't look for it. Not in there."
"The authorities can."
Rio nodded.
"Maybe they can find her," Anne continued. "Question her about what

happened. Do you think... Is it possible the killer took them with him?" she
questioned, thinking out loud.

"He kills Doc and then kidnaps the woman and her baby?" Rio said. "Why
would he do that? Why not kill them all?"

"Then where is she?"
"Back home, probably. Only we don't know where that is, either. I didn't

ask any questions last night. It didn't seem important."
"She couldn't have gotten back home. She just had a baby, a difficult

birth."
"Doc took her this morning, maybe. He might have done that if he knew

she had someone to look after her there. Anything's possible."
"Even...that she killed Doc?" she questioned softly.
He took time to think about it. It had seemed ridiculous to suggest it, but

as he had said, anything was possible. They couldn't know what had
happened.

"No," he said finally. "I don't believe that."
"Neither do I," she agreed. "The woman and baby left—or Doc took them



somewhere—and when he returned..."
"He surprised someone who was already here?"
"Maybe stealing the drugs you said he kept?"
"Drugs are too easy to get without having to kill for them. Especially that

way."
"That way?"
His lips tightened. "It looked like they worked at it awhile."
"What does that mean?"
"They wanted something. Doc didn't give it to them. At least not for a

while."
"Oh, God," Anne whispered, thinking about the old man. About the way

he'd cared for the baby and for the mother. "Dear God."
"We have to tell them everything," Rio said. "There may be some

evidence in that room that we were here last night. I may have touched
something. We may have left fingerprints."

Reluctantly, she nodded. Maybe with a murder this vicious to work on,
the sheriffs office wouldn't be too concerned about trespassing. Rio was right.
They really didn't have any choice. They had to tell the truth. All of it.

* * *
Anne made the call from the phone in Doc's waiting room. While she

listened to the three rings it took before somebody picked up, she studied
Rio's face.

He had loved the old man. That had been evident in every aspect of their
interaction last night. Even today, Rio's respect for Doc had been clear. More
telling, this small clinic had been where Rio had headed after the events at the
ranch this morning. He was coming here because this was where he would be
assured of welcome. Where he had been believed.

Now there was nothing left of what Doc had given him, and his dark
features, hard-set as if they'd been carved from stone, reflected the enormity
of his loss. The muscle beside his mouth twitched occasionally with the
control he was exerting over his emotions.

"Sheriffs office." The voice that answered her call was casual and bored,
verging on indifferent. Probably too accustomed to answering complaints that
didn't amount to a hill of beans to anticipate the seriousness of this one.

"This is Anne Richardson," she said, and then she wondered if she should
identify herself further. She had never traded on Trent's position or her



relationship to him, but she found herself thinking that she should if it would
offer some protection to the man who stood silently beside her, his eyes
focused unseeingly on the closed door that hid what was in the small
examination room.

"Ms. Richardson," the voice said. It had suddenly been filled with interest.
It was obvious that whoever had answered the phone knew exactly who she
was. "What can we do for you today?"

The words she said were in her head, put there by a hundred movies and
TV shows through the years, and so, because using them prevented her from
having to formulate any others, she said them. "I want to report a murder."

"A murder?'' There was an element of disbelief in that. Despite its
proximity to the sometimes-violent border, there were probably not that many
homicides in this small county. After all, there were no major cities, and not
even many minor ones, located within its rural boundaries.

"Someone's killed Doc Horn," she said.
"Doc Horn?" There was a long pause. "Are you sure, ma'am?"
She thought about what she had seen. Briefly seen, maybe, but there was

no doubt in her mind. There hadn't been from the beginning.
"I'm sure," she confirmed softly.
"Where are you, ma'am?"
"We're at Doc's clinic."
She had no choice but to make that plural, she reassured herself. It was too

late for Rio to leave. It had been too late when Dwight Rogers had seen them,
here together. They had both agreed on that.

Rio glanced at her, and then his eyes went back to their concentration on
that closed door. She wondered what he was thinking. He knew the
implications of their discovery better than she possibly could. His was a
knowledge based on experience. He had already spent almost five years in
prison for a murder he didn't commit.

"You stay right there, ma'am," the voice on the phone ordered. That voice,
which represented the law establishment that had unjustly convicted Rio
Delgado the first time, was speaking briskly now, the previous indifference
wiped away. "We'll be there just as soon as we can."

* * *
"Now let's go through what you told me one more time, Ms. Richardson,

if you don't mind," Sheriff Elkins suggested. He had just come back into the



room where they'd taken her after they'd arrived at the sheriffs office more
than an hour ago.

She didn't know where Rio was, and she had gotten no response when
she'd asked. At least no response that gave her any information. So she had
told her story, in detail, because she assumed that would be the quickest way
to get Rio released and get them out of here. After she and Sheriff Elkins had
gone over it a couple of times, someone had called him out. He'd been gone
maybe fifteen minutes before he'd come back to make that polite request.

He'd been polite to her from the beginning, of course. Even when she'd
protested their putting handcuffs on Rio back at the clinic.

"It's just standard procedure, ma'am," he had explained. "Just because Mr.
Delgado is on parole. It doesn't mean anything's going to happen to him.
Don't you worry about that. We just need both of you to come into the office.
You'll be willing to do that, won't you, ma'am? Help us get to the bottom of
what happened to Doc? Help us catch whoever did this terrible thing?"

The patronizing tone had made her skin crawl. It made her feel as if he
thought he was talking to a not-very-bright child, but maybe that was just the
way he talked to women. She'd run into a couple of other policemen who had
used that tone.

"I don't mind going with you," she had said finally. "We'll follow you in
Jenny's truck," she offered.

She could see him consider that, could almost watch him weighing the
implications, the thoughts moving behind his hazel eyes. He didn't want to
offend her. To offend Trent, she amended, but he was also investigating a
homicide.

"You're welcome to follow me in the pickup," he had said finally, "but I
guess Delgado better ride in with me. Deputy Morales can stay here and wait
for the Maverick County coroner."

"Maverick County?"
"Doc was ours. Never had too much to do with stuff like murder, but in

normal circumstances he would have been the one we'd have called. As it is,
it may take their coroner a while to get over here, but we don't have to wait,
ma'am. The quicker we talk, the quicker you can get on back to Mrs.
McCullar's."

She had agreed because she hadn't felt she had any choice. Rio had made
no protest, but his eyes had met hers as Sheriff Elkins had helped him into the
patrol car, his hand on the top of Rio's head to keep him from bumping it.



There were too many emotions in the dark depths of Rio's eyes for her to
identify them all. There had been anger, certainly, but he'd kept that
controlled. Humiliation over the cuffs, maybe, or over knowing she was
watching the awkwardness they caused. Most frightening of all was the cold
resignation. This had all happened to him before, and she knew he had to be
remembering the last time he'd been led away in handcuffs.

They had been deliberately separated after they'd arrived at the sheriffs
office, and she hadn't seen Rio during the time she had spent telling her story
to Buck Elkins. And now he was asking her to tell part of it again. She knew
that leaving her here to wait alone, wondering what he was doing, had been
deliberate.

"What else do you want to know?" she asked. Her narrative had seemed
pretty straightforward, and she thought she had explained it well, considering.
She had told him about the trip to the clinic last night, about Rio's fight with
Chase McCullar late this morning, and about taking Rio to the clinic to get
stitches. About how they had found Doc's body. She had even mentioned the
rancher who had stopped to check on why they were there, although she
hadn't known his name.

"Well..." Sheriff Elkins said, looking at the ceiling as if he were trying to
get everything straight in his mind. Then his eyes cut down to her, and he
studied her face a few seconds before he spoke. "It looked to us like Doc put
up a pretty good fight for a man his age. Judging by his hands. The condition
of the room. That kind of thing."

She waited for him to go on. She couldn't possibly have any information
about Doc's last minutes. She didn't even want to think about them, and she
couldn't imagine what the sheriff expected her to say.

"Yes?" she asked finally.
"So it seems to me whoever killed him would be...marked up, maybe.

Show some evidence of that struggle."
"I told you about the fight this morning," she said, understanding now

where this was going. "I'm sure Mr. McCullar will verify what I said."
"Well, you see, ma'am, I asked Chase to come over and do just that."
Again she waited, but he didn't go on. She realized that what he was doing

was a very effective method of interrogation. It encouraged the person being
questioned to talk because the sheriff wasn't. Not many people would be
comfortable with a prolonged silence in this kind of situation. Elkins
probably solicited a lot of information just by throwing out a supposition and



then keeping his mouth shut
"And Chase McCullar denied the fight?" she asked finally. It was hard to

believe anyone would lie in a situation like this, but Rio had blamed
McCullar for what had happened to him before.

"No, ma'am, he didn't deny it. As a matter of fact, Chase had already
reported that altercation before your call came in."

"Then...I don't understand the problem."
"The problem is Chase don't remember causing some of the injuries

Delgado's got. I just thought maybe there was something else you'd like to
tell me."

She wondered if that was the truth. Maybe Rio had told whoever was
questioning him about what had happened between them. She couldn't blame
him, considering what was at stake, but it felt somehow like a betrayal. She
hadn't thought he would say anything about that.

But then she also hadn't thought that Chase, in his fury, would remember
each separate blow he'd struck. Maybe she hadn't thought about those
possibilities because she hadn't wanted to face what she'd done. Now she had
no choice.

"I caused the rest of Mr. Delgado's injuries," she admitted softly.
The hazel eyes reacted to that. The pupils widened, but the sheriffs voice

was still carefully controlled when he asked, "You caused them?"
"Yes," she agreed.
"You want to tell me what Delgado did to make you hit him, Ms.

Richardson?"
"It wasn't like that," she said.
"What was it like?"
She lowered her eyes, momentarily escaping from the penetrating hazel

assessment. She knew she was going to have to tell it all, and although she
recognized the necessity, she dreaded dredging it up. Twice in one day
seemed like overkill.

"I was raped. About...seven months ago." As always, the rest of it came
out in spurts, lacking much coherence or continuity, she imagined, and
probably including information not pertinent to this investigation. Talking
about what had happened was still hard for her, despite the number of times
she had honestly tried to talk it all out. "He was someone I knew. Someone I
trusted. And he raped me."

There was no response for a long time, but she kept her eyes directed



downward because she didn't want to see whatever was in his.
"This morning,'' the sheriff suggested cautiously, "Mr. Delgado tried

something that—"
"No," she denied sharply. She looked up then, her eyes widened in

indignation. "It wasn't anything like that. He didn't do anything except touch
my arm, but...for some reason I panicked."

"And?'' the sheriff prompted.
"I had Mac McCullar's gun in my hand. I had carried it out with me to

break up the fight. I hit him with it. Several times."
"Why don't you tell me exactly where you hit him?"
She should have been expecting the question, should have been preparing

to answer it, but she'd been too concerned about the other. She knew how
important this was, that what she said corresponded to what Chase McCullar
had claimed.

She closed her eyes, trying to think, to recreate the scene this morning. So
much of what had happened was hidden in the fog of her unthinking panic.
She wondered if Chase McCullar's memory had been better than hers.

"On the cheekbone,'' she said. She knew that was right. That cut hadn't
been on Rio's face after the fight. "And on his head. The left side of his head.
His temple." As she said it, she could see that bruise in her mind's eye, part of
it extending under the raven's-wing blackness of his hair. She knew suddenly
that that was right, too, and she spoke with more confidence. "I know it was
on his left temple because I'm right-handed." Then she hit a blank wall. "I'm
not exactly sure..."

Her voice faltered while she tried desperately to remember, to picture
Rio's face. She couldn't remember him facing her in the pickup. He had
looked out the windshield, avoiding her eyes. She couldn't remember any
other marks, other than the ones that had been there after the fight with
Chase. "Maybe there was another blow or two, but..." She shook her head,
slowly, still trying to think. "I'm not sure. I was pretty upset."

"Uh-huh," Elkins said, jotting down something on his notepad. "That's
all?"

"I'm not sure that's all. It's all that I can remember."
"Okay," he said. He hadn't looked up from his notes.
"Does that fit?"
"Ma'am?" he said, hazel eyes lifting again to her face.
"Does what I said fit the injuries Chase claimed he didn't cause?"



"I'll have to double-check that. I guess that's all we need from you. For the
time being anyway."

"I can go?"
"Yes, ma'am. You want me to call your brother for you?"
She was already standing, fumbling in the pocket of her jeans for Jenny's

keys when he said it. "Call my brother?" she repeated. "Why would you think
I'd want you to call my brother, Sheriff Elkins?"

He lifted both hands, palms up. "Just thought you might want to let him
know what's happened. Must have been a shock and all, finding Doc." Again
the hazel eyes were assessing her reaction.

"Of course, it was a shock, but my brother's in Austin on business. I don't
think this is something to call him back here for."

"What if he finds out about all this from someone else? How's he going to
feel about that?"

"All this?" she asked. She knew what he meant, but she didn't intend to
give him the satisfaction of thinking he was scaring her. "I don't believe Trent
knew Doc Horn all that well. I don't know why you think he'll be
so...disturbed."

"I wasn't talking about Doc."
There was silence for a couple of heartbeats. "Well, maybe you should

be," she suggested softly, "instead of whatever you are talking about. After
all, it's your job to find out who killed him. Maybe you and your deputy
should be out looking for his murderer right now instead of worrying about
calling my brother. If I decide my brother needs to be called, I assure you I'm
fully capable of doing it."

She turned and walked out of the office and through the short hallway that
led out to the reception area. When she got there, Chase McCullar was
standing near the outer door, leaning against the wall. It was obvious he was
waiting. He straightened when he saw her.

"I thought I'd follow you back to Jenny's. Check things out for you," he
said. His nose was more swollen than it had been this morning and the area
on either side, under his eyes, was turning blue-black.

"Where's Rio?" she asked.
There was a momentary hesitation, but he told her. "They're going to hold

him."
"For what?" she asked.
"As a suspect in Doc's murder," he said.



"He couldn't be a suspect. He was with me, maybe even with you, when
Doc was killed."

"We can't know exactly when that was until the coroner gets through,"
Buck Elkins said from behind her.

She turned around to find him standing in the doorway to the hall,
watching them. "The blood in that room wasn't dry. Not just the pool..." She
hesitated, fighting the images. "A lot of the rest of it was still wet. You know
that. Rio was with one or both of us," she said, indicating Chase with a quick
slant of her head, "from about ten o'clock on. There was no way he could
have had anything to do with Doc's death, and you know it. Both of you
know it," she said, glancing again at McCullar.

The sheriffs eyes connected briefly with Chase's and then came back to
hers. "Time of death's a hard thing to determine, Ms. Richardson. I've seen
cases where—"

"Where blood drops stayed moist in this climate? For several hours?" she
asked. "I don't think so, Sheriff Elk-ins. I don't think you think so either. And
I want you both to know that this isn't going to work again."

"Again?" Chase repeated.
"Framing Rio Delgado for murder. Don't let success go to your head."
"Framing?" Chase's voice had risen sharply.
"You know. That's where someone is convicted for a crime he didn't

commit. Only this time, you'll have me to contend with. And my brother."
The last she had directed at the sheriff. "Trent's a pretty good lawyer. He
always has been, and I have to tell you that I think it would probably be a
very big mistake to hold a man when you have no physical evidence to tie
him to a crime. And more importantly, when you have a reliable witness to
provide him with an alibi. Maybe even two witnesses."

She deliberately locked her gaze on McCullar's when she said that. She
could tell he was thinking about it. She just needed to scare them enough that
they would at least think twice about trying to railroad Rio again.

"What makes you think we've got no physical evidence?" Elkins asked.
"Do you?" she challenged, and, although her heart rate had accelerated

because she knew they both had been in the examination room last night, she
waited, outwardly calm, through his silence. "I didn't think so," she said
finally. "All you've got to tie Rio to Doc's murder is that we were the ones
who found the body. Shouldn't that make me a suspect, too?"

"Except you're not a convicted murderer," Chase reminded her.



"Maybe that's because I wasn't around when Mac was killed. Just lucky, I
guess."

"That's not fair," Chase said, but he wasn't backing away from this
confrontation, and there was no embarrassment in the strong features.

"Neither is railroading somebody because you need revenge for your
brother's death."

"What makes you think Rio was railroaded? How the hell can you be so
sure he didn't do what an impartial jury found him guilty of? You just met
him. You don't know anything about what went on here five years ago or
about Delgado."

"I know what he told me. That he didn't have anything to do with Mac's
death. I believe him. More importantly, Doc believed him. Doc knew what
went on five years ago. He knew Rio a lot better than I do. Apparently a lot
better than you do, Mr. McCullar."

"He's got to have somewhere to go before I can release him, Ms.
Richardson," the sheriff said, deliberately interrupting the increasingly heated
exchange. "He's got to have some place to live. That's a condition of his
parole." He shrugged his shoulders as if to imply that he had no other choice
than to keep Rio locked up.

"Then he'll be staying with me," she said, burning her bridges with a
vengeance. She could imagine Trent's reaction to that. And Jenny's. "We'll be
at Jenny McCullar's ranch. You can reach us there if you have further
questions."

"At Jenny's?" Chase asked incredulously. "You think you're going to take
that bastard back to Jenny's?"

"For the time being. It doesn't seem there's anyone else in this place who
understands the concept of 'innocent until proven guilty.' I think Jenny will."

"I don't give a damn who your brother is, you're not going to take Mac's
killer there," Chase retorted. "Not to Mac's house."

"I'm not planning on it," Anne said. "I'm planning on taking Rio Delgado
there. You're welcome to call Jenny and tell her all about it. Meanwhile,
Sheriff, if you'd get Mr. Delgado, please?"

* * *
She had thought it was worth a try, but she had never in her wildest

dreams believed it would work. She didn't know whether it was invoking
Trent's name or not, and she didn't really give a damn. She'd deal with Trent



when he showed up. And he would. Probably just as soon as Chase McCullar
could get to a phone.

"How did you manage this?" Rio asked softly when they were in the
truck.

McCullar and Buck Elkins were standing outside the sheriffs office
watching them. "I have no idea," she said honestly. "Bluff. Name-dropping.
Reminding them of the Constitution."

"You mean they've heard of it?" Rio asked.
"All the rights and privileges thereof," she suggested softly. She had put

enough distance between them and the watching men that she felt free to
glance over at him. "You okay?" she asked. He didn't look okay. He looked
like hell.

"I'm fine," he said succinctly, his voice denying the concern in hers. "I'm
just sorry you got mixed up in all this."

"What do you think would have happened if I hadn't been mixed up in it?"
"I'd still be in Buck's jail."
"Then you probably shouldn't be too sorry," she advised. This time she

smiled at him before she directed her eyes back to the road.



Chapter Six
"I think that's about all I can do," Anne said, stepping back to survey her

handiwork. "But I'm not sure it's going to do any good now."
They were in Jenny's kitchen. Rio was sitting in one of the ladder-back

chairs they had pulled from under the table. Anne had positioned it near the
windows over the sink to give her enough natural light to work. Rommel was
spread out on the coolness of the tile floor, his nose resting on top of Rio's
boot. The dog made an occasional snoring noise, and his legs twitched
periodically. He was obviously dreaming about chasing jackrabbits or maybe
about protecting pregnant illegals.

Anne hadn't been surprised when the shepherd had welcomed Rio as if he
were a long-lost friend. Or maybe his master, she thought with amusement.
Rom had greeted her politely, of course, pushing his nose into her hand, but it
had been the man who had received the lion's share of his adoring attention.

Rio's fingers touched the neat row of tape butterflies with which she'd
tried to reconnect the split skin over his cheekbone. "It doesn't matter," he
said. "Thanks for trying."

"For somebody who looks like you..." she began, and his eyes came up
quickly. There was something in them that made her hesitate and then amend
what she'd been about to say, "Vanity doesn't seem to be a vice," she finished.

"I've got plenty of others to make up for it."
"I haven't noticed that many," she denied, smiling at him. She hadn't. So

far only some pretty admirable qualities had been revealed. She had found
nothing that might cause the bad blood he'd claimed was behind Chase
McCullar's long-standing enmity.

"You just haven't known me long enough," he suggested.
She stopped to figure. Less than twenty-four hours? It didn't seem

possible it had been that few, but a lot had happened to them in that short
time. "A heap of living," her grandmother would have said. And they'd done
most of it together.

She didn't know why she had no doubts about her assessment of Rio
Delgado. There was no logical reason for her to be so certain he hadn't been
involved in what a jury had sent him to prison for. It just didn't feel right.
Nothing she had learned about this man made her believe there was any truth
to that accusation.



"Why does Chase McCullar hate you? I mean... obviously he hated you
even before Mac was killed. If he framed you."

Rio didn't answer for a long time, trying to find the right words. Their
relationship wasn't easy to explain. He'd never tried to explain it to anyone.
He was probably the only person in the world who understood Chase
McCullar's feelings. He even shared some of them. He understood all that,
but telling it to an outsider...

"It can't be any worse than what I told you," she said softly.
Again, she had seemed to read his mind. It was uncanny that there was

this connection between them. He was good at that kind of thing. It had
something to do, maybe, with what he could do with animals, that ability to
read past their pain and fear. But he'd never known another person who had
been able to read him so clearly.

Doc, maybe, he thought, and then he remembered the room where they'd
found the old man, the image suddenly there, unforgivingly clear and
unwanted. That was something he'd been pushing out of his head all
afternoon.

"We had the same father," he said, pulling his mind away from the loss of
Doc. He watched her think about what he'd said.

"You're..."
"Chase McCullar's half brother."
"And Mac's," she breathed.
He nodded. "And Mac's."
"Mac was something special," he had told her. "Then how could Chase

think..." She shook her head. "How could he possibly believe you had
anything to do with Mac's death?"

"Mac's murder," he corrected. "Another murder."
"You believe they're...connected?"
"I wouldn't think so, not with five years between. But who knows?" he

said, shrugging. "Nobody knows what happened to Mac, even after all this
time. Maybe..." He stopped the words, reaching down to run his fingers
through Rom's thick coat.

"You're afraid they won't find whoever killed Doc."
"Let's just say I'm not impressed with Buck Elkins's track record. I'm still

their likeliest candidate. You know they're not going to give up trying to
blame it on me. It's not going to be as easy as it was this afternoon."

"I know," she said. "You need a lawyer. A good one."



"Yeah," he agreed. His small smile was almost twisted. "Always did."
"Maybe... Maybe if I asked Trent, he'd be willing to do something."
"Miss Richardson, I think the only thing your brother's going to be willing

to do is to throw me out of here. Just about as fast as he can manage it."
She knew he was right. Trent would not be pleased about their

relationship. The word surprised her. It usually wasn't used in a context that
encompassed whatever it was that they shared. Friendship? she wondered.
Even that didn't seem to fit. Whatever she chose to call what was between
them, she knew it was not something her brother would approve of.

"And Jenny," she said aloud, realizing Trent wasn't the only one she
should be worrying about. "What's Jenny going to think about me bringing
you back here?"

"You want me to leave?"
She thought about it. It would make things easier. Except for him, of

course. Buck Elkins would have him back in a cell in a second. She had heard
too many stories about things that happened in the jails of small, isolated
communities like this to be comfortable with Rio going back there.

Besides, it simply wasn't fair. She knew Rio had had nothing to do with
Doc's death. It wasn't fair that he was being blamed for something that wasn't
his fault. That injustice had been echoing in her mind since she'd watched
them put the cuffs on him this afternoon. Since she'd seen what had been in
his eyes.

She found herself remembering her own struggle with being unjustly
accused, even if that accusation had been given voice only in her own mind.
It was not my fault. But even there, in her head, the words were damaging,
her counselor had told her. The idea that she should have to deny—even to
herself—that she had in any way, shape, or form been responsible for what
had happened to her was damaging.

"I don't want you to leave," she said, looking up into his eyes. They were
soft and dark, but they weren't pitying. They weren't doubting her ability to
get on with her life. They never had. "You shouldn't have to explain that you
didn't have anything to do with Doc's death. It's obvious. It's not fair that they
doubt you."

"Somebody tell you life's fair?" Rio asked. Then he smiled at her, for the
first time without mockery or sarcasm. It was a real smile, devastatingly
beautiful despite his battered features.

In response, something moved inside her, shifting hotly, deep within her



body. The feeling was unfamiliar, almost forgotten, but despite that
unfamiliarity, she knew, as she had when she had touched his fingers last
night, exactly what it was. And she didn't want to think about it. She couldn't
afford to think about it.

"I guess whoever did was wrong," she admitted. She took a breath. It was
a little uneven because the sensation was still fluttering somewhere within her
lower body. "Where would you go if you left here?"

"That's not your problem."
"It might be. If you just disappear, I think Sheriff Elkins might hold me

responsible. If you ran, maybe he'd decide I had something to do with Doc's
death."

She could tell he hadn't thought about that possibility, and as she had
hoped it would, it made him pause and rethink leaving the ranch.

"Why didn't you do that before?" she asked. "Why didn't you go back over
the border and disappear?"

He laughed. "I didn't know what they thought when they asked me to
come in. I was at Doc's. Elkins came out there and said he had some
questions about what I'd overheard that night. About the threat against Mac. I
thought maybe I could help them find whoever had killed him. I thought they
wanted my help."

"Instead they arrested you."
"I was pretty young at the time and incredibly naive."
"If I weren't mixed up in this," she asked, "is that what you'd do now?

Just...disappear?" She wouldn't blame him. As he'd said, Elkins's track record
at catching murderers wasn't comforting.

"If I did, it would be an admission of guilt, I guess. At least to them."
"You don't want to give them that satisfaction?"
"Not unless I have to. But the offer's still good. I can go back to Elkins's

jail."
"After that great bluff I ran? You want to let that all go to waste?"
He laughed.
"And besides," she said, "you're the only one in this county I know for

sure didn't do it."
The question was in his eyes, wondering, she supposed, about that segue.
"You're the only one I know for sure didn't kill Doc Horn. Whoever did is

still out there, running around loose while Elkins and his deputy try to pin it
on you."



"You think..." He paused, and she knew it was because he didn't want to
frighten her.

"I think that other than the woman we took to the clinic last night, we're
the last people to see Doc alive. The last ones to talk to him. And a lot of
people probably know that by now. Frankly, it scares me. So...no matter what
my brother and Jenny will have to say about it when they get home, I really
don't want you to leave."

He thought about that. "Somebody else talked to Doc after we did," he
reminded her.

"Whoever killed him," Anne said, nodding agreement. "Trying to get
information from him. Believe me," she added, and she shivered despite the
heat, "believe me, I hadn't forgotten."

* * *
"What do you mean, you let him go?" Dwight Rogers demanded angrily.
Word about Doc's death had spread like wildfire. The old man had been

loved, and everyone in the county had depended on the little clinic. They
were pretty far from any kind of emergency care out here, and despite his
age, Doc had been more than capable of dealing with the injuries that
sometimes resulted from trying to make a living from this unforgiving land.
Almost everybody within this county had been to visit Doc at one time or
another.

"I didn't have any grounds to hold him," Buck Elkins explained patiently.
It was an explanation the sheriff or his deputy had made both over the

phone and in person all afternoon. The sheriffs office hadn't provided any
details about the nature of Doc's death, but that hadn't prevented word from
leaking out.

"Delgado was right there. Standing outside Doc's clinic, bold as brass. I
didn't recognize him right away, but then later, when I heard that he'd been
involved in Doc's death, I knew that's who it was. It was him, all right. For
heaven's sake, Buck, what other kind of evidence do you need?"

"The kind that'll stand up in court, for starters. You said Ms. Richardson
was there, too. You think she helped him kill Doc?"

"I don't know what she helped him do. Finding that out is your job, but it
don't seem like you're inclined to do it."

"Don't you tell me how to do my job, Dwight, and I won't tell you how to
raise sheep." There was anger in the sheriffs voice now. He'd been patient



with their questions, but he wasn't known for being a patient man and this
questioning of his authority and his judgment had been going on for quite a
while now.

"Delgado ain't been back more'n forty-eight hours and already we got
another murder," Ben Pirkle said. "Wished I'd 'a drove my truck off a cliff
somewhere while that bastard was in it. I knew I should have recognized that
face. Kept trying to think where I'd seen him before. He got out maybe five
miles as the crow flies from the McCullar spread. I didn't put that together
then, 'cause I didn't recognize him, but I reckon he was aiming to meet up
with that Richardson woman soon as he arrived."

"This is Senator Richardson's sister we're talking about, here," Deputy
Morales reminded them. "It's not likely she knew Delgado before he showed
up there yesterday."

"Then what's she doing out running around with him?" Rogers asked.
"And providing him with an alibi. You think she'd do that for somebody she
just met? That doesn't make any sense, Ray, and you know it."

"Maybe she's providing that alibi because she's just telling the truth,"
Chase interjected, feeling for some reason that he ought to defend his sister-
in-law's guest. It somehow seemed disloyal to Jenny not to. "Maybe it
happened just like she said. Rio came to Jenny's to find his horse, and it went
on from there."

"And you believe they carried some pregnant Mexican to Doc's like they
said, too?" Bobby Thompson mocked. "The very night before he was killed?
Then they show up at the clinic the next day just in time to find the body?
Sounds mighty convenient to me."

"Convenient how?" Chase asked. He was leaning again against the wall
near the door, listening to his neighbors' heated reactions to Doc's death.

"May be a way to explain it if they'd left any fingerprints or bloody
footprints or some such."

"You been watching too much TV, Bobby," Sheriff Elkins said in disgust.
"If they'd left bloody footprints, being there the night before sure as hell
wouldn't explain 'em away. All this speculating is getting us nowhere. Unless
you all got something to tell me about Doc's death— something concrete—
then you need to get on out of here. Go home, so me and Ray can do our jobs.
You're just getting in the way. We'll get a hell of a lot more accomplished
without you all in here."

The crowd of hard-bitten ranchers milled around awhile after that, still



complaining, still mourning the loss of Doc, but eventually they complied.
There was nothing they could do here besides let the county know they
weren't happy with the situation, weren't happy at all that Rio Delgado was
back and on the loose.

When they were gone, Chase studied the sheriffs darkly tanned face for a
moment. "Watch your back, Buck," he advised softly before he opened the
outer door. "I'm telling you he needs to be locked up. If he hurts Trent
Richardson's sister, there's going to be hell to pay."

"What else is new?" Buck said. "There's always some kind of hell to pay
in this job. You ought to remember enough about it, Chase, to realize that."

* * *
Anne didn't know what she had expected when she brought Rio home to

Jenny's, but certainly not the ordinariness of the evening. After she'd taken
care of the cut on his face, she had heated one of the casseroles Jenny had left
in the refrigerator and cut squares from the congealed fruit salad she'd found
there as well.

They had eaten at the small kitchen table, and there hadn't been much
conversation. She had a feeling that Rio didn't talk very much anyway, and
after today...

Too much had happened for them to pretend to make light, dinnertime
conversation. She could probably still have managed that, having served as
Trent's hostess on numerous occasions, entertaining people she barely knew
and had little in common with. But to have pushed Rio to talk would have
struck the wrong note, intruding on his very private grief. Despite the fact
that he hadn't said anything else about the old man—not since they'd left
Doc's clinic, anyway—she knew very well that Rio was grieving.

After their simple meal was over, he'd carried his plate to the sink and had
even offered to help her wash up.

"Two plates and a couple of forks?" she said, smiling at him. "I think I can
handle it. And before you offer, I don't dry. I just put them in the drain tray
and leave them. Go watch the news or something."

She was standing by the sink, letting the water run over her hand to gauge
when it got hot enough that she could put the stopper in.

"You think Mrs. McCullar would mind if I took a shower?" he asked.
The image formed quickly, clear as a snapshot in her head. Water

streaming in hot rivulets over the dark skin of his chest. She wondered if



there was a mat of hair there that matched the midnight blackness of his
brows and lashes. Or a thin, dark line of it tracing downward between the
muscles of his flat stomach. She forced her mind away from that thought and
became aware that the water running over her outstretched hand was getting
hot. Too hot for comfort.

She put the stopper into the stained porcelain sink and squirted in the
detergent before she answered him, trying to keep her voice steady. "If Jenny
were here, we'd ask her. Since she's not, I don't see why you can't. There are
clean towels on the shelf above the John, soap and shampoo in the shower
enclosure."

"You want me to wait until you've finished the dishes?" he asked.
"I'll be through with them before you can get undressed." The word

echoed in her head. Undressed. Naked. She took a breath, again fighting the
images.

"If this is going to make you uncomfortable, then I—"
"Don't," she ordered, turning around to face him. "Don't do that. That's

one thing I really liked about you. You don't treat me like..." She took another
breath, feeling her control beginning to unravel.

"Okay," he said, and then more softly, holding her gaze, "It's okay." The
tone was the same reassuring one he had used in the barn. And at Doc's.

She looked down again into the swirling bubbles of the dishwater and
listened to his footsteps fade away down the hall, moving past the overblown
roses and toward the small, old-fashioned bathroom.

She had made too big a thing of his question, she knew. She closed her
eyes, thinking that it was so hard to walk that line. Hard to figure out how a
normal person would act.

Normal? She rejected the word, furious with herself. I am normal. I can
say whatever I feel like saying. There's nothing wrong with what I said.
Anybody else would have said the same thing.

She slipped the two plates they'd used into the hot, soapy water and
enjoyed washing them. Enjoyed making them clean again with her trembling
ringers. That was so damn easy. It was just a shame that everything in life
was not as easy to wash away. Not nearly as easy to make clean again.

* * *
"You really think he had something to do with Doc's death?'' Samantha

McCullar asked her husband.



"It's a pretty big coincidence," Chase said. His long fingers finished
unbuttoning his shirt. He shrugged out of it and threw it over the foot of the
iron bed. "He's home maybe forty-eight hours and somebody else ends up
dead."

"Why would Rio kill Doc? I thought Doc looked after him after his
mother died. As much as anyone did."

Samantha was sitting cross-legged in the center of the big bed, her
nightgown bunched up around her thighs. She had been brushing her hair
when Chase had come in. She held the forgotten hairbrush in her hand, her
eyes on her husband. She knew how much Chase had loved the old man.

"Who knows what that bastard will do? I thought he..." He hesitated, his
lips tightening over the words as if to prevent them from slipping out.

"You thought he cared about Mac, too," Samantha said softly.
Chase nodded. "That was one thing that made what he did so hard to take.

Mac had been good to him. Protected him when he got into trouble. I knew
Rio was trash, pure border trash, but Mac never saw that."

"Maybe Mac saw something else," she suggested.
"Like what?" Chase asked.
He had thought about what Trent Richardson's sister had said all evening.

About the blood not being dry. About how maybe there were two witnesses
who could verify that Rio wasn't the one who had killed Doc. It had bothered
him because he knew what the dryness of the desert air would have done to
that blood as well as she did. And it made him wonder.

"Maybe Mac just saw his brother," Samantha said. "Another little brother
he needed to love and take care of."

"I don't need to hear that tonight," Chase said angrily. "Especially not
from you."

His blue eyes were hard and his mouth had tightened. Samantha smiled at
him because she loved him, even when he was stubborn and angry and so
very McCullar. "What do you need?" she asked softly. "From me, I mean."

"I thought you'd never get around to asking."
His fingers moved to the metal buttons of his fly. Samantha leaned back,

her elbow on the mattress. Her fingers found the switch on the bedside light.
She clicked it off, plunging the room into forgiving darkness.

* * *
Anne was pretending to read the same book she had been pretending to



read last night, when she heard Rio come into the den. Rommel got up from
where he'd been lying beside the couch and padded across the floor to say
hello.

She watched Rio bend to greet the dog. His long, dark fingers caressed
behind the shepherd's ears, and the dog sat down, eyes raised to the man's in
soulful canine worship. Rio's mouth curved slightly in an unconscious
response to that look.

His hair was still wet from the shower, gleaming blue-black in the
lamplight. He had put on the same clothes he'd been wearing. Wearing for at
least a couple of days now, Anne realized belatedly.

"I should have thought. There are probably some things of Mac's around.
You could have had a change of clothes, too."

He looked up at her, eyes unfathomable. "These are fine. I don't think..."
He paused. Even his fingers seemed uncertain for the first time since she'd
known him, hesitating just above the dog's thick fur.

"You wouldn't want to wear something that belonged to your brother," she
realized. "I understand that."

"It's not that. I'm not sure they'd want me to wear Mac's things, but thanks
for...thinking about it."

"Jenny and Chase?" she asked.
He smiled—the small, almost-twisted one instead of the one he had given

her this afternoon. "I guess when I said 'they,' I was thinking about Mac and
Chase. That doesn't make much sense, does it? Mac sure wouldn't care
anymore who wore his clothes. Not even if it was me."

"You said that Mac was...special." She had thought about that a lot since
she'd found out what he'd been sent to prison for. Thought about the
difference in what the jury had believed when they'd convicted Rio Delgado
and the soft admiration in his voice when he'd talked about his dead brother.
"What did you mean by that?"

"I don't know. Just that he was...a good man, maybe. Everybody in the
county felt that way. As for me..." He took a breath before he finished that
thought. "I guess I thought he was special because it didn't seem to matter to
Mac that I was just a bastard."

He squatted down in front of Rom, balancing on his bare toes. His feet
were narrow and well made. Just like the rest of him, she thought, and then
her mind flinched away from that unwelcome realization and back to what
he'd said.



"He...treated you like a brother?" she asked.
"Not really. But that wasn't Mac's fault. I knew I wasn't his brother. Just

his father's bastard."
"With an attitude like that..." she said softly. The admonition was

deliberate this time, and gently mocking. Not mocking him, but her own lack
of understanding the first time she'd said it to him. He looked up at her,
amusement in the dark eyes.

"I know. Even if Mac had wanted to...acknowledge our relationship, I
would have rejected any attempt he made. I was prickly as cholla and
convinced they both hated me as much as I hated them."

"Why did you hate them?''
His gaze dropped back down to the dog. He lowered his head, and Rom

obligingly licked his face. Rio grinned at the wet kiss, and watching them
together, Anne felt her own lips tilt in response.

"Because I thought they had it all. Everything I didn't have."
"A father?" she asked.
"I didn't realize until years later that they didn't really have one, either.

Drew McCullar was pretty much an all-around son of a bitch. Mean as a
copperhead snake and drunk half the time. Mac and Chase worked the ranch,
and he—" The words were cut off, and she waited for a long time in the
silence.

"He what?" she asked finally.
"Rode over the river and made love to my mother."
"And you resented that."
"Hell, I resented the air back then." He didn't say anything else for a

while, and when he did, his voice was calm and controlled again. "I resented
that he didn't even know my name. Maybe he did, but he never called me
anything. He'd flip me a quarter when he got there and tell me to get out.
There was never anywhere to go. I used to sit outside listening to them, even
in the winter, just waiting for him to leave. Sometimes he didn't."

"And you'd sit there all night," she whispered.
His eyes came up, and he smiled at her again.
"It was a long time ago. I was a little boy. I didn't know what it was like

between a man and a woman. I didn't know much of anything."
You knew you were outside, she thought. Always outside in the cold. And

you thought everybody else was inside, safe and warm and protected.
"That still doesn't explain why Chase would hate you," she said instead of



voicing that realization.
"McCullar's wife had bone cancer. She died slow and hard. I knew that

because Doc made a point of telling me. Maybe to help me understand. A lot
of that time, while she was dying, McCullar spent with my mother. Chase
knew it. Hell, everybody knew it. There are no secrets here."

"Chase blamed you for that?" There was condemnation in her voice. She
knew whose side she was on. That decision had been made very quickly after
she'd met Rio, and nothing she had learned since had made her change her
mind.

"When you're a kid watching your mother die by slow and painful inches,
you have to blame somebody. I guess my mother and I were natural targets
for his hatred."

"You sound like you think that makes sense," she said.
"My mother died of pneumonia when I was eleven. I blamed Drew

McCullar. How much sense does that make?"
She shook her head, knowing those hurts were probably too old and too

deeply embedded to do anything about now.
"Where do you want me to sleep?" he asked.
He stood, black eyes meeting hers without any apology for or

awkwardness about his question. He had taken her at her word. Don't walk
around me on tiptoe. Don't examine every word you say to see if it might
remind me. And again she was grateful for his sensitivity.

"I'm sleeping in Chase's old room. You can have the master bedroom
where Jenny sleeps or Mac's room."

It wasn't much of a choice, she supposed. The bed Mac and Jenny had
shared during their marriage or the one Mac had slept in those nights his
father hadn't come home from across the river.

"I'll take Mac's, I guess," he said. The knowledge that he knew exactly
what she'd been thinking was in his eyes.

"First door on the right," she directed.
"You get Mac's gun back out and put it on the table beside your bed," he

ordered.
"Why?" she asked, wondering if he thought she was afraid of him.
"Just do it. I'll feel better knowing it's there."
"Because you're here?'' she asked unbelievingly. "Because—''
"Because whoever killed Doc is still out there. I don't mean to scare you,

but you said it yourself. We need to be careful."



"Then put the gun beside your bed. I'll feel better that way. Safer. I'm not
sure how I'd react in an emergency."

She was surprised when he laughed.
"Judging from the way I've seen you react in the past day or so, I'd say

you'd do just fine in an emergency. Any emergency."
She was a little embarrassed because she'd pulled the gun on him and on

Chase, but still, she was pleased by the compliment. Apparently he thought
that she'd handled herself well during the events of the last couple of days.
And that made her feel...normal, she thought. The woman she had always
been. Whole. And well.

"I'll go get you the gun," she said, fighting not to reveal her emotion in her
voice. She got up and walked across the room. He had squatted down again
in response to Rom's paw batting demandingly against his thigh. When she
reached the door to the hall, she turned back, watching them together.

"Rio," she said. He pivoted on his toes, not getting up. His eyes were
questioning; one hand was still on the big dog. "Thank you," she said softly.
"Thank you for saying that. I guess...I guess I just needed to hear it. I don't
know how you knew that, but... Anyway, I want you to know that I'm
grateful." She turned and disappeared into the dark hallway.

The man she had left behind lowered his face and rubbed his forehead
slowly against the dog's. His dark fingers still moved restlessly in the soft,
silver fur.



Chapter Seven
The dreams were unclear. The images shifted even as she fought them,

fought to pull herself from their dark power. Doc's body and the blood-
splattered examination room. The ever-present memory of the assault. Her
assailant's handsome face. Her hand, holding the revolver, striking at that
hated visage again and again until somehow it metamorphosed into Rio's dark
beauty. The fight between the half brothers, their expressions revealing all the
old hatreds. The hollow thud of their blows, echoing in her head as they hit
each other. Over and over again. And the revolver in her hand, rising and
falling.

It was near dawn before, exhausted, Anne finally slipped into the first real
sleep she had found during the long hours of darkness. When a hand closed
over her wrist, it didn't seem she had been dreaming of anything. There were
no dream images to fit that unmistakable sensation. She came awake
instantly, fully aware that someone was touching her, holding her arm.
Someone real. She knew before she opened her eyes that it was not a figment
from her dreams.

Instinctively, her legs pushed away, scrambling backward, across the bed,
trying to escape the touch of that hand. It didn't release her, however, and
panic began to claw at her chest. She recognized the voice that whispered out
of the darkness. Again there was no doubt in her mind who was talking to
her.

"Anne," Rio whispered. "It's all right. It's me."
All their warnings about him rushed into her brain. Along with the fears

she had not realized were hiding there. He's just what they said he was, she
thought. And he'll hurt me. He'll hurt me again. Except that hadn't been Rio.
That was someone else, and she knew that.

"There's someone outside," he said. "Listen to me." The hand that was
fastened over her wrist shook her slightly, trying to wake her, to bring her
back to face the reality of what he had just told her.

Someone outside? Outside Jenny's, she realized, finally remembering
where she was. Maybe someone who would... Maybe the same someone who
had done that to Doc. The arc of dark droplets that had been thrown high on
the ceiling above Doc's head was suddenly in hers again, clear and terrifying.

"Come on," Rio whispered. "Stay right behind me so I know where you



are."
She scrambled across the bed toward him, moving awkwardly on her

knees. He hadn't released her arm, and she was grateful now for the strength
of his supporting hand. Even in the dimness, she could see that he held the
revolver she had given him in his other one. He handled the gun as if he knew
how to use it, and she found herself praying that he did.

He released her arm, and she stood beside him, breathlessly listening. In
the quietness, she could hear the small noises from outside, whatever had
awakened him. Somewhere a car door was closed, not slammed, but closed
with deliberate softness. Then, at last, there was the unmistakable sound of
someone walking up the steps to cross the wooden porch, coming toward the
front door.

"Stay behind me," Rio warned again before he started forward.
Together they moved silently down the shadowed hall. The roses were

barely visible, dark blobs against the paler cream of the background. They
were almost to the end of it when Anne recognized the next sound. Someone
was fitting a key into the lock of the front door, turning it.

She reached for Rio's shoulder, but he was too far ahead for her fingers to
make contact. As the door swung inward, Rio raised Mac's revolver, focusing
it steadily toward the opening that widened as they watched.

Jenny McCullar's small form moved into the den first, followed by the
taller shape that Anne recognized immediately as her brother. Not whoever
had killed Doc, she thought with relief. That person had not come to find
them. It was only Trent and Jenny. She knew she shouldn't be surprised.
Someone had probably called Austin. People had been threatening to call her
brother since this had started.

"Anne?" Trent asked. His voice was rich with disbelief, and she could
imagine what he was thinking.

She was standing in back of Rio, wearing her nightshirt. Rio had pulled on
only his jeans, and she knew they would be able to see his half-clothed body
better than hers, almost hidden in the shadows behind him. They could
probably see the muzzle of the .45 best of all, pointing straight at them out of
the darkness.

"Yes," she answered. "It's my brother," she said softly, for Rio's benefit.
She moved around him and into the den at the same time Jenny's small,

competent fingers flicked the light switch by the front door. The room was
suddenly flooded with artificial light, which revealed Rommel, sitting beside



the front door, tail gently moving in welcome. Apparently he had recognized
the sound of Trent's car, which was why he'd given them no warning that
someone was outside.

"What the hell's going on here?" Trent asked. His eyes were wide and
dark, blinking to adjust to the sudden brightness. They were focused on the
man who was now standing behind Anne. "Who the hell is that?" he asked.

"His name is Rio," Jenny said softly. "You can put away Mac's gun," she
suggested. "I don't think he would want you to shoot me with it."

"I'm sorry, Mrs. McCullar," Rio said. "We thought you might be..."
"Might be who?" Trent demanded when Rio hesitated.
"Whoever killed Doc Horn," Anne explained.
"Why would you think—" Trent stopped, shaking his head. "Just what the

hell's going on around here?"
"You think whoever murdered Tom might come here? Come after you?"

Jenny asked.
Anne was surprised that Jenny seemed to be addressing the question to

Rio. And surprised when he answered it.
"We were probably the last people to see him alive."
"That doesn't mean that..." Jenny paused, apparently trying to follow the

logic of that. "Why would that make you think they'd come after you?
That's..."

"Paranoid?'' Rio suggested. At what was in his tone, the quiet mockery,
Anne turned to look at him, and wished that she hadn't.

Rio hadn't taken time to button his jeans. He had simply pulled them on,
and despite the flatness of his stomach, the Levi's gaped slightly at the waist,
revealing that he was wearing nothing under them. And revealing that the
narrow line of dark hair she had envisioned was reality.

She tore her eyes away, but not before they had acquired an image of the
smooth darkness of the skin that covered his chest, the small brown nubs of
his nipples centering the bulge of muscle on each side. She made herself look
at Jenny. At Trent. At anything but that. Anything but Rio.

She watched Jenny shake her head, a small negative movement.
"Maybe not. Not in your case," Jenny said.
"But that doesn't explain what he's doing here." Trent apparently felt that

things weren't proceeding as well as they might if he were in charge. He
always took charge. It was his nature.

"I asked Rio to stay with me," Anne said. "I was afraid that... I guess I just



didn't want to be out here alone."
"I knew that would happen," Trent said. "I tried to tell you that you needed

to come with us. I knew that it would all—"
"Not because of that," Anne interrupted. "This is...something entirely

different. Someone was murdered, Trent."
"You found the body. The sheriff told me."
"He's the one who called you?"
"Of course, he called me. He was worried about you. Justifiably worried.

The only thing I don't understand is why you didn't call."
"It didn't seem there was anything you could do," she offered. It sounded

unconvincing, even to her.
"But there was something you thought he could do?" Trent asked, his eyes

focused again on Rio. "Pull a gun on us, maybe?"
"We didn't know who you were. It's the middle of the night. Why didn't

you call and let me know you were coming home tonight?"
There was silence for a moment, and then Trent asked, his voice holding

an emotion she didn't immediately identify, "Are we...interrupting
something? Is that the problem here?"

"Trent," Jenny said.
In her voice was caution or admonition. Anne couldn't quite decide which,

and it didn't really matter—not given what her brother had just suggested.
"You're not interrupting anything," Anne said. There was bitterness

underlying the words because she finally understood what he was thinking.
"I see," Trent said.
"I don't think you do. Rio's here because I asked him to stay with me. I

was with him when Doc Horn was killed. He's the one person in this county I
knew couldn't have had anything to do with the murder."

"Maybe not with that murder," Jenny said.
"Or with any other," Anne denied. Despite her certainty about Rio's

innocence and her desire to help him, this was the last thing she had intended
—to hurt Jenny. "He told me that he didn't..." Somehow, she couldn't bring
herself to say it.

"Didn't help someone kill Mac?" Jenny finished for her. "Is that true?" she
asked, and Anne realized that Jenny was again addressing the man behind
her, the man who had been convicted of conspiring to murder her husband.

"Mac was my brother, Mrs. McCullar," Rio said. "Half brother. I swear to
you I had nothing to do with what happened to him."



"A lot of people in this county don't believe that," Jenny said.
"Then a lot of people are wrong."
"Why should I believe you?"
He said nothing for a moment. Anne finally turned and looked at him

again. His dark eyes were locked on Jenny's. "No reason, I guess. No reason
you should believe me instead of Chase. Or the others. But I swear to you it's
true. I had nothing to do with what happened to Mac. He was my brother," he
said again.

"Would somebody tell me please what's going on here?" Trent demanded.
"Who the hell are you?"

"His name is Rio Delgado. Chase thinks he had some...part in Mac's
murder. He was sent to prison because of that." Jenny's tone was almost
dispassionate, as if she were speaking about the death of a stranger.

"To prison?" Trent repeated. His face had reddened. "They warned us
about this," he said. The comment made no sense in the context of the
conversation that preceded it. "Damn it, I knew something like this would
happen."

Even Jenny looked at him then, pulled her eyes away from the remarkable
face of the man who had been accused and convicted of helping bring about
her husband's death.

"Something like what?" she asked, puzzled.
"Risk taking. They all said it. Sexual risk taking. It happens with a lot of

women who are...assaulted. You told me yourself, Anne, that your therapist
—"

"Don't," Anne ordered. She could feel the rush of heated blood moving
into her neck and cheeks. "That's not true, Trent. Nothing like that is going
on. There's been nothing like what you're suggesting. How can you even
think that I would—"

"What else can I think? We come home and find you..." He faltered,
searching for words. "With some ex-con murderer. Not just that. That's bad
enough, but with someone who... Do you realize that you've brought the man
who killed Jenny's husband into her home? We walk in and you're both half-
naked. You're here together. Spending the night here alone. What the hell do
you expect me to think, Anne?"

"Not that," Rio said. His voice was soft, but there was something chilling
under the quietness. And compelling. Not as it had been when he had
whispered reassurance to the woman in labor or when he had talked to



Rommel. It was commanding. That was what she heard in his tone, Anne
realized. A deliberate command.

One that even her domineering, self-assured brother had sense enough to
recognize. Trent's mouth closed suddenly, shutting off the insulting
suggestions he had been in the process of making.

"There's nothing like that going on here," Rio said. "Miss Richardson was
kind enough to speak up for me today. She assured the sheriff that I couldn't
have had anything to do with Doc's murder. She knew that because I had
been with her—and with Chase McCullar—when Doc was killed. When the
sheriff planned to hold me because I had nowhere to go, she offered to let me
come here. That's all that happened. I think you owe your sister an apology."

And you, Anne thought. But don't hold your breath expecting one. Trent
always had a hard time admitting when he'd been wrong.

"It just looked as if..." Trent began, his tone more reasonable. "I mean we
walk in here tonight, worried to death about you, and find a stranger holding
a gun on us. What were we supposed to think?" he asked.

"That maybe I knew what I was doing," she suggested.
Her brother said nothing for a moment. She watched his mouth tighten,

and she knew that he still didn't believe that. He hadn't believed it for a long
time. No matter that she knew his doubts about her actions were the result of
his love for her, it hurt. Rio, who knew nothing about her, had more
confidence in her.

Sexual risk taking. The words echoed in her head, reverberating with the
horror that had been in her brother's voice when he had said them. She had
been told that was often a side effect of having been raped, and Rio could
certainly be considered to be a prime candidate if she were engaging in that
behavior, but that was not, of course, what was going on between them.

Again she was surprised by what she had just thought. Going on between
them. Nothing was going on between them. Nothing that wasn't—

"I don't think you can stay here," Jenny said. She was still watching Rio's
face. He had lowered the gun and finally, at her words, he laid it down on the
table beside the door.

"I understand," he said. "I'm sorry for what happened tonight."
"There's nowhere else for him to go," Anne protested. "Except back to

jail. Trent, you know what small-town jails can be like. There's no telling
what might happen to him there."

"Maybe—" Trent began.



"There's a line shack," Jenny interrupted before Trent could voice
whatever suggestion he'd intended to make. "It's not been used in years, but
there are beds. The place is pretty primitive, but at least it's somewhere to
sleep. You can stay there until..." She paused, obviously reluctant to make
any promises, and finally she continued, "At least until this is resolved."

Anne wondered what that meant. Until the authorities had captured Doc's
killer? Or until Jenny could think about Rio's claim not to have had anything
to do with Mac's death?

"I'd be grateful," Rio said softly.
Anne had expected him to refuse. She turned to look at him, but his gaze

was still focused intently on Jenny, maybe still trying to convince her that he
had told her the truth.

"I'll give you directions if you need them," Jenny said. "You can leave as
soon as it's light. I'll give you some things from the kitchen. There's a
woodstove out there. You can cook."

"Thank you, ma'am," Rio said. "I appreciate it."
"And you can take Mac's gun," she added. "Just in case." Jenny turned and

went outside, back into the predawn darkness.
Trent looked as if he were no longer sure which of the women needed him

the most. He stood for a moment, an unfamiliar uncertainty reflected in his
handsome features.

"I'm all right," Anne said. "I promise you, Trent, I really am all right."
Her brother nodded, and then he followed the woman he loved outside.

When Anne turned around, the dark hallway behind her was empty.
* * *

"I just thought I ought to let you know what we've found out," Buck
Elkins said. It was the morning of the day after Doc's body had been found. "I
thought if anyone deserved to be kept up-to-date on the investigation, you
did. I really appreciate your restraint about Delgado, Chase. No matter what
the bastard's done, we don't need anyone going off half-cocked."

"And knowing me, you didn't expect that restraint." "In all honesty, no.
Especially not after the way you came in here yesterday."

"Well..." Chase said slowly, "I guess that's okay. I'm not sure I expected it,
either. I thought I'd still want to kill the bastard every time I saw him."

"What changed?" the sheriff asked. There was a trace of amusement in the
question. They both knew that the law probably wouldn't have been able to



do much to prevent him if Chase had been determined to pursue that course.
"Maybe what she said," Chase admitted.
"The Richardson woman?"
"Yeah," Chase acknowledged. "What she said about there being two

witnesses. She was right, Buck. I was with Delgado during the crucial part of
yesterday. Just like she was."

"We won't know what part of the day was really crucial until we get the
coroner's report."

"Was that blood still wet like she said?"
"Hell, I don't know. I promise you I didn't go around checking that out. I

liked Doc. I didn't like seeing what had happened to him. Maybe she thought
it was wet. Or maybe she was lying about that also."

"Also?" Chase questioned.
"She must have been lying about the woman and the baby. About what

had happened at the clinic the night before. There are no records of any kind
to indicate anyone had been there that night. You know Doc was pretty
meticulous about his record keeping. Everything else's there. Notes jotted
down on charts about everything from the size of Dwight Roger's kid's tonsils
to Jenny's birth weight. But there's no mention of a birth that night. No birth
certificate. No chart."

"Maybe whoever killed Doc took them."
"Maybe," the sheriff admitted. "Or maybe they never existed. Somehow to

me, one of those possibilities makes a lot more sense than the other, but I
guess you'll have to make up your own mind. I just thought you might want
to know what we found. I know how you felt about Doc."

"Not much different from the way everybody around here felt, I guess,"
Chase said.

"He's gonna be missed," Buck said softly. "There's no doubt about that.
We all depended on Doc."

The silence stretched across the line. There didn't seem to be anything else
they could say about the old man. For a county this spread out and isolated,
that said it all.

"Thanks," Chase said finally. "I appreciate you letting me know what's
going on. If there's anything I can do to help..."

Chase let the suggestion fade. He was an ex-lawman, both here as Mac's
deputy a lot of years ago, and then later with the DEA. It was possible he had
some expertise that the sheriffs office could use, but he also knew that law-



enforcement officers usually guarded their jurisdictions with jealousy. They
seldom welcomed outside help from someone they thought might try to come
in and tell them how to solve a case.

"Well," Buck said hesitantly, "I don't know what that might be right now,
but I appreciate the offer. And I'll keep it in mind. I don't mind telling you
that folks are pretty hot. You might warn Ms. Richardson. Since Delgado's
staying out there. I'd hate for things to get out of hand. I'd hate for somebody
to get hurt."

"You hear something?"
Again the sheriff hesitated. "Ray says there's a lot of talk. Course, there's

always a lot of people blowing off steam when something like this happens.
You remember what it was like when Mac was killed. Folks want a case
solved and somebody convicted before the corpse is cold." Then, apparently
realizing how that sounded in relation to the sentence that had preceded it, he
added, "Sorry, Chase. I guess I'm just not thinking too clearly right now. I
didn't mean to remind you...."

"It's okay," Chase said. "Let me know if you find anything else. I
appreciate the information, Buck. I'll call over at Jenny's and pass along the
warning. And you take care."

"That's one thing you can count on. Whoever did that to Doc... I know you
didn't see the body, but I have to tell you, it wasn't pretty. In all my years in
this business, I've never seen anything like it."

"They wanted something," Chase said.
"And Doc didn't give it to them. At least not at first."
"You think he did eventually?"
"I would," Buck said. "I'd have told them anything they wanted to know. I

just wish I knew what that was."
* * *

Rio looked around the line shack as the sound of Trent Richardson's car
faded in the distance. It wasn't that far in miles from the main houses and had
probably been more of a bunkhouse than anything else. It was exactly as
Jenny McCullar had warned him it would be—primitive. Not much different
in that respect from the house where he'd grown up, he thought.

Rio threw his pack onto one of the beds and watched the dust billow
upward in a small cloud. Jenny had tried to give him clean sheets, and he
probably should have taken them. But it had been hard enough to agree to



stay here. Hard to take something from the woman whose husband he'd
supposedly helped murder.

Although he'd had nothing to do with that, everyone had always been
convinced of his guilt. Everyone, it seemed, except Anne Richardson. And
she was the reason, of course, that he was still here, and not miles deep into
Mexico and still running.

He took a breath, thinking about the scene last night. About what her
brother had said. "Sexual risk taking." He wondered if that had anything to do
with what had happened between them. Had she spoken up for him because it
was dangerous? Or because it seemed he was? Because for some reason she
needed that risk?

He didn't know much about the aftereffects of rape, but somehow that
didn't fit with what he did know about her, which was little enough. He knew
that she had believed him when almost no one else ever had. And that there
was nothing sexual about the way she looked at him. She wasn't interested in
him that way. He would have known if that had been the case. He had always
known.

So her brother was wrong, but that wouldn't stop him from taking Anne
back to San Antonio as quickly as he could. If the sheriff agreed to her
leaving, and there was no reason for him not to.

It was over. He'd never see Anne Richardson again. He fought down the
sudden despair at that realization. He didn't need any complications, he told
himself. Not that kind. He had enough troubles. He was still Buck Elkins's
prime suspect. Soon there would be no one around to protest when they
framed him for this murder. Just as there had been no one to speak up for him
almost five years ago.

* * *
Anne was sitting in the den, again holding the book she'd been trying to

read since she had arrived at the ranch. She had acknowledged by now that it
wasn't ever going to get read, and it probably didn't deserve to be, but still it
was a pretty good prop. Its presence had prevented the questions she had seen
in Jenny's worried eyes, or at least put them off for a while.

Trent wasn't as sensitive, or maybe that was just big-brother prerogative.
She had been aware for several seconds that he was standing in the doorway,
watching her. Finally she gave in and looked up at him. She might as well get
this over with. She had only been delaying the inevitable.



"I just wanted to say that I'm sorry for what I suggested last night." He
moved farther into the room since her raised eyes had given him permission
to interrupt her solitude.

"I know," she said. "I know you were just worried."
"Still...it doesn't make any sense, Anne. Even Jenny says that—"
"I'd really appreciate it if you wouldn't talk about me with Jenny," she said

softly. "I know you love her, but...what happened to me really isn't any of
Jenny's concern."

"It is if it has implications for her life."
"Implications?"
"Your bringing Delgado here. You knew what he'd done. I can't

understand why you'd bring him here. To Jenny's house."
"I explained all that. I know Rio had nothing to do with Mac's death.

Chase McCullar railroaded him. When he and I found Doc's body, I knew he
had nothing to do with that murder, either. I was afraid they were going to do
it again. They got away with it once, but I don't intend for them to get away
with it again."

She could tell that her surety about Rio's innocence wasn't having any
impact on Trent's discomfort over their relationship, so she reminded him of
something else that she believed was important to them both. She hadn't
followed Trent and her father into law, but the principles by which they had
been raised were the same. "I was only doing what you taught me. You and
Dad."

"Maybe we taught you too well. How can you be so sure—"
"Because I am. Because I...know him."
"After...what? It can't be much more than twenty-four hours?"
"He didn't do it, Trent. It doesn't matter how many hours are involved, I

know he didn't do it."
"But surely you can see why we're concerned about you?"
"We?" Anne asked quietly.
"I'm sorry, but Jenny and I talked. I just think it would be best if you come

back with me. I can take you home and then go on to Austin. I still have some
business there I have to complete. There's no way I can put it off, but I don't
think you ought to stay here."

"Are you saying Jenny doesn't want me here? Because I brought Rio to
her house?"

"Jenny said nothing like that. In fact, I think she's been remarkably



understanding. Considering. She hasn't mentioned your leaving. I'm the one
who feels that would be best."

"I don't think the sheriff is going to be eager to have me leave, not in the
middle of a homicide investigation. I think I'm what you'd call a material
witness."

"I'll talk to him. I'm sure I can make him see that you don't really need this
right now. When I've explained the situation to him—"

"The situation?" she questioned, but she knew what he meant, what he
intended to tell the sheriff.

The color rose slowly into Trent's fair cheeks. "You know what I mean,"
he said.

She laughed, recognizing the same bitter quality in her own laughter that
she had heard in Rio's. "I know exactly what you mean. I'm not going home,
Trent. Not now, at least. I'm going to stay right here, if Jenny will let me. If
she won't, I'll find a room somewhere nearby. But I'm not going to run away.
You might as well get that idea out of your head."

"Anne—" he began to protest, but again she cut him off.
"I thought you might do something for Rio."
"For Rio?"
"I told him you're the best lawyer I know." A little flattery couldn't hurt,

she thought, and besides, she knew Trent was a damn fine attorney, even if
this wasn't exactly his specialty. "I told him you might agree to represent
him."

Her brother stood there for a few long heartbeats without saying anything,
and then finally he shook his head.

"You shouldn't have suggested that to him," he said. "You had no right to
do that."

"You think I'm wrong about him. You think he's guilty. Of Mac's murder
and maybe even of Doc's."

"I don't know enough about either to form an opinion, but Delgado's not
my client, and he's not going to be. I think that my taking him would be a slap
in the face to Jenny. It's bad enough—" He stopped the words abruptly.

"Bad enough that I'm involved with him?" she suggested.
He nodded.
"You think that's an insult to Jenny?"
"Let's say that it at least seems... ungrateful. Maybe just unthinking.

Neither of those is like you. You've never been insensitive to people's



feelings."
"I'm sorry you feel that way, but I'm afraid I have to do what I think is

right." She smiled at him before she added. "It's the way I was raised.
Believing you can fight city hall. That people can make things right if they
stand up and fight injustice. I guess it's too late to change that now."

"I don't like leaving you here."
"I know you don't, but it is my life, Trent, and you can't live it for me.

Even if I make mistakes, they're my mistakes. And I'm entitled to make
them."

"The trial's in a few weeks," he reminded her gently. "You're going to
need every bit of strength you have to get through that. I just hate for you to
be involved in all this right now."

She thought about the man who had left at daybreak. A man who had
always been outside, alone in the cold darkness. She remembered his hand
closing around her wrist last night. Supporting her. Protecting her.

"But I am involved," she admitted softly. "And I guess there's really
nothing either one of us can do about that now."



Chapter Eight
He had forgotten how good the sun felt beating against the bare skin of his

shoulders. Forgotten how it felt to breathe in the hot, dry desert air while he
worked. Forgotten how his hands felt doing something that had purpose.

Rio straightened, feeling a spasm in the tired muscles of his lower back.
He put his gloved hand there and pressed down into the ache. He knew he'd
pay a price for this tomorrow, but it was one he was more than willing to pay.

There wasn't much point in what he was doing, repairing fence on a ranch
that didn't run stock. But the line had needed fixing and the tools to do the job
had been in the shack. More importantly, he had had nothing else to do.
Nothing besides thinking, and he had found that wasn't any more worthwhile
an activity than mending fence around an empty range.

He took off the battered straw hat he'd found in the shack, lying on a shelf
beside the leather gloves he was now wearing, and wiped the sweat from his
brow with the back of his arm.

He heard the sound of a vehicle approaching from behind him. He turned
around, and his eyes followed the line of dust the truck was raising across the
horizon. He had seen that black pickup only once before, but he didn't have
any trouble recognizing it. He remembered the revolver Jenny McCullar had
given him. He had almost refused to take the gun; now he was grateful that
he hadn't.

His eyes tracked to where the big .45 was lying. It was a pretty good
distance away, loosely covered by the shirt he'd discarded only a couple of
hours after he'd started to work this morning. He thought about moving
toward the revolver and then decided that would be asking for trouble. Just
because Chase McCullar showed up out here didn't mean he needed a gun to
deal with him. Not yet, at least. Not until he knew what his half brother
intended.

He watched as the truck came to a stop near where he was working. Chase
climbed out, hatless, his eyes narrowed against the glare of the afternoon sun.
Jenny McCullar might have told him he could bunk in the shack, but Rio
suspected that permission didn't sit too well with the other half owner of the
McCullar land.

"Jenny said you were out here," Chase said. His nose looked a lot worse
than it had yesterday, as did the bruising under his eyes. Rio could see the



scrapes on his knuckles, and he wondered if Chase's hands had been as sore
and swollen as his had been when he'd started work this morning.

McCullar's jeans were certainly as old and worn as his. His boots were
just as scuffed. They were working clothes, and they'd obviously seen their
share of the kind of back-breaking labor Rio had been doing for the past few
hours. For the first time in his life, Rio realized that there didn't seem to be
quite as much distance between himself and his half brother as he'd always
believed there was.

Except I'm mending fence on somebody else's land, he reminded himself,
and Chase McCullar owns his own.

"Unless you're trying to trap coyotes, you're wasting your time," Chase
said. His narrowed blue eyes had traced along the long line of new fencing
before he'd said it.

"That's okay," Rio said. "I've got lots of time."
"Jenny doesn't run any stock. Not anymore."
"She told me."
McCullar lowered his eyes, maybe examining the gloves his half brother

was wearing, maybe just thinking about what to say next. Rio couldn't really
tell, but Chase wasn't meeting his gaze, so he guessed it was time to move
past the pleasantries—if that was what that conversation was supposed to
have been—and get around to whatever had really brought him out here in
the heat of the day.

"Mac used to run a few head," Chase said softly. There were memories
caught in the deep timbre of his voice. "Just to keep his hand in. Always said
he didn't have enough time to baby-sit cows and this county."

Rio wasn't comfortable listening to Chase's memories. Not since he knew
McCullar still blamed him for what had happened to Mac, since he still was
convinced Rio had played a part in Mac's murder.

"They say sheep are even dumber than cows, but that's pretty hard to
believe," Chase said. His voice was low, almost as if he were talking to
himself. When Rio said nothing in response, Chase's eyes finally came back
up. They were blue and clear, just like Mac's had always been, Rio
remembered.

He had never thought the brothers looked that much alike, but it was
there, the McCullar heritage, stamped on Chase's strong features as it had
been on Mac's. On their father's. And apparently on his. "Looking at you,"
Mac had said, "there's not much doubt—"



"I came to tell you that the sheriff can't find any record of the woman and
the baby you claim to have taken to Doc's. There are no notes. No birth
certificate. Nothing."

"Hell, Elkins couldn't find his ass if he used both hands," Rio said
disgustedly. "So you think I lied about the woman? You think I made that
up?"

"I don't know. I can't figure out why you would. Unless you were trying to
cover something up. Maybe the fact that you'd been to the clinic the night
before. Been there for some other reason."

"You think she lied, too?" Rio asked. The question was soft, but the dark
eyes were cold.

"I think maybe..." Chase's mouth moved, the lips tightening and then
releasing enough to say, "Maybe." Reflectively. Thinking about that
possibility.

"You got some explanation for why she'd do that?"
"They always said you had a...gift."
It was just another euphemism for what her brother had suggested. Maybe

it was worded a little more kindly, but it was obvious what Chase was getting
at. Sexual risk taking. Rio had thought a lot about the phrase Trent
Richardson had used this morning.

"Not that kind of gift," he denied, controlling his anger. "She's not that
kind of woman."

"What kind of woman is she?" Chase's question seemed edged with
derision, maybe mocking Rio's defense of Anne Richardson, mocking her
involvement with a man she didn't even know.

"The kind who doesn't need you suggesting things like that about her."
Rio's tone was the same one he'd used in the hallway to Senator Richardson.
His voice was still soft and yet somehow menacing.

"It's what a lot of people around here are suggesting."
"Then a lot of people around here are just as wrong as you are."
"Everybody's always wrong but you," Chase said. "Everybody else is

always lying, but never you."
"I don't know why you came out here," Rio said. "You've already got it all

figured out. I came back here to seduce Anne Richardson just so we could get
together and kill Doc. I needed some kind of alibi for killing the only person
in this godforsaken county who's ever—" Rio's voice had risen with his
growing anger, and when he cut off the words, the silence was too sudden,



still filled with the pain that had been evident in that last statement.
The only person in this godforsaken county who's ever given a damn

whether I lived or died, he had started to say. But that wasn't the kind of self-
pitying confession he'd ever make to Chase McCullar.

"I didn't kill Doc," he said instead. "Anne Richardson didn't lie. From
what I've seen of her, I don't think she knows how. She sure isn't going to
start because of the likes of me. You can get that idea out of your head."

"Then you tell me what happened to those records. You know Doc would
have written everything down, recorded whatever treatment he'd given. You
know how Doc operated as well as I do."

Rio thought about what Chase was suggesting, still working to keep his
anger tamped down. "Somebody took them," he said finally. "It's the only
thing that makes sense."

"Why? Why would somebody take those two records?"
"To keep people from finding out that woman was there. Or from finding

out who she was. From asking her what she saw."
"That's what I think," Chase said.
"What you think?" There was disbelief in Rio's voice at his half brother's

agreement.
"I don't think Anne Richardson is a liar, either."
"Well, I guess that's something," Rio said softly. It was. Considering.
"Is there anything else that happened that night you didn't tell Buck

about?" Chase asked.
Rio shook his head, even as he tried to remember. The only thing he

hadn't told Elkins about was the incident between him and Anne Richardson.
That had happened the next morning, and it was no more Chase McCullar's
business than it had been the sheriffs.

"The woman didn't give you a clue about where she lived?"
"It didn't come up. I figured she'd tell Doc after we left. It didn't seem

important."
"There's got to be something," Chase said. His frustration was growing.

There had always been questions about Mac's death, and now it seemed that
the same thing would happen all over again.

"Doc said he'd heard it all before."
"What?"
"When I told Anne what the woman had said about her husband

disappearing after promising to send for her, Doc said he'd heard that before."



"What about her husband?"
"He came north because somebody had promised him a job. Offered good

wages. He was supposed to send for her as soon as he got settled. But it had
been more than five months, and she hadn't heard from him, so when it was
time for the baby to be born, she came across alone."

"That's all she said?"
Rio went back over it in his head. He couldn't remember anything else, so

he nodded.
"You think Doc meant that literally?"
"Literally?"
"That he'd heard the story before? You think someone else came to the

clinic and told the same story about somebody disappearing?"
"I thought he was talking about men leaving their families, deserting their

responsibilities, but I guess..." Rio shrugged. "I guess it's a possibility." It
didn't seem to make much difference one way or another. It didn't seem to
help them figure out what had happened to Doc.

"Then I need to see Doc's records," Chase said. "Buck suggested they
were all there at the clinic, all but those two. If someone else did tell Doc that
story, then whoever did will be in those records. They'll have a chart if Doc
treated them."

"Along with everybody else in the county and a few thousand illegals.
Doc wouldn't have written anything about disappearing husbands on a
medical chart."

"It's a place to start."
"If Buck'll agree to letting you look through the records."
"If not, there's a window in the back I can always get through," Chase

said.
Again there were memories in his voice. And Rio found he didn't want to

hear those, either. Memories of the old man they had both loved.
"Doc never did get around to getting the lock fixed," Chase continued.

"Probably didn't get around to it on purpose. I slept on Doc's spare bed a few
nights through the years."

"I'm surprised you found a night when it was empty," Rio said softly. He'd
spent more than a couple of nights coming in that same window, sleeping in
that same narrow, uncomfortable bed.

"I guess a lot of people knew about Doc's hospitality."
"Maybe one too many," Rio said, thinking how vulnerable Doc had been.



That potential danger had never stopped the old man from offering sanctuary
to whoever had needed it most. Some nights it had been him, and some
nights, surprisingly, it had been Chase McCullar.

"We all owe a lot to Doc around here. Folks are pretty riled up about his
death," Chase said.

"I don't blame them."
"Most of them are convinced you had something to do with it."
"You gave them good reason, I guess."
"I gave them reason?" Chase asked.
"Five years ago. When you convinced them I was capable of helping kill

somebody else who had been good to me. I guess they're just remembering
that."

"I haven't made any accusations against you," Chase denied. "Not about
Doc."

"You think I should be grateful for that?" Rio asked. There was disdain in
the quiet question.

"Maybe," Chase said.
"I'd be grateful if you'd just tell the truth for a change."
"Are you calling me a liar?''
"Did you tell those folks who were riled up that I was with you when Doc

was killed?"
"I don't know that for a fact. There's been no report on the time of death."
"Judging by the state of the blood in that room, I'd say Doc couldn't have

been killed more than an hour before we got there. I could be wrong, but I
don't think I'm off by much. I'm willing to wait around and see what the
coroner's report says."

"I'm not sure anybody else is willing to wait," Chase warned. "I'm not sure
they're going to give you that much time.''

"Is that supposed to be a threat?" Rio asked, and the mockery was back in
his voice, hard and cutting.

"It was supposed to be a warning, but you can take it however the hell you
want to. I really don't give a damn what you think it was."

Chase turned and began walking back to the pickup.
"You'd better be glad nobody else heard that, McCullar," Rio called after

him. "Especially if something happens to me."
Chase turned. "What the hell is that supposed to mean?''
"Trying to warn somebody can be dangerous. Somebody who heard what



you just said might misinterpret it as a threat."
Chase stood for a moment, holding his half brother's gaze, shocked into

having to think about that. He turned away, angry now, trying to dismiss
from his consciousness the suggestion Rio had made. But after he climbed
into the pickup, he sat without moving, his hand on the key, remembering the
horror of that night.

Even now, after all this time, he never turned the key in an ignition that he
didn't remember. This time, the memory of Rio's words came along with the
nightmare image of the exploding truck. Not the words he'd just said, but
those he had said that night. Chase played them over and over in his head,
trying to remember how they had sounded. Trying to recreate their exact
tone. And wondering again, as he had been after Anne Richardson's
accusation, if he could possibly have been wrong.

Finally, one-handed, Chase lifted the rifle from the gun rack behind him.
He climbed out again and walked near enough to his half brother to toss the
Winchester across the short distance that separated them. Rio caught the gun
in midair. His dark eyes were wary.

"Watch yourself," Chase said softly. "You're a long way from any help
out here. If somebody wants you..." He stopped, and the muscle in his jaw
knotted before he spoke again. "That's just a warning, Delgado," he said. ''Not
a threat. Not from me."

He turned and retraced his steps to the pickup. This time he didn't hesitate
in starting the truck. Rio watched until even the dust trail behind the vehicle
had disappeared, and then he went back to work repairing a fence that would
keep nothing in. And would keep nobody out.

* * *
"I want to thank you for letting me stay," Anne said. "I know that what

happened last night was hard for you to understand."
"You think he's telling the truth?" Jenny asked.
Her hands were dealing with the supper dishes, scraping the plates and

bowls with quick efficiency and then slipping them into the water in the sink.
Her small fingers hadn't hesitated in that task, even when Anne broached the
subject that had lain uncomfortably between them all afternoon.

"Yes. I know that I've only known Rio a little while, but he's not the kind
of person who would have anything to do with hurting someone."

When she looked up, Jenny's brown eyes were watching her, maybe trying



to determine the truth of that.
"And he loved Doc," Anne added. "Doc was good to him when he had no

one else to look after him."
Jenny nodded. "That's the one thing that would make it hard to believe

Rio would do anything to hurt Tom Horn. He was more of a father to him
than Drew McCullar ever was."

"And he admired Mac. I know...." Anne hesitated. Jenny's eyes had fallen
to the dishes in the sink, but her dark, gamine-cut hair was too short to hide
the quick color that came into her cheeks. "I'm sorry," Anne continued,
watching that flush, "but I can't believe Rio would have been involved in
Mac's death. No matter what Chase says."

"Maybe Chase was looking for someone to blame. Rio just gave him the
opportunity to put the blame on him."

"Are you saying that you think it's possible Chase was wrong?"
"I've always thought it was...possible."
"Then...if you knew that—"
"I didn't know anything. Except that Chase was sure he was right. And that

a jury agreed with him."
"Is that why you told Rio he could use the line shack?"
"Mac's dead. Putting Rio back in jail isn't going to bring him back. If

you're right, and Chase is wrong..." Jenny shook her head.
"Then Rio Delgado spent nearly five years in prison for something he

didn't do."
"And that didn't bring Mac back, either," Jenny said softly. Then,

surprisingly, she said, "Poor Chase. I think it would kill him to find out he'd
been wrong."

Anne thought about the fight between the two brothers. She couldn't credit
the Chase McCullar she had seen with that kind of sensitivity, but of course,
Jenny knew him far better than she did. Maybe she was right. Maybe it had
been an honest mistake, compounded by grief and the need to punish
whoever was responsible for his brother's death.

"When you're a kid watching your mother die by slow and painful inches,
you have to blame somebody,'' Rio had said, revealing his own sensitivity.
Maybe that same need to blame someone for Mac's death had driven Chase to
take out his mistaken revenge on his half brother.

She couldn't hope to understand the reasons for what he had done. All she
knew was that Chase had been mistaken. There was still no doubt in her mind



about that.
* * *

Rio didn't want to light the stove. Not with the heat that had built inside
the line shack during the course of the long, hot day. To build a fire in here
would make it feel like he was trying to sleep inside an oven.

He hadn't bothered to put his shirt back on when he'd quit for the day.
Instead, before he'd come inside, he had poured part of the bottled water he'd
brought out from the ranch over his head and shoulders and then had used his
shirt to wipe it off, hoping to take some of the covering of dust he'd acquired
off with it.

He sure wasn't clean, but there wasn't much more he could do, given the
primitive conditions. He remembered the shower he'd taken at Jenny
McCullar's house last night. The unfamiliar luxury of it. He had had privacy.
And enough hot water. Clean towels. The slight scent of lavender had clung
to them, and the memory of that fragrance evoked the unwanted image of the
slender woman who had stood by the sink, hands trembling under the cascade
of hot water from its old-fashioned faucet.

Trembling because some bastard had raped her. Some bastard had hurt her
so that maybe forever there would be an element of pain and distrust in her
dealings with men. The pain had been clear in her voice when she'd told him
about what had happened.

And distrust? For some reason, he realized, she had trusted him from the
beginning. At least from the aftermath of the fight he and Chase had had. The
fight she'd broken up by putting her body in front of his. Just as she'd
protected him from making a fatal error in judgment at the clinic. And she
had stood up for him against both Chase and Buck Elkins.

Unconsciously he shook his head, wondering why she had bothered.
Because she felt guilty that she'd hit him? Would that be enough to explain
all she had done for him? Somehow, that didn't seem enough, but he couldn't
think of any other reason why someone like Anne Richardson would go to all
that trouble for him.

If she had been any other woman, he found himself thinking—and then he
banished that incredible possibility as he had before. There had been nothing
to suggest that she was even aware of him in that way. Aware of him as a
man. And considering her background, that shouldn't be surprising. Not even
given the supposed "gift" Chase had mocked.



He found he was standing in the middle of the shack, holding his damp
shirt in one hand and staring unseeingly at the toes of his boots. He had still
found no answer for what she had done. Maybe just kindness. Maybe she was
like Doc.

He threw the shirt over the back of the chair that someone had situated in
front of the stove. This place wouldn't be too bad in the winter, he thought.
He'd slept in worse. A lot worse.

When he had cooled off a little, he finally opened a couple of the cans
he'd brought out from the ranch house. The first was baked beans, which he
ate cold, standing in the open door. And then he ate the peaches.

They were cool and sweet against his tongue, a pleasure almost forgotten,
like the honeyed taste of a woman's mouth. Something else it didn't do him
any good to think about.

There was an oil lamp in the shack, but he hadn't bothered to light it, and
as night fell, he stood in the doorway and watched the stars slowly dot the
darkness overhead.

When the air had cooled a little, he stretched out on the bunk nearest the
door. His body was sore and tired, but it felt good to have worked that hard
on something of his own choosing. And besides, he had known that
exhaustion was the only hope he had that he would sleep tonight.

There was too little out here to take his mind off what had happened to
Doc. Too little to intrude between his memories of Anne Richardson. Neither
of those were things he could afford to think about. He focused instead on the
largest of the stars that he could see through the open doorway and forced
everything else out of his head.

That control was an art he'd perfected through the last five years. He
supposed he should be grateful that he hadn't forgotten how it was done.

* * *
He had been sleeping too deeply to be aware of their approach. His body

had been almost drugged by the long day's exertions, so that they were
around him before he woke. He jerked awake suddenly, briefly disoriented.
His first thought was that someone was coming into his cell.

It wouldn't be the guards, he knew. Their steps were so well-known in the
night that they went unheard. Their familiar pattern didn't disturb his sleep.
This was something else. Someone else. In prison that could mean only a
couple of things, and neither of those was good.



So the adrenaline had already been pumping into his bloodstream even
before he was fully awake. Gradually he became aware of where he was. And
that reality was no better than the prison nightmare.

Someone was walking around outside the line shack. More than one
person. He lay for a few seconds in the darkness, trying to figure out exactly
where each of them was. Trying to think what to do.

He reached down, and his fingers made contact with the rifle Chase had
tossed him this afternoon. He had spent part of the remainder of the hours he
had worked trying to figure out why his half brother had done that. He still
hadn't decided, but the gun Chase had given him had been loaded, and he had
laid it beside his cot when he'd gone to bed. He hadn't really expected anyone
to show up out here tonight, despite Chase's warning, but he'd known it was a
possibility, so he'd prepared for it.

His hand closed around the gun. He lifted it, and held it one-handed, the
stock between his upper arm and his side. He positioned the long barrel so
that it was trained on the open door, even as he sat up. The bunk protested his
careful movement. Too much noise, he thought. And the bed would probably
be even more noisy as he crawled out. There wasn't much he could do about
that, and maybe it would even give whoever was out there pause—knowing
he was awake and expecting them.

He stood, the bed creaking in protest, just as he'd expected. He was
barefoot, but he had slept in his jeans. It had somehow just seemed like a
good idea. He had left Mac McCullar's revolver lying on the chair by the
stove, and it would be a better weapon at close quarters. He had already
begun to tiptoe across the wooden floor toward the gun when the smell
stopped him. It was the sharp, unmistakable scent of gasoline.

Images flickered with the fleeting brilliance of summer lightning through
his head, reflections of the primitive, instinctual fear of fire. One of them was
of Mac McCullar's burning body being thrown from the disintegrating truck.
Of Chase's hands, trying desperately to beat out the flames. Another was the
remembrance of a pitifully scarred child, who had not been much older than
he when the tragedy had happened. The little girl had somehow survived the
fire that had killed the rest of her family, a fire started by a new heater,
bought through careful scrimping of their meager resources, bought to
provide some warmth for their shack. He visualized those flames leaping into
the night sky as the men of the village fought uselessly to contain them. And
fought to rescue the screaming children.



So instead of continuing to move toward the .45, instinctively he turned
toward the open door. Enough gas thrown on these wooden walls and this
place would go up just like that tar-papered house, the sparks drifting upward
into the night as the fire crackled and the screams echoed. This building
would quickly become that same kind of inescapable inferno.

Except he wouldn't be in it, he had decided instantly. He'd rather take his
chances on whoever was outside. He'd far rather be shot than burn to death.
Besides, he had the rifle Chase had given him, and he was a pretty good shot.

He had two choices, he realized. Move out slowly and carefully or rush
them while they weren't expecting him. Shoot at whatever moved out there.
He wouldn't care if he took a few of them with him. There was something so
cowardly about that damn gasoline. He wouldn't have expected that from the
people of this county, but Chase had told him they were stirred up. It was
ironic that he was going to be made to pay for Doc's death. That was the last
thing Doc would have wanted, he thought.

By then he had reached the door, and it was decision time. It probably
didn't make a whole lot of difference which way he went, but he was pretty
keyed up, and the smell here was even stronger. He glanced down and
realized that the dark stream spreading outside the open door was gasoline.
Enough that it hadn't completely soaked into the dry dirt. And as soon as they
dropped a match—

Not slow then, or careful, he decided. There wasn't time for that. He burst
through the open doorway, his finger on the trigger of the rifle Chase had
given him.

He hadn't counted on the rope. Or that they had been banking on him
making the decision he'd made. That they had been trying to scare him out
into the open. As soon as they had, the loop of the lasso had dropped down
around his shoulders. Whoever threw it was good, but then that skill level
wasn't surprising in this country.

A hard yank on the other end pulled him off-balance, making him stumble
sideways. His upper arms were pinned to his sides, but he still had the rifle
and his finger was on the trigger. He tried to regain his balance, bare feet
flinching from contact with the rock-strewn ground and his body fighting
against the continuing pull of the rope.

Dark shapes appeared out of the night. They seemed to be all around him.
More of them than he'd realized from the soft noises he'd heard. But he didn't
regret coming out. Even out here, in the openness of the desert night, the



smell of gasoline was strong and frightening.
He tried to raise the barrel of the gun so he'd at least hit one of them. He

wasn't going to be able to stop whatever was about to happen, but maybe he
could still take a couple with him. But before he could pull the trigger,
something hit him. A shovel, maybe. He heard metal clang against the barrel
of the rifle, knocking it away from its alignment.

His finger had completed the motion it had already begun, however,
squeezing the trigger. The shot rang out into the night, but he didn't think he'd
hit anything. He didn't have much time to come to that realization. The next
time the shape of the shovel appeared in his peripheral vision, it connected
with his elbow, almost numbing his lower arm. He got off another round, but
he heard that bullet strike uselessly into the hard, rocky ground.

By that time, they were all around him. He was conscious of the next blow
of the shovel, against the side of his head, but as a result of it, he was almost
unaware when someone jerked the rifle from his suddenly paralyzed fingers.

And unaware, thankfully, of some of the rest of it. It would have been
over a lot quicker if they'd continued to use the shovel. They decided instead
that their boots were more democratic. That gave everybody a chance.

Despite the restraint of the rope and the blow to the head, he tried to fight
them. They had taught him that when he had first gone to prison. You had to
fight, even if you knew you were going to lose. Even if it was a sure thing. It
would only be worse the next time if you didn't fight. Rio Delgado's entire
life, it seemed, had taught him that, if it had taught him nothing else.

But after a while, he couldn't fight them anymore. Then he just prayed for
it to be over. Just prayed for the pain to stop.



Chapter Nine
Chase McCullar came awake suddenly. His mouth was dry and his heart

rate elevated, despite the peacefulness of the surrounding night. This had
once been a familiar feeling, this helpless, nighttime panic. But the frequency
of the nightmares had faded with the passing years, and this hadn't happened
in a long time now—dreaming about what they had done to Mac.

He lay in the quiet darkness thinking about what might have triggered the
old dream. Doc's death, certainly. The unexpected return of Rio Delgado.
Maybe even what his half brother had said today.

"Somebody who heard what you just said might misinterpret it as a
threat.''

As he lay there remembering, he gradually realized that what had
awakened him hadn't been the familiar nightmare. Its horrors were not
lingering in his consciousness. Something else had intruded into his sleep, but
not enough to leave any clear impression. A sound, maybe, half heard
through the veil of sleep, and so not clearly identifiable?

He could hear now only what was known and familiar. Samantha's
breathing beside him. The ticking of the clock on the mantel in the den. The
background hum of the air conditioner. He even heard the refrigerator kick
on. There was nothing else. Nothing disturbed the peaceful night.

He closed his eyes, preparing to go back to sleep. Despite the fact that his
pulse rate had slowed to something that approached normal, eventually the
blue eyes opened again. There was something wrong, damn it. He knew it.

He sat up, pushing the sheet off his legs. He and Mac used to joke about
this unexplainable uneasiness. A prickling on the back of your neck. A
sudden cold stirring in your gut. Lawman's instinct, Mac had called it, and it
was something Chase McCullar never ignored. It had saved his hide too
many times to deny its existence.

"What is it?" Samantha asked. "What's wrong?"
He looked down and found her green eyes, watching him in the dark. He

shook his head, but the feeling was still strong, almost frightening in its
intensity.

"I don't know," he said softly. "Something..." He waited, trying to decide
what to do. "I'm going to check on Mandy and then take a look outside. Call
Jenny for me. Make sure they're all right."



"Jenny?" his wife questioned. "Why would you think—"
"Just do it, sweetheart," he ordered. "Just call her. See if they're okay."

* * *
Samantha met him at the bedroom door when he returned from their

daughter's room. He had found nothing out of place there. Mandy had been
sleeping peacefully, blond curls spread over her pillow and her thumb almost
to her mouth. Close enough for comfort, Chase thought, smiling as he tucked
the sheet around her again. In the quiet yard, the same shadows were cast by
the old cottonwood that had always been cast. Nothing was moving outside,
either.

"Jenny said they're fine. She sounded like she thought I'd lost my mind.
But...she did say to ask you about Rio."

"Rio? She thinks Rio might come here?"
"She wondered if he's all right."
Suddenly, Chase knew what was going on. He had told Delgado himself.

"Folks around here are pretty stirred up," Chase had warned.
"Because you gave them reason..."
"Get the shotgun out of the case. I'm going out there," Chase said. He

brushed by her and had already begun pulling on his jeans when she spoke.
"You think..." Samantha hesitated.
"I think I might need that gun," he said, smiling at her. "I can go without

it, if you want me to, but I'd sure feel a hell of a lot better taking it along."
She moved at that, despite the humor he'd tried to inject into his request

because he knew he was scaring her. By the time she'd returned with the
shotgun and a box of shells, he had managed his jeans and shirt and was
pulling on his boots.

"I'm going with you," Samantha said.
"I'll be fine. Probably a wild-goose chase."
"You don't believe that."
"What I don't believe is that I'm running out of bed in the middle of the

night to make sure somebody hasn't put a hole through Delgado."
"Is that what woke you? Did you hear a shot?"
And thinking about it, Chase McCullar finally nodded. "Yeah. I

think...maybe I did."
"You be careful, Chase McCullar. You hear me?"
She was talking to the darkness. Chase was already gone. Her words



echoed softly in the empty bedroom. She didn't want him to go, but Chase
had already lost one brother. Maybe he didn't feel he could afford to lose
another.

* * *
The feeling that had awakened Chase grew stronger with each minute that

passed. It wasn't that far out to the line shack, not in miles, but the journey
tonight seemed endless.

Then he was near enough to see the shack, a dark little box silhouetted
against the horizon. It got bigger by the second, as the speeding truck
approached. And a split second later he could see the shapes moving around
it.

He thought about dousing the headlights, but that wasn't what this was
about. He wasn't trying to sneak up on whoever was out there. This was about
stopping whatever was going on, and the unexpected arrival of an
unidentified vehicle was probably the quickest way to do that, even if
whoever was out here disappeared without a trace into the surrounding
desert.

Even as he thought that, they began to scatter. He watched them run as the
pickup barreled across the open range. He was driving way too fast. He had
left the dirt road and headed cross-country. And he knew now that he hadn't
been wrong about what he had expected to find out here.

By the time he stopped the truck, there was no one left. He hit the ground
running, despite the fact that it was black as night in hell. He couldn't see two
feet in front of him, but the smell was all around him. Gasoline. Apparently
they'd been throwing it around real generously.

He stumbled over Delgado and almost fell. He wondered briefly if he'd
hurt him, and then, as he knelt beside the still figure, he realized that his half
brother hadn't been aware that he'd hit him. He touched Rio's face, and the
pale crescent moon, which had found the only cloud in the desert dryness to
hide behind, slipped out, imperfectly illuminating what they had done.

Chase felt the bile rise in his throat. His hand cupped his brother's jaw. It
was slick with blood. There was so damn much blood.

I've got to get him to Doc, Chase thought before he remembered. Doc was
gone. Somebody had already killed Doc. They had cut his throat and left him
to bleed to death like an animal.

They weren't going to get away with it, he found himself thinking. Or with



this. Not again. Nobody was going to get away with this again.
* * *

They hadn't gone back to bed after Samantha's phone call. Too much had
happened in the last few days to find sleep again that easily. When Jenny had
suggested coffee, Anne had been so grateful she had felt the burn of tears at
the back of her eyes.

She hadn't thought she would be able to go back to her room. She would
have, of course. She would have pretended everything was fine—she had had
a lot of practice at that these last months—but still, she was infinitely grateful
when Jenny's own unease gave her permission not to have to. And permission
to feel that it was normal not to want to be alone in the dark tonight.

It had probably not been fifteen minutes after Samantha's call that they
heard the truck. Rommel heard it first, of course, and he reacted, scrambling
across the kitchen tile to the back door. He had begun barking almost before
they had time to put their mugs down on the table.

Jenny got up to look out the window above the sink.
"It's Chase," she said, her relief obvious. She hurried to the back door and

threw it open, allowing the shepherd to disappear into the night, followed
closely by Jenny herself.

Anne stood, but she didn't rush to greet Chase McCullar. She still wasn't
sure of her feelings about Jenny's brother-in-law, and she couldn't imagine
what he was doing here in the middle of the night. Something must have
happened, given the phone call and his arrival, and she was afraid that he
would again find a way to blame Rio for whatever it was.

Nothing had prepared her. She didn't even know who Chase was
supporting when Jenny preceded them back into the kitchen. It was just a
man, dark head drooping almost to his chest, face hidden. One of his arms
was over Chase's shoulder, but McCullar was having to hold it in place.
Chase's other arm was around the man's narrow waist. Chase was almost
carrying the staggering, barefoot figure, supporting most of the other man's
weight.

Chase's blue eyes made quick contact with hers. In them was regret. Or
apology. And by the time she had read those emotions, Anne had realized
that the burden Chase Mc-Cullar staggered under was his half brother's body.
Her mind shied away from the word.

It was Rio, and he was hurt, but he was alive. She stood paralyzed,



desperately holding on to that thought while Jenny followed Chase down the
narrow hall. To Mac's room, she realized, watching them.

"Get some clean towels," Jenny called, breaking the spell that held her
immobile. "Second drawer. And the scissors from the top drawer."

Anne's hands were trembling, but she obeyed. She had used these same
scissors to try to fix the cut on his cheekbone, carefully putting her little bits
of tape over the split skin, but that bloodied head and torso wouldn't be fixed
with bits and pieces of tape, she thought.

Then, along with the fear that had been there from the first, anger
blossomed. Fury that they had done this to him. Maybe the same mindless,
shapeless "they" who had already brought such horror to this community.

When she carried the things Jenny had asked for into the bedroom, Jenny
was sitting on the edge of the bed where Rio lay, his skin dark against Jenny's
sun-whitened sheet. Only now did Anne begin to realize the true extent of the
damage. Someone had beaten him. The evidence was there on his body. And
on his face. That once-beautiful face.

She wanted to turn away, to hide from the knowledge of how much he'd
been hurt, but his dark gaze had already found her. One of his eyes was
closed, already swollen shut, the abused skin around it reddish purple. The
aquiline nose was misshapen, almost certainly broken. There was a lot of
blood, most of it from a cut on his head, and that was probably masking other
injuries.

Jenny was looking at his ears. Then she gently opened the eye that had
swollen closed, comparing the size of the dark pupils.

"We have to get him to a hospital," Anne said. They couldn't treat this
here, and with Doc gone...

"No," Rio said. His voice was hoarse, ragged with pain or with the effort
to find the breath needed to voice that single syllable, to give it strength.

"Why not?" Jenny said, her hands still gently examining his face. "I think
that's a very good idea."

"No money," Rio said. "No money for a doctor."
"Hell," Chase said. "If you think—"
"No," Rio said again. "Please, Mrs. McCullar. No hospital. Just do

whatever you can."
"That's ridiculous," Anne argued. "You can't—"
"Ribs are the worst," Rio said. His words were still hesitant. He was being

careful not to increase the agony by breathing too deeply.



"Don't talk," Jenny ordered. "I'll see what I can do. Maybe..." Her voice
faded, and she held the dark, pleading eye of the man on the bed. "Maybe it's
not as bad as it looks."

"I've had a lot worse," he said. The simple confession had the
unmistakable ring of truth.

Jenny took a breath, deep and hard, forced to think about that. He meant
in prison, she supposed, where he had been sent for a murder he claimed he
had had no part in. Mac's murder. The murder of his half brother. She could
still hear Rio's voice from the dark hallway last night, his denial of guilt. And
the unarguable reason he had given her. "Mac was my brother.''

They were the same words Mac had used to explain his anonymous
protection of the Mexican kid who seemed destined to go bad. "Hell, Jenny,''
Mac would say in that deep Texas drawl she loved, "I have to take care of
him. He's my brother. He doesn't have anyone else."

Unconsciously, Jenny McCullar's hand found Rio's, and she squeezed it,
but he gasped with the shock of her touch, with the unexpected pain. Gasped
loudly enough that they all heard it.

"This is crazy, Jenny," Chase said. "We have to get him to a hospital."
"I put my hands over my head. To keep it protected," Rio whispered.

"Most of the rest is just bruises. And the ribs. It's just a little hard to breathe."
"I can strap ribs," Jenny said. She was still touching his hand, but she was

no longer putting pressure on it. "Let's get you cleaned up a little and maybe I
can tell more about what's wrong."

Rio nodded carefully, still holding her gaze.
"But if I think you need to go to the hospital," Jenny said sternly, "then

that's what we'll do. I believe the three of us can scrape up enough to pay for
whatever's needed."

"Mrs. McCullar—" Rio began.
"And that's final," Jenny interrupted his protest. "I don't need another

stubborn man around here. You're going to do exactly what you're told," she
ordered, but her voice was surprisingly gentle. "I'll be the one to make that
decision when the time comes."

* * *
"I think he's asleep," Jenny said. She had come out of Mac's room to find

Anne waiting in the dark, rose-covered hallway.
"Is he...?" Anne didn't know what she needed to ask. She knew it was



probably too early to know if Rio was really going to be all right.
"I think his assessment was pretty accurate." "I've had a lot worse," ran

fleetingly through her head, but Jenny found she couldn't think about that
tonight, about all Rio Delgado had been through. Or about her own role in
that. So she went on, keeping her voice clinically objective.

"The worst does seem to be his ribs. I'm a little concerned about his right
hand. It probably should be X-rayed, but the important thing is he's coherent
and his pupils are reactive and normal. I'm certain he's concussed, but we'll
watch him."

"Where did you learn all that?" Anne asked. "What to look for."
"There are always injuries on a ranch. Some of it I just picked up, but...at

one time, a long time ago, I planned to be a nurse. I was almost through
training when I decided I was in love with Mac McCullar. Too much in love
to even finish school. Too much in love to wait. I thought about going back to
it after he died, but somehow..." Smiling, she shook her head. "Maybe I will
someday."

"Trent will be disappointed if you do."
"Poor Trent," Jenny said softly, and at her tone Anne wondered again

about her brother's hopes. "Somehow I just can't see myself as a politician's
wife. It's not something that..." The soft voice hesitated. "Not something I
ever imagined I'd be doing at this stage of my life."

"What did you imagine?" Anne asked, smiling. And only when Jenny's
eyes fell, did she realize the cruelty of that question.

"Having babies," Jenny said. Her voice was filled, not with pain, but with
memories. And with tenderness. "Loving Mac. Just...being his wife." Her
dark eyes lifted, and they were smiling. "That's not very feminist, I guess."

"I don't know. I thought that's what it really was all about. Being allowed
to decide what we want to do and nobody thinking it's wrong."

"What do you want to do?" Jenny asked, smiling again.
What did she really want for her life right now? It was almost too

complicated, too hard to think about. "Just to be safe," she admitted softly.
"To feel safe again, I guess. And to feel normal. To trust. To be able to let
someone love me."

Once she had started, all of it had rushed out. All the fears and doubts she
had never told anyone else. She had asked her brother not to discuss her with
this woman, and yet here she was, laying open her soul for Jenny McCullar's
inspection.



Jenny nodded, and surprisingly her dark eyes had filled with tears. She
blinked them away and asked, "You want to sit with him? I think somebody
should."

"I won't know what to look for."
"Just wake him up every couple of hours. Make him talk to you. I hate to

do that. He needs sleep to heal as much as he needs anything, but it's the
safest way. And I really believe he's okay. If I didn't, I would have made him
go to a hospital, no matter what he said. It's just a matter of whether or not
you want to sit with him."

"I'd like to," Anne confessed. "If you're sure I can do it."
"You'll do fine. You can call me if you need me."

* * *
Jenny had been right. Rio was sleeping. He looked better, if only because

they had cleaned off most of the blood. His ribs were bound, the bandage
starkly white over the dark skin of his torso, hiding a lot of the welts and
bruises. His right hand rested on top of the sheet that covered his lower body.
The limp fingers were swollen and discolored.

Anne fought the urge to touch them, just for reassurance. For the first time
since she had known him, Rio looked vulnerable. Even when she had held the
muzzle of Mac's revolver against his throat, she hadn't thought of him as
vulnerable. He had never seemed to need anything from anybody. And then
tonight...

Chase had left them the shotgun, but he'd gone home to check on his
family. If anyone who had been out at the line shack had recognized his
truck, they might come there looking for Rio in order to finish the job. Chase
couldn't take a chance on that happening, even though they had all recognized
the unlikelihood of it. The men who had done what had been done to Rio
were the kind who worked in darkness. They wouldn't want to chance being
recognized.

Anne glanced at her watch and was surprised to find that it was three-
forty. It would be daylight in a couple of hours. She would welcome the end
to this night. She shivered, knowing too well what would have happened if
Chase hadn't frightened those men away. They would have finished what
they had begun.

She watched her trembling fingers brush the black hair off Rio's forehead,
wondering at the same time how her hand had gotten there. There was a



smear of blood and dirt that Jenny had missed across his brow. It was visible
even in the dimness. She thought about the day he and Chase had fought. It
had been an equal battle then. They had both been marked.

Her hand slipped to the side of Rio's dark head, her fingers moving in the
gleaming midnight strands, her thumb tracing gently over the healing cut
under his eyebrow that Chase McCullar had inflicted. She smiled slightly,
thinking about the neat, careful line of tape butterflies she'd put over the cut
on his cheek. Most of them had disappeared. The bruise she'd made on his
temple wasn't visible in the darkness, maybe hidden by one of the newer
injuries or his disordered hair.

"What are you doing here?" Rio asked.
When she glanced down, she realized that his eye, the one that was still

functional, was open. She couldn't be sure how long he had been watching
her.

She thought about what she should say, but finally she told him the truth,
even though she had quickly removed her hand. As quickly if she had been
caught doing something wrong. And for her, she supposed, touching him was
forbidden. Off-limits. Just as he had warned her.

"Making sure you're all right."
"I'm all right. You need to go back to bed," he suggested softly. "Get some

sleep." But his dark gaze held hers.
He wasn't closing her out as she had sometimes felt he would like to. She

wanted to be here with him. To make sure he was really all right. Jenny had
said she needed to make him talk and since he was awake anyway...

"Who was it?" she asked.
His head moved slightly on the pillow, side to side. "Too dark."
"Did you recognize...anything? Size or shape? A voice?"
"They weren't there to talk," Rio said.
They had been there for one thing. They both knew that.
"You think it was whoever killed Doc?" she whispered.
"I think it was the good citizens of this county."
"Trying to...frighten you away?" she asked, hoping that might be what this

had all been about.
"Maybe. Maybe just out to punish me for what they think I did."
"For killing Doc."
"And Mac."
She took a breath, thinking about the implications of that. She had been



thinking about those since Chase had brought him home. "Then somebody
stirred them up," she suggested. "Somebody organized that attack."

He didn't respond. That was obvious. But he couldn't identify that person
or any of the others who had appeared out of the darkness tonight.

"Chase?" she questioned, finally voicing the persistent thought. "Could
Chase have had anything to do with what happened tonight?"

Rio remembered the rifle he'd been given and Chase's arrival tonight at
the line shack. If his half brother hadn't shown up when he had, things would
probably have turned out very differently. He couldn't be sure those men had
set out to kill him, but if that hadn't been their intent, they had done a pretty
damn good imitation of it.

Given the damage they'd already inflicted, even if they had called a halt to
the beating, he might have bled to death out there alone. If he hadn't regained
consciousness before it was too late. He had known that to have happened
before. But not this time. And the only reason it hadn't was McCullar's
unexpected arrival.

The bruised lips moved, but Rio was forced to swallow against the
unaccustomed thickness in his throat before he answered.

"Not this time," he said softly. "That's the one thing I do know about
tonight. This time it isn't Chase McCullar who's out for my blood."

* * *
When Rio opened his eyes the next morning, it wasn't Anne who was

sitting in the chair she had pulled next to his bed. Chase McCullar was asleep
there, blond head back and mouth slightly open, his breath sighing in and out
in a low, regular rhythm. Almost a snore. Rommel was asleep at his feet, and
the audible breathing of the big shepherd formed a syncopation with Chase's.
Rio's lips tilted, but even that small movement was painful and quickly
controlled.

He lay in the late-morning sunshine that was streaming into the bedroom
and thought about last night. About all the surprising things that had
happened. About Chase showing up out at the line shack, riding that pickup
to his rescue like the cavalry in a Western. About the sensation of Anne
Richardson's fingers moving in his hair. About Jenny's kindness. Again his
throat closed, and he felt the sting of emotion behind his eyes.

Rio couldn't even remember the last time he had cried. When his mother
had died? He didn't think he'd cried even then. That was another lesson he



had learned early and learned hard. Nothing was accomplished by showing
emotion. Nothing changed except someone was more likely to jeer and to
mock. The iron control that had served him so well in prison had already
been deeply embedded before he had gotten there.

"I went to Doc's," Chase said.
Rio turned his eyes toward his half brother and found that the blue eyes

were alert now and focused on his face. The bruising under them was
beginning to fade to a dark olive. Rio directed his gaze back to the ceiling,
wondering what the bad news was now. That it was bad had been evident in
Chase's voice.

"AMPEX mean anything to you?" Chase asked.
Rio tried to think if he'd ever heard the word. If Doc had mentioned it to

him. It sounded like a word formed from initials. And if so, maybe they
represented some government agency.

"I don't think so," he admitted finally. "Should it?"
"I don't know. Doc had written it in the top right-hand corner of four of

the records I pulled. All of them for people whose names I didn't recognize.
Hispanic names. Folks who don't live in the county."

"That's all you found?"
"I went through the last six or seven years of Doc's stuff. That would have

been a hell of a lot easier if he'd used a computer to keep his records."
"How could you possibly tell which ones—"
Chase's short laugh interrupted. "I was real scientific. I picked out the

folders that looked new. I didn't have much else to go on, not unless I wanted
to read through fifty years of measles and constipation."

"What do you think it means? That notation?" Rio asked carefully.
"Maybe nothing. I just thought you should know what I found. Or maybe

what I didn't find. I guess you should also know that I went by the sheriffs
office this morning and reported what happened last night."

Rio didn't respond for a moment, thinking about what that might mean. "I
wish you hadn't done that," he said finally.

"Yeah, I figured you'd feel that way. Maybe nothing will come of Buck
knowing, but..." Chase paused, and his lips tightened. "Maybe if everyone
realizes the sheriffs office is looking into the attack, it will offer you some
protection, at least for a little while, anyway."

"I don't want to put Mrs. McCullar or Miss Richardson in any danger."
"Jenny?" Chase repeated, his voice full of amusement. "Hell, if Jenny had



been there with a shotgun, we'd have never lost the Alamo. Don't worry about
Jenny. Besides..." Again the deep voice hesitated, maybe thinking about how
to phrase the next. "If the folks who attacked you were riled up about Doc
and Mac, then being here with Jenny is probably the best thing you've got
going for you."

The best thing you've got going for you. Rio couldn't deny the truth of
that. Not to himself, anyway. Considering how the McCullars had treated him
last night, there was no doubt of that. It was something he'd never expected.
Had no right to expect. And it was all the more reason not to stay.

"I can't hide behind Mrs. McCullar," he said softly.
Chase pushed himself up out of the chair and stood for a moment, looking

down on the man in the bed.
"Nobody thinks you're hiding," he said.
The blue eyes didn't waver from their focus on his face, but for the first

time, they weren't cold. Or judgmental. Rio wasn't sure what had brought
about that change, but it was there. He was sure of that. Finally Chase broke
the contact that had flared briefly between them and walked to the door. He
turned when he reached it.

"By the way, Buck said he wants to talk to you. I told him not to bother
you today. Jenny would have had my hide. But I guess you should expect
him or Morales to show up out here tomorrow."

Rio nodded. Still Chase didn't leave.
"Why would you try to warn Mac?" he asked finally.
This was why his brother had come here today, Rio realized. Not to tell

him all the things he'd talked about. Chase had come just to ask that one
thing. And Rio thought about what that question revealed about the man who
had had to ask it.

The reason he had ridden to warn Mac had been so obvious to Rio that he
had never considered the possibility that Chase McCullar didn't understand.
But after all, it had been to him that Mac had explained it all. A long time
ago.

"Blood's thicker than water," Rio said softly. "Even river water."
He saw the depth of the breath his half brother took, the strong muscles of

his chest moving under the tan shirt. Then Chase turned and disappeared into
the hallway where his mother's beloved roses still bloomed.

* * *



Rio slept most of the day, drifting in and out of troubled dreams that he
didn't fully remember. Jenny had given him some kind of painkiller, big
white caplets that he'd washed down with the water she kept waking him up
to get him to drink. At least she brought a flexible straw, so he hadn't had to
move any more than was absolutely necessary.

As the pain grew and expanded during the long, hot afternoon, he thought
about asking for another couple of those pills, but if she realized how much
pain he was in, he was afraid Jenny would insist on taking him to a hospital.
So he lay there with his eyes closed, riding it out. Listening to Rommel's
breathing. Trying to think about anything else besides the pain.

The only problem with that was that the images of Anne Richardson
somehow kept intruding. No matter how determined he was not to think
about her, especially not about those slender fingers moving through his hair
last night, the more often those thoughts surfaced.

Just as they were now.
He opened his eyes to find Anne standing in the doorway to his room. She

didn't say anything, but her lips moved slightly, almost smiling at him as soon
as she realized he was awake. She looked as if she hadn't gotten enough
sleep, and he knew that was his fault. She had sat up with him most of the
night. He wondered what she was thinking. She had never indicated that she
had been physically attracted to him, but still he was uncomfortable to find
her examining his face.

Sometime after she'd left his room this morning, he'd gotten up and made
his slow, painful way to the bathroom. He had put it off for as long as
possible, and the journey had been every bit as bad as he'd anticipated. At
least he hadn't fainted. That had been the one thing he'd really been afraid of.

But while he was there, he had caught a glimpse of his face in the mirror
over the sink. After the initial shock, he'd kept his eyes carefully directed
downward.

When he made it back to the bed, he had lain there trembling with pain
and weakness. There had been a lot of blood in his urine, and he tried not to
think about that. It was normal after what had happened. He knew that. As he
had told them last night, he'd had worse beatings.

He wondered what Anne Richardson had thought about that confession,
about the sordidness of his past. And what she had been thinking as her eyes
scanned his face. It shouldn't matter that he looked like something out of a
horror movie. He wasn't vain. She had been right about that. But still, he was



uncomfortable with her seeing him like this.
And it wasn't hard to figure out why. He'd figured it out sitting in Jenny's

truck on the way to Doc's office that day. The day after he'd met Anne
Richardson. Only...that wasn't anything that was ever going to happen. For a
lot of very good reasons.

"You okay?" he asked softly.
"Am I okay?" she repeated. And then she did smile. "I think maybe you're

the one who should be answering that."
"Nothing else is going to happen," he said, trying to let her hear

reassurance in his voice, trying to work the old magic. "You don't have to be
frightened. The more I think about it, the more I'm convinced last night didn't
have anything to do with the people who killed Doc."

"You think I'm afraid of them?" she asked.
He tried to smile at her, but his mouth hurt, so the movement was

distorted. Probably just grotesque. "I think you'd be smart to be. I just don't
think that's who came after me."

"So...I don't need to worry about them coming after me. Is that what
you're saying?"

"I just thought you might be uneasy."
"I'm not uneasy. What I am is mad. Angry that they can get away with

that," she said quietly. Her eyes traced over his features again.
"Buck'll get 'em," he said. He allowed the undamaged lid to drop slowly

over his good eye. He had intended to wink at her, but he realized that, like
the smile, it was only going to look ridiculous, given the fact that his other
eye was already swollen closed.

She laughed, however, just as he'd intended. They both knew how much
confidence he had in Buck Elkins's detection skills.

"He's probably already got them all rounded up," he added. He felt better
watching her laugh, relieved that she was all right. He didn't like seeing her
down. The way she had looked last night was too reminiscent of the day she
had told him she'd been raped.

"You don't believe that," she said, but she was still smiling. "Not any
more than I do."

He shook his head, moving it carefully, trying not to set off the pounding
agony at the back of his skull.

"I know it hurts to talk," she said.
And to think. Or breathe, he thought.



"But Jenny sent me to find out if you could eat something."
He probably should make the effort, he knew, but he wasn't hungry. The

thought of food was almost nauseating. And someone would probably have
to feed him.

"I'm not hungry," he said. "Tell Mrs. McCullar I'm fine."
"I don't ever lie to Jenny," Anne said, "but I'll leave you alone. Let you get

back to sleep. Sorry I disturbed you."
"You didn't disturb me," he said.
And then Anne, too, disappeared into the hallway, again leaving him

alone, with nothing to do but think.
"You didn't disturb me,'' he had told her. And it was the truth. Only not all

of it.
No more than you always have, he should have said. No more than you

did the first time I saw you, standing in the door of Mac McCullar's barn. No
more than you have during the rest of the hours I've known you. And no more
than I know you will for the rest of my life.



Chapter Ten
The following morning Jenny was up early, fixing a breakfast that she

hoped would tempt Rio to eat. The enticing smell of bacon filled the house,
along with the aroma of the good, strong coffee that was gently perking in the
metal pot on the back of the stove. Mac had taught her how to make coffee in
that pot—just like his mother had made it, and now it seemed to Jenny to be
the only coffee fit to drink.

She was aware suddenly of an "eyes-on-the-back-of-my-neck" feeling.
She glanced toward the door to the hall, expecting Anne. Instead, Rio
Delgado stood in the doorway, wearing Mac's shirt she had laid out for him
and his own jeans, which she'd laundered yesterday. His hands were fastened
to the frame on either side, and he was holding on tightly enough that the
fingers of his uninjured left hand had whitened at the tips.

"Why don't you sit down at the table," Jenny suggested. She turned back
to the strips of bacon sizzling in the pan. "Before you fall down," she added
under her breath.

Deliberately, she didn't watch Rio negotiate his way across the room.
When she heard the soft grunt of effort that indicated he'd lowered himself
into one of the kitchen chairs, she reached above her head and took a mug out
of the cabinet. She filled it with coffee and walked over to the table to set it
down in front of him.

"Cream and sugar?"
"A little cream," he said. It would help to cool the steaming coffee, maybe

enough that he could drink it, he hoped. His mouth was pretty bad.
"Think you can eat?" Jenny asked.
He had wrapped his left hand around warmth of the mug. The right one he

left in his lap.
"I..." He paused, thinking about that. "Just the coffee will be fine," he said

finally, despite the emptiness of his stomach.
"You could probably manage the eggs. They're scrambled."
"I'm fine, Mrs. McCullar."
"Jenny," she corrected. "My name is Jenny. Nobody ever calls me Mrs.

McCullar."
"Yes, ma'am," he said.
"Or ma'am. I have to tell you that reminding a woman she's older than you



isn't a very good idea."
She took the milk out of the refrigerator as she talked and poured a

generous amount into his mug, stirring it with a spoon she had put beside his
plate.

"Any blood in your urine this morning?" she asked mat-ter-of-factly.
Despite the bruising and the normal darkness of his skin, she could see the

blush spreading along his high cheekbones.
"Now that I haven't seen in a long time," she said, her voice filled with

amusement. "I didn't know McCullar men were even capable of blushing."
McCullar men. The words hit him hard, somewhere around his gut, almost

like one of those booted kicks.
"Well?" she asked.
"No, ma'am," he said softly.
"Liar," Jenny said succinctly, but she turned and went back to the stove,

leaving him alone with his coffee.
* * *

Anne joined them before Rio had managed to finish the eggs. Using his
left hand was awkward, and his mouth hurt like hell, but he forced himself to
eat. The quicker he could get back some strength, the quicker he could get
out of here and quit putting these women in danger.

He was aware that Anne was playing with Jenny's well-cooked breakfast
more than she was eating it. He glanced up and found her eyes on his face.
He waited too long before he broke the contact, but he hadn't been able to
force his eyes away. And what was in hers didn't help.

He wondered if she could possibly know what he'd been thinking last
night, if that almost-telepathic connection that had been between them-from
the beginning was still there. And if so, he knew he'd have to be more careful.
He was too close to the edge, far too close to revealing how he felt about her.

Suddenly Rommel barked, sharp and demanding. Seconds later they heard
the vehicle the shepherd had apparently already identified as friendly, judging
by the movement of his tail. Rom was standing impatiently by the kitchen
door, and Jenny obligingly opened it for him.

"It's Chase," she said over her shoulder as she again followed the big
shepherd outside.

Jenny reentered the kitchen only a few minutes later. She found the two of
them still sitting at the table. Rio's back was to the door, and he didn't make



the effort to turn around, given the state of his ribs.
Anne Richardson's eyes had lifted automatically, but when Jenny first

opened the door, they had still been focused on Rio Delgado's face. And
having once loved a man exactly that much, Jenny had had no trouble
recognizing what had been in their blue depths.

She remembered the whispered conversation in the hallway yesterday
morning, the simple things Anne Richardson had said she wanted. "To trust.
To be able to let someone love me." It appeared she had already decided who
that someone should be.

Poor Trent, Jenny thought again, knowing how far from his intentions for
Anne such a relationship would be. Even though she understood all the
logical reasons he might have for objecting to what was obviously happening
between his sister and Rio, she found herself hoping that he would be wise
enough not to.

"There's something outside I think you need to see," she said softly.
"Me?'' Anne asked, her eyes widening in surprise.
"Rio," Jenny corrected. "Think you can make it?"
Something about Doc's death? Rio wondered. If it was, he had no choice

but to make it. He put his good hand against the wooden table and used it to
push himself upright.

Standing was almost worse than getting down had been, but he needed to
move, needed to walk. That was why he'd forced himself out of bed this
morning. And he knew that if he didn't force himself to keep moving, his
body would stiffen up even more, and getting his strength back would only
be harder. Harder to get out of here before something happened. He didn't
even clarify in his own mind which "something" he was more worried about.

He had already started toward the door when Anne moved alongside him.
Smiling at him, she lifted his left arm and put it carefully across her
shoulders. He met her eyes, dark blue and filled with concern.

Concern for him, he realized. That was almost unprecedented in his life,
just as her unquestioning belief in his innocence had been. He forced his eyes
away again, but he didn't refuse her help. He found that he couldn't, and that
was not the result of any physical weakness.

Her bones felt slight, fragile under the weight of his arm. And he could
smell her. He didn't think the subtle aroma was perfume, although it was
undeniably feminine. Soap, maybe. Her shampoo. He didn't know, but the
scent was too near and too evocative.



He fought the hardening of his groin, fought his automatic reaction to the
impossible wonder of Anne Richardson's body moving against his. It took a
moment before he could take another step, but Anne didn't hurry him.

She didn't look strong enough to bear even a part of his weight, but he had
always known that her apparent fragility was deceptive. She was tough. She
had been tempered with fire, and the result was the tensile, unbreakable
strength of steel, down at the very core of her being. Where it mattered.

When they finally reached the door, Anne moved back to allow him to go
through it alone. He put his good hand on its frame as he had at the hallway
door. He needed that support when he finally realized what Jenny McCullar
had brought him out here to see.

It was Diablo.
He didn't recognize the slender redhead who was leading the stallion out

of the horse trailer that had been hooked to the familiar black pickup. But it
didn't take him long to figure out that this must be Samantha Kincaid. Except
now she was Samantha McCullar, Chase McCullar's wife, who certainly
knew something about horses. And with her was Chase's daughter, the
McCullar heritage obvious not only in the blond ponytails, but even in the
delicate features.

The big black was surprisingly docile, but Samantha was near enough to
the stallion to make Rio's heart turn over. Diablo was sweating and nervous,
but it was obvious that he trusted the woman who held his lead. That she
trusted the black was also obvious, despite his nervousness.

The place he had once held in the stallion's heart had apparently been
taken by his new owner. An owner who, Rio acknowledged, could certainly
provide for the horse far better than he could. Better than he had ever been
able to provide. The glistening sleekness of the coat that sheathed the
stallion's well-conditioned muscles should only give him comfort, but
somewhere inside Rio's soul he knew there was and always would be an
emptiness that owning this animal had once filled.

He still hadn't moved out of the doorway, but again it wasn't a physical
weakness that prevented him from approaching the black. Too damn much
had happened in the last week to destroy his control. First there had been
Doc's death. Then the realization of how he felt about Anne Richardson and
acknowledging the bitter impossibility of ever doing anything about it. And
Chase McCullar's unexpected behavior. Now he was forced to face the loss of
the stallion. That was something else he had been pushing to the back of his



mind.
"He's yours," Samantha said softly, maybe in response to what was in

Rio's eyes. "He's always been yours. I was just keeping him safe for you, I
suppose."

Rio's gaze moved from the horse to focus on her face. He took a breath,
not daring to believe what she had just said. And then another, because he
knew there was no way that could come true. Not now.

It should be enough to know that the stallion was being taken care of. It
would have to be enough, he thought grimly, and only he would ever know
that it was not. He shook his head.

"I can't pay you for him," he said.
"I didn't expect you to. It doesn't matter. He didn't cost me much. They

didn't have any idea what he's worth."
"Why would you..." he began, and then unexpectedly, he felt his throat

close. The black had moved his head, pushing his nose into the slim shoulder
of Samantha McCullar. Smiling, she turned to put her gloved hand
comfortingly on the expanse of shining darkness between the stallion's ears
and ran it down his long, patrician nose before those remarkable emerald eyes
came back to meet Rio's.

"I know what he's worth," she said, smiling at him. "I should. I was there
when he was born."

"He's...Kincaid?" Rio asked unbelievingly. That would explain the
stallion's exceptional looks and abilities, but it didn't explain how the horse
had ended up at the Mexican auction where he'd bought him, where if he
hadn't bought him, the black's next stop would likely have been a petfood
processor.

"When you're in the business of breeding horses to sell, you can't always
guarantee where they'll end up," Samantha said. She turned again to look at
the black. "You always try, but sometimes..." She paused, and her eyes came
back to Rio's. "They weren't horse people. Maybe that explains some of what
happened. Sam—my father—always says that when someone pays that much
for an animal, you have to believe they'll take care of it. And trust me, they
paid a hell of a lot of money for this one."

"What happened?" Rio questioned. His gaze was on the black, and he
wasn't aware of the hunger in his eyes.

"By the time we heard he'd gone bad, he'd been sold. Several times. And
then he just... seemed to disappear. Sam didn't stop looking, of course.



Eventually someone told him about your black. He went to watch you ride,
some little rodeo near Laredo. After watching you, watching the two of you
work together, he knew the horse was in good hands."

"He didn't try to buy him back," Rio said.
"Would you have sold him?" She didn't wait for the answer they both

understood. "Sam's no fool. The black was yours. He was with someone who
was good to him. That's all my father wanted to know, all he cared about."

"He's worth a lot of money."
Samantha nodded. "Want to sell him?" she asked, but she was smiling

again.
Slowly Rio shook his head. "He's still yours, Mrs. McCullar. You bought

him. And more importantly..." He hesitated before he made himself finish it.
"You're in a position to take care of him. I'm not in any position to buy him
back, and even if I were, I couldn't afford to keep him. He's better off with
you."

"Except for the fact that he's not my horse. No amount of money changing
hands makes him mine. You know that as well as I do. Besides, I've already
gotten my money's worth. He's serviced a couple of my mares. I'll make
plenty from those foals." She waited, but the dark eyes of the man in the
doorway hadn't moved from their contemplation of the stallion.

"How can you and your father be so sure this is the same horse?" he
asked.

"Sam knew as soon as he saw him."
Rio's dark head moved, questioning.
"We are horse people," Samantha said softly. It wasn't a boast. It was

simply the truth. "I can put him in Jenny's barn until you decide where you're
going. She's got plenty of room. Or I can keep him at our place until you have
time to make some arrangements."

Mouth tight, Rio shook his head.
Samantha Kincaid's lips pursed slightly, an unintended imitation of her

famous father. "Then you should at least say goodbye," she suggested. "You
owe him that, I think."

She began to lead the horse toward the foot of the steps that led up to the
narrow porch where Rio was standing, still gripping the doorway. He
released the frame slowly and stepped across the wooden boards. The horse
struggled briefly against Samantha's control, more a matter of form, Rio
recognized, than any serious protest. He knew all the black's tricks.



"You are all bluff, my heart," Rio said in Spanish. His voice had fallen,
softened, and the syllables slipped off his tongue like water cascading in a
fountain. The stallion's ears flickered.

Rio used the railing to help himself down the steps, still crooning the
familiar endearments. The black listened, and when the man reached the
bottom step, the stallion was there.

Neither of them was aware when Samantha McCullar released the lead.
Somehow it ended up in Rio's undamaged left hand. Exactly where they all
knew it belonged.

* * *
"I thought I might find you out here," Anne said softly.
The sun was going down, and the heat of the long afternoon had settled

over the ranch like a blanket, even inside the house. Jenny had suggested she
offer Rio something to drink, but he hadn't been on the bed in Mac's
bedroom, where Jenny had sent him to rest. Or anywhere else in the house.

Rio looked up at the sound of her voice. The barn was deeply shadowed.
The fading light filtered in through the cracks between its weathered boards,
but in the dimness, his dark eyes were shining, even the one that was still
little more than a slit between the swollen, discolored skin that surrounded it.

He held a brush in his left hand, and he had been moving it in slow, even
strokes across the stallion's flank. That motion stopped at the sound of her
voice.

"It just seems..." He shook his head.
"Too good to be true?" she asked.
"Maybe," he acknowledged. The brush drifted across the gleaming flank

again.
"I think maybe you deserve a little good for a change."
"I guess I'm just...not accustomed to it."
She nodded. "I know the feeling."
She hadn't meant for that to slip out. She had fought self-pity from the

start, fought against the destructive "Why me's." Why anyone? she amended.
"You still okay?" he asked, as softly as he had when he'd asked it before,

and she smiled at his tone.
"I'm fine. Just..." She hesitated, thinking about it. She put her hands on

their opposite shoulders, running them slowly down her upper arms. "I
expected to spend two weeks in peace and quiet, and instead..."



"You want us all to leave?" he asked.
"Umm," she said, pretending to consider the offer. At least his tone had

changed from concern to amusement. "Maybe I should be the one to leave.
Since I'm the one who doesn't belong. The rest of you—"

His laugh interrupted, the sound soft and deep in his throat. "I don't
belong here. I never have, and I never will. Maybe he does," he said, running
his hand down the stallion's nose. "At least he's got the right bloodlines."

"It's a funny thing about blood," she said. She walked across the dark
space between them. "It always shows. When you think about someone like
Sam Kincaid out searching for a horse he had sold years before..." She shook
her head.

"And someone like me ending up with him?" he suggested.
"I wasn't thinking that."
They didn't say anything else for a moment, but the silence was

comfortable, unstrained, as they stood together beside the black. At least they
were friends, she thought. At least she would have that when it was all over.

"You think he'd let me touch him?" she asked, her eyes on the stallion.
When Rio didn't answer, she turned to find that he was looking at her. The

dimness softened a little what they had done to his face. It was no longer the
same as when its beauty had almost startled her the night she had met him. It
might never be that again. But the underlying strength and courage and
honesty were still there. They would always be there. As recognizable to her
as the bloodlines of the stallion had been to Sam Kincaid.

Rio nodded, and she put her hand lightly on the warm skin of the horse. It
felt like satin under the slow glide of her fingers, and watching their
movement, unconsciously she smiled. It was an almost-sensual pleasure.
Dark, smooth skin covering the underlying strength of muscle. Then,
suddenly, the forbidden images were as clear in her head as they had been in
Jenny's small kitchen that first night.

"It'll be dark soon," Rio said, interrupting the wonder of those. "We
should probably go in."

"Do you think they'll come here?" She caressed the horse again, aware
this time of the comparison her senses had just suggested. Aware and
uninhibited. It was quiet and safe in the barn. She was safe with Rio. She had
always known that. Despite what he'd just suggested, she didn't feel
threatened. Not by anything.

"They won't come here," he said. "They won't bother what was Mac's. Not



his wife or his ranch."
"Or his brother?" she asked.
"I don't think many people remember that."
"Jenny does. And Chase. At least now."
He nodded.
Anne removed her hand from the horse, but she didn't want to go inside.

Jenny would be there, and the quiet intimacy that was between them here
would be lost. And she didn't want it to be,

Again she saw her fingers move, almost, it seemed, without her conscious
direction. By their own volition. She watched as they touched lightly against
Rio's lean cheek.

He hadn't shaved. That was probably still too painful. His whiskers were
dark against the bronze of his skin, and their rough texture was as sensuous
under her fingertips as the sliding smoothness of the stallion's coat had been.

She looked up from the place where her hand made contact with his face
to find that he was still watching her, his eyes very dark, almost black now,
the pupils distended with the dimness. Or with emotion. His mouth had
tightened, the damaged lips compressed into a hard line. She could see the
muscle beside them tic.

Her thumb found that small pulse, found and smoothed across its
involuntary movement. It was such a short distance from there to the curve of
his mouth. Her thumb moved, its motion caressing. The compression of his
lips lessened fractionally, and the small breath he expelled touched the pad of
her thumb as it brushed across them. That seemed as involuntary as her own
action had been. As unthinking. As unplanned. But undeniable.

It was permission, somehow. And she recognized that.
Her palm cupped under the strong line of his jaw and she stood on tiptoe,

her body reaching upward toward his.  She held his eyes as she moved
inexorably nearer. His mouth would be sore. Still too tender, she knew, from
what they had done to him.

Her lips touched his. Then they softened and opened slightly, her breath
mingling with his. Inviting.

His head tilted, and his mouth opened under the caress of hers. His tongue
slid against her lips, and she knew that she wanted it there. She moved her
head to fit her mouth to his.

The contact was slowly made, lingering, and remarkably gentle. She
wasn't sure if that was due to his situation or hers. It didn't matter. What was



important was that he was touching her, kissing her, and she wanted him to.
She knew that it was right. Someone to trust. Someone to love me.

He hadn't touched her in any other way. Their bodies were not together,
nothing but the slow, heated contact of their mouths and their tongues.

There was no demand and nothing controlling about what he was doing.
Yet there was no doubt in her mind that he was in charge, and that he knew
exactly what he was doing. Exactly what he was doing to her.

Eventually she was the one who broke the contact, simply by stepping
back, no longer on tiptoe. No longer reaching for his lips.

His eyes were still on her face. They were calm and dark, no longer
glittering, but almost luminous in the growing shadows.

"Thank you," she said softly and watched his slow smile. It was one-
sided, moving carefully against the pain of his injuries.

"For what?'' he asked. His tone was as quiet as hers had been. As intimate.
"For making that what it should always be."
"Mutual?" he asked. The small smile had widened minutely, and the

darkness in his eyes lightened with amusement.
"Pleasurable," she corrected. "A pleasure. A very great pleasure."
He nodded. "Then I guess I should thank you. Because I assure you, that

pleasure was all mine."
She smiled, feeling her heart lift. Feeling something move and soar that

she had not even realized had been weighted down for months under her
unacknowledged fear and uncertainty. And despite her smile, she also felt her
eyes fill with tears. Past her control, beyond it, one traced downward. She
could feel the warmth of it against her skin.

His eyes followed, tracing its downward journey. When it reached the
corner of her mouth and hesitated, he brushed it off with the pad of his
thumb, and then his eyes came back, questioning.

Embarrassed, she simply shook her head. She couldn't have told him why
she was crying. Not now, anyway. Not after the quiet joy of what had just
happened.

"Why are you crying, my heart?" he asked softly in Spanish, the same
caress in his voice that had been there when he had whispered endearments to
the stallion, who had been beaten and abused by those he should have been
able to trust.

And it was only then that Rio realized what her eyes had reminded him of
that day. The day she had told him what had happened to her.



His arms enfolded her, pulling her gently against the warm, solid safety of
his body. He gave her time to resist, to refuse. But instead she almost melted
against him. Her head fit against his shoulder. As if she had been made to fit
there. As if she belonged.

But even as Rio held her slender body against his own, he acknowledged
that she didn't belong there. Anne Richardson could never belong to him, and
he had known that from the first.

But for now, he thought, moving the palm of his hand slowly down the
fragile curve of her spine, just for now, I will hold you, my dearest heart. I
will protect you and keep you safe.



Chapter Eleven
Rio tried not to think about anything else, tried not to even be aware of the

passage of time, of the precious minutes drifting by as the darkness gathered
around them. Finally he had been allowed to hold Anne Richardson as he had
wanted to almost from the beginning. Allowed to shelter her, maybe.
Allowed to assuage some of the pain that had been in her eyes since he'd
known her.

In spite of his undeniable desire for so much more, he knew this was far
beyond what he'd ever expected. More than he'd ever believed could happen
between them. She had given him the precious gift of her trust. He knew
without any doubt that he was the first man she had kissed since she'd been
raped.

Although he didn't understand why this had happened tonight, he knew
that, whatever her reasons, he didn't want it to end. And he understood that as
soon as they left the barn, that other world would intrude. The world where
they should still be strangers. The world where they should never have met.
The world of violence and betrayal that had touched and marked them both.

So he didn't move, even when he became aware of the sound of a vehicle
pulling into the yard. But he knew by the sudden tenseness of her body that
Anne had heard it, too. When the car door slammed, she lifted her head from
his shoulder.

Was that Trent? Anne wondered. Had he made the trip from Austin again?
If he had, she suspected it was as much to check on her as to see Jenny. And
she knew that he wouldn't like again finding her with Rio.

Even as she thought it, Rio's arms released her, and he eased his body
away from its contact with hers. She realized only then that what had
happened the day in the yard when he'd fallen on top of her hadn't happened
tonight. He wasn't aroused.

Asexual, she thought, feeling a disappointment she didn't fully understand,
one she shouldn't feel. He had held her like a brother. Or a friend. Maybe
what she thought had been happening between them had been something
else. Maybe he had responded to her overture tonight out of that same sense
of compassion he'd shown the woman they'd found hiding in the barn.

She looked up into Rio's eyes, trying to read what was there. His face was
too shadowed for her to be sure. The play of fading light emphasized only the



hard planes, the underlying beauty of bone structure that the beating had not,
and could not, destroy.

"That may be Trent," she said softly, trying to control her own emotions.
Trying not to give away how much it had meant to her to be held, to finally
feel his arms around her.

"Or Elkins. Chase asked him to come by today."
"About Doc?"
"About the men at the shack. Did Jenny know you were coming out

here?"
"I don't think so. She did send me to find you, so I guess when she realizes

that we're both gone..."
She smiled at him, trying to let him know that she didn't care if Jenny

figured out they were together. There was no answering relaxation of his
expression.

"Go around the back of the barn. You can go in the kitchen door. No one
will know you've been out here."

"I don't care if they know," she protested. She was surprised that he didn't
understand that—how little she cared who knew. What had just happened
was something she had been afraid would never happen again. And now...

"I care," he said softly. "Go on. You can think of something to tell Jenny.
Make up a story about something that distracted you, kept you from looking
for me."

"Why would you—"
"Go on," he ordered again. "Our being found out here together is just

going to make everything harder. Not only for you," he added. This time he
put his left hand on her shoulder, turning her and pushing her gently toward
the double doors.

She refused to move, holding his eyes. There was nothing of what had
been in them before, when her mouth had lifted to his. They were shuttered.
Black and cold. And they seemed to give her no choice.

Harder for him? she thought, trying to decide why he was so determined
no one should know she'd been out here. If he believed the car that had just
pulled into the yard belonged to Elkins, she realized, and if she was his alibi
for Doc's murder, then the authorities would be far less likely to believe her if
they thought they were...involved.

Finally she nodded, agreeing to the unspoken logic of his demand. When
she slipped out the barn doors, she could see the sheriffs car parked between



the two structures. Rio had been right. Elkins and not her brother.
She was surprised at how strong her sense of relief was. Trent was her

brother, and she loved him, but she hadn't really wanted to try to explain her
feelings about Rio tonight. They were still new enough to defy articulation.

She had almost reached the end of the far side of the barn when she heard
Jenny call Rio's name. And heard his response from inside the building she'd
just left. It appeared he had been right about that, as well. The sheriff had
come out to talk to him about the attack, just as Chase had said he would.
And Rio had also been right about the other, she admitted. Elkins shouldn't
find her anywhere near the barn, anywhere near Rio.

She edged toward the corner, thinking that they would probably all be out
in the open yard. This would be the trickiest part, cutting across from the
back of the barn to the kitchen door while they stood in front talking together.

From where she stood, still hidden by the barn, she could hear their
voices, the masculine tones carrying more clearly through the clear air. Her
eyes began to trace the path she would take, mentally measuring the distance
to the steps and narrow back porch that led to Jenny's kitchen door.

Her heart stopped. The woman they had carried to Doc's clinic that night
—the night before he had been killed—was huddled in the shadows of the
porch, as well-hidden as she was from the group standing in the front yard.

Their eyes made contact. In the dark ones, clearly, was a plea. A silent
entreaty. Slowly the woman lifted one hand from the bundle she cradled
against her body. The baby, Anne realized, still wrapped in the same towel
that had come from Doc's clinic. She watched as the woman put the tips of
three fingers over her lips and shook her head.

The command was unmistakable. She was asking for Anne's silence.
Wordlessly, Anne shook her head, trying desperately to communicate that
there was no need for her to be afraid, that no one would hurt her. But she
couldn't think of any gesture that would instantly convey that meaning. So
she smiled instead, hoping that, too, was part of a universal language.

The woman began easing backward, still maintaining her crouching
position. Still holding the baby against her chest. Desperately, Anne raised
both hands and moved her fingers toward herself, encouraging her to stay.

The woman shook her head vehemently. Her backward movement seemed
to become more hurried, almost frantic, moving farther away from the
protecting shadows of the house.

Anne could still hear the voices from the front. She eased closer to the



corner and peeked around it. She jerked away, quickly leaning her head back
against the rough boards of the barn. The two men were standing directly
between the barn and the ranch house. And that meant there was little hope
she could cross that expanse toward the woman without attracting their
attention.

Despite what Rio had said, despite the undeniable logic of it, she thought
it would surely be more important to stop the Mexican woman from leaving,
as she obviously intended to do. Except it had also been obvious that that was
the last thing the woman wanted—to let anyone know she was here.

Because she was afraid she'd be sent back? Afraid of the authorities? Or
because she had seen something at the clinic that day and was terrified that if
she came forward, whoever had killed Doc would kill her? Had she been
making her way back here, hiding these last three days? Hiding from the
killer or from the authorities? Anne remembered Rio's warning. He had said
the woman would never come forward voluntarily.

She heard the screen door slam, and then the sound of Jenny's voice,
distinctive because of its lighter tone. Had Jenny been inside looking for her?
Anne wondered. Had Jenny been searching the house for her as she stood
here, silently trying to convince the woman who knew something about Doc's
murder not to run?

She eased nearer to the corner to take another quick look, again taking
pains to reveal as little of her body as possible. The three of them were
standing in the yard. Both men were listening to Jenny. She gestured toward
the house with her hand.

Anne strained to catch the words, but she couldn't hear enough to make
sense of any of them. She couldn't get Rio's attention or Jenny's without
letting Buck Elkins know she was here.

It seemed then that the best option was simply to openly cross the short
distance and join them. Tell them about the woman and let the sheriff take it
from there. Maybe he wouldn't connect her with the barn and with Rio.
Maybe he'd think she'd come oat the back door of the house and around the
side.

And as far as the woman's fear was concerned, this had gone beyond
worrying about an illegal border crossing. That happened every day. Anne
didn't know exactly what the penalties were, but she had a feeling they were
not that severe.

If the woman had been hiding from the people who had killed Doc, Elkins



would protect her. But if the sheriff wasn't allowed to question the woman
about what she might have seen, then they might lose valuable information.

Anne glanced back toward the shadows of the porch. There was nothing
there. Her eyes frantically scanned the area behind Jenny's house, which was
open and relatively free of any other hiding place.

There was nothing there but darkness. There were scattered pools of
deeper shadows and then the expanse of night-shrouded desert beyond. A
small area of the yard was dimly illuminated by the lights Jenny had turned
on in the kitchen before she'd gone outside to talk to Rio and the sheriff. But
nowhere was there any sign of the woman and the baby. They had
disappeared, just as completely as they had vanished once before.

Even as she was trying to decide what to do, she heard the sound of a car
door closing. And then the engine starting. She waited, still indecisive, as she
listened to the noise of the car fade away down the dirt road that connected
the two McCullar ranches.

As she hesitated, her eyes traced again over the shadowed yard, hoping
she'd been wrong. Hoping that she had just missed what she had been seeking
in that first panicked response to the woman's apparent disappearance.

The front screen slammed again, and its sound seemed to release her.
Anne stepped out from behind the barn. Only Rio stood in the front now, still
looking in the direction the sheriffs car had taken. She ran across the space
that separated them, yelling to him.

"She was here. The woman and the baby were here."
"Here? How do you know?" Rio asked.
"I saw her. She was here. Just now. At the back. She asked me not to say

anything. I guess she was afraid, and then while I was trying to decide what
to do, she disappeared."

Rio had begun moving before she'd finished. "Why didn't you tell us?" he
asked. "Why the hell didn't you just tell us she was here?''

"I don't know. She asked me not to. By the time I'd figured out that I had
to tell someone, she'd just vanished. I swear, Rio, she just disappeared. One
minute she was here, and then the next..."

He was right. She knew that even as she tried to explain. She had made
the wrong decision. Talk about a material witness. If she herself could be
considered one, then the woman who might have been there when Doc was
killed was certainly material to any case the sheriff might try to make against
his killer. And she had let her go. Let her leave because she had hated to



betray her to the authorities. Or to betray Rio, maybe. But she knew now that
had been the wrong choice.

"Show me," Rio said. He wouldn't admonish her again for the mistake.
She knew him better by now, certainly well enough to know that he wouldn't
try to make her feel any worse than she already did.

She led him around to the spot where she'd first seen the woman. She bent
down in the shadows cast by the porch to see if there was any sign that she'd
been there, anything to show him. There was nothing. She pivoted on the toes
of her tennis shoes, looking up at Rio to shake her head.

"She was right here."
"And you're sure it was the same woman?"
Could she have been mistaken about the woman's identity? she wondered.

She turned to look at the place at the back of the barn where she had been
standing, again trying to gauge the distance between them. No wonder their
eyes had made contact, she thought. It would have been almost impossible to
miss one another, considering their relative positions. And suddenly she
remembered why she had been so sure it was the same woman.

"We thought Doc might have taken her back home, but he didn't, Rio. The
towel that came from the clinic was still around the baby, so she's been here
all along."

Her eyes moved toward the front of the house. From this angle, from the
place where the woman had been crouching when she had first seen her, none
of the people who had been standing in the yard would have been visible.

The woman couldn't have known Rio was there, she realized. Not unless
she had heard his voice, but the distance was great enough that Anne had had
trouble distinguishing their voices. Maybe the woman wouldn't have
disappeared if she had seen Rio. She had trusted him, and he had been able to
communicate with her.

But by the same token, Anne realized suddenly, the woman couldn't have
seen Buck Elkins, either. There was no way that from this position she could
have identified the people who were talking.

"She couldn't have known," Anne said, thinking aloud.
"Couldn't have known what?" Rio asked. He wasn't looking at her. His

eyes were tracing across the same barren and seemingly deserted terrain that
hers had searched so desperately minutes before.

"That the sheriff was here. I thought she was afraid because she thought
he'd send her back, but she couldn't have known he was here. Why would she



be so afraid?"
"Maybe she's afraid because of what she saw at Doc's. Maybe she's afraid

of everyone now."
Remembering the examination room, Anne shivered. That poor woman.

Alone in a country where she didn't speak the language and didn't know
whom to trust. Illegally in that country, so that out of fear, she might not go
to the authorities. With a newborn baby to care for. Still suffering the effects
of that difficult birth. Maybe ill. And maybe terrified that what she had seen
happen to Doc would happen to her. Or that the people who had done that
would find her.

So she had made her way to the only place where she had believed she
might find help, to the place where she had found help once before.
Undoubtedly, she had come here looking for Rio. And untrusting of the
Texas authorities, taught to be untrusting by the continuous border games of
hide-and-seek, she had now simply disappeared again into the desert night.

"Let Rommel out," Rio said, breaking into that depressing chain of
thought, "and have Jenny call Chase."

Her eyes flicked up to his, a long way up. She realized that she was still
crouching on the ground, still lost in regret, while Rio had been thinking
about what to do. She stood up, brushing her dirty palms down the front of
her jeans.

"Rommel?'' she repeated.
"Maybe he can find her."
"I thought you needed a hound for tracking."
"I don't know. I'm going to ask him," Rio said, and it was only when he

didn't smile, his eyes again on the terrain beyond the backyard, that she
realized he meant exactly what he'd said. "I'm going to ask him." In Spanish,
no doubt.

"And Chase?" she asked.
"I'm going to ask him what the hell we do with her if we find her."

* * *
When she opened the back door for the shepherd, she heard Rio's low

whistle, calling the dog to join him in the darkness. Rom disappeared without
a backward glance at her for permission. Anne turned to where Jenny stood,
the phone at her ear.

Anne waited through the long seconds, and finally Jenny shook her head.



She punched the Off button and laid the portable back on the kitchen counter.
"They're not there," she said unnecessarily.
"Then maybe we ought to go out and help Rio look for her."
"He shouldn't be out there," Jenny said. "Despite the tough-guy routine, he

shouldn't be wandering around out there in the dark. All kinds of things could
happen. None of them good."

"He's got Rom," Anne said, fighting the images Jenny's worry had
suggested. It was true, of course, despite the fact that they both knew Rio was
tough, that his toughness was certainly no "routine." But for a man who
should probably be in a hospital bed somewhere, his condition carefully
monitored, given the severity of his injuries, wandering around at night in the
desert wasn't exactly the smartest thing he'd ever done.

"Rom eat rattlesnakes?" Jenny asked. Her tone was almost sarcastic, but
anxiety was clear in her dark eyes.

"Not that I know of," Anne said. "I'm going with them."
"Then take Mac's revolver. I'll keep trying to get Chase. It's possible

they're there and are just..." She shrugged slightly, "Maybe they're outside,
out at the stables."

It made sense, and Jenny had already started down the hall toward her
bedroom to get the gun. Anne opened the back door, for some reason
expecting to see Rommel and Rio still there. The backyard was as empty as it
had seemed after the woman had disappeared.

She could see almost nothing beyond the reach of the two rectangles of
light shining outward from the kitchen where she stood. And only a short
distance beyond that, she knew, the relatively tame grounds around the ranch
house very quickly became rugged, almost-wild desert grassland. And on the
other side of the ranch was the river and Mexico. The two people she was
looking for could be anywhere in that shadowed darkness.

The more she thought about it, the more she believed the woman would
head for the Rio Grande. She had found the ranch. Obviously she had her
bearings now, and so she would probably go home, simply disappear across
the unguarded border. Just as Rio might have done if it hadn't been for her
involvement in all this. As he still might do, she thought. If he followed the
woman across—

"Here," Jenny said softly from behind her.
Turning, she found her hostess holding the revolver out to her. "It's

loaded," Jenny said. "Be careful."



Anne nodded and took the gun, knowing that soft warning had had
nothing to do with handling it, and then she slipped through the open door
and out into the desert night.

* * *
She was headed for the river, Rio realized. It had taken Rommel only a

few seconds to pick up the woman's trail. She had skirted around the other
side of the ranch house and apparently waited there until they had moved out
of the front yard, clearing the way to the Rio Grande.

Rio tried to hurry, his left arm bent and pressed tightly into his body, the
fingers of that hand spread over his side, trying to protect his ribs. The dog
forged ahead, running for a short distance, nose to the ground, and then
turning impatiently to come back to him.

He knew he could have given the shepherd his head. Rommel wouldn't
hurt the woman, but he might frighten her. She was carrying the baby, Anne
had said, and considering all she'd been through, she didn't need to be
terrorized by the unexpected appearance of the big dog, lunging at her out of
the night.

Hurrying across this terrain as he was was dangerous, but Rio didn't feel
that he had a choice. There was too much country out here that someone on
the run could disappear into. He still might lose her, despite Rom's help. As
Anne had reminded him, the shepherd wasn't trained to track. The river
would add to the difficulty of what the dog was trying to do, as would the
increasingly rocky expanse on the other side.

If the woman reached the river, then she would almost certainly be gone.
Rio knew he had no choice but to move as quickly as he could force his
abused body to go. He knew this country better than the woman he was
following, but he also knew he couldn't afford a fall. Not now.

His breath had begun sawing painfully in and out of his gasping lungs
before he spotted her, still too far ahead of him. She was a dark shape
struggling toward the star-touched charcoal of the Rio Grande. Heading for
the river. Heading for home.

His home, too, he thought. Perhaps they would both be better off if he
simply followed her through the dark, shallow warmth of the water and
disappeared.

Except, he thought, forced by exhaustion to pick his way with more
caution over the ground leading down to the Rio Grande, there were a couple



of people to whom he owed something better than that. Better than simply
disappearing into the border darkness. He owed Doc the effort of trying to
find his killer. And he owed Anne Richardson. If for nothing more, then at
least for the trust she had given him.

He was close enough now to the struggling figure that he decided to risk
calling to her. Even if she panicked and increased her speed, it probably
wouldn't matter. He knew that he couldn't keep up this pace any longer. This
morning he had thought he couldn't manage getting out of bed, and now he
was almost running.

"I need to talk to you," he called. His voice was gasping, too soft and
lacking any force. The woman didn't pause, but she must have heard some
part of that. She threw a quick glance over her shoulder. It was obvious that
she didn't recognize him because, as he had feared, she increased her speed.
She was almost to the river now, still too far ahead of him.

"I took you to Doc Horn's that night," he called, still speaking in Spanish.
He didn't have breath or strength enough to concentrate on making his tone
reassuring as he had tried to do then. Now, just getting the words out at all
was an effort. "I'm not going to hurt you," he gasped. "I need to talk to you
about what happened to Doc."

She hesitated, moving more slowly now, either because she had
recognized his voice or was thinking about what he'd said. He tried to
increase his speed, but his side was a burning agony and his legs felt almost
numb with fatigue.

He realized that Rommel had bounded out of the darkness and toward the
woman only when he heard her terrified shriek. She had stopped, and he was
near enough now that he could see her hold the baby up, away from what she
probably imagined to be the snapping jaws of a wild animal.

He had lost track of the shepherd. He knew he hadn't been paying enough
attention to what was going on, diverted instead by what seemed to be
happening to his body. He was on the verge of collapse.

"He won't hurt you," he tried to tell her, but the words seemed to whisper
away into the darkness. But he realized finally that the dog's ears were far
more sensitive than hers, so he added the command he should have used
instead of trying to explain to her. "Heel, Rommel."

The shepherd turned toward him, but Rio didn't even slow down, trying
desperately to close the distance. It was obvious the big dog was pulled
between staying with the woman he was trying to guard and obeying Rio's



command.
Rommel looked from one to the other as if he were trying to make up his

mind about which duty was more important. And then, seeming suddenly to
decide, he charged back toward the man who had issued the command,
barking wildly.

"It's all right. Nobody's going to hurt you. Just stay there," Rio begged the
woman. "We need—"

He never completed the sentence. In shock, he saw Rommel's forward
motion check. The dog staggered sideways, his body seeming to move in
slow motion. Then he collapsed on the ground, midway between himself and
the woman. Rio had watched it, but it wasn't until he put the crack of the rifle
together with the dog's fall, that he realized what had happened. Someone had
shot Anne's shepherd.



Chapter Twelve
"Don't take another step, Delgado. I'm warning you."
The voice came out of the darkness behind him. It was the unmistakable

voice of authority. Despite his shock and horror over what had just happened,
Rio automatically obeyed, having endured almost five years under that kind
of authority. He stopped, his exhausted body trembling now with the
monumental effort of remaining upright. His eyes hadn't left the dark form of
the dog, which lay limp and unmoving where he had fallen.

"I thought you might try something like this," the voice behind him
continued. "Only things ain't gonna go exactly like you planned. Now why
don't you turn around, real slow and easy."

Rio lifted his eyes to the Mexican woman who stood as motionless as he
was, as shocked, apparently, by the sudden violence. Her dark gaze met his,
and it was filled with terror. He supposed he should be feeling that same
terror, but instead all he felt was fury, a burning anger over the senseless
death of the beautiful animal who had loved him. And who had trusted him to
keep him safe.

Holding his arms slightly away from his body to indicate that he wasn't a
threat, Rio began to turn slowly around to face the man who had shot
Rommel. Every second he expected to feel the impact of a high-powered
bullet slam into his own body.

The person who stood on the slight rise leading down to the river was Ray
Morales, Buck Elkins's deputy. The butt of the rifle was still resting
professionally against his shoulder, and he was sighting down the long barrel.

"What the hell did you shoot him for?" Rio asked. He was sickened by the
senseless slaughter, sickened by the thought that anyone could do that to an
animal.

"To stop that big son of a bitch from attacking me." The comment was
almost offhand. There was no fear in his voice.

The deputy hadn't been afraid of the dog, so there had been no reason to
shoot him. No reason, Rio knew, except that he'd wanted to.

"And to keep you from getting away," Morales added.
"I'm not going anywhere," Rio said. "You've got it all wrong. All of it."
"I know damn well where you're heading. Across that river," Morales

said. "I told Buck you'd run. I told him not to let you out. Seems I was right."



"I'm not going anywhere," Rio said again. He could hear the resignation
and exhaustion in his own voice. No one would believe him this time, either.
No one would care about the truth.

He could no longer see the woman behind him. Morales could, but the
deputy wouldn't know who she was. In spite of the situation, the rifle pointing
unwaveringly at his heart, Rio hesitated to try to explain what he'd really
been doing out here. Given the woman's terror, to tell her story felt like a
betrayal.

"You're damn right you're not," Morales said softly.
There was a minute shift in the positioning of the rifle, the dark eye of the

muzzle settling more firmly on the center of Rio's chest. He took a breath—
maybe his last one, he had time to realize—as all the regrets ran through his
head in a series of lightning images, just like that night in the line shack when
he'd smelled the gasoline.

This is what they would tell Anne, he thought. What they would tell
everyone. That he'd been killed breaking parole, trying to run away. Trying to
go home. Except that village in Mexico had never been home, despite the
years he'd spent there. Blood is thicker than water, Mac had told him. Rio
Delgado had always known where his home was. Through the long years of
fighting that admission, somewhere inside he had always known.

He hadn't come back here to settle the score with Chase McCullar. That
wasn't why he was here. He had always come back to this land. McCullar
land.

And now he would die here, his blood mingling with the dry, alkaline soil
that had never belonged to him in any sense except that. In no way had this
land ever belonged to him except through the blood they all shared.

"What's going on?"
Rio's eyes flicked upward at the question, but he had already identified her

voice before his gaze found her. Anne Richardson was standing slightly
above Morales on the slope. She had Mac's big revolver in her hand, but she
wasn't pointing it at anybody.

"I caught Delgado trying to get across the river," the deputy explained.
"Sheriff Elkins told me to watch the place, to make sure he didn't try to get
away."

Anne didn't say anything for a moment. She knew why he had come out
here, of course. Not to escape. Not to disappear into Mexico. Rio knew that
she, too, would be able to see the woman they'd been looking for behind him.



And apparently, as he had, she was thinking about whether or not to identify
her to the authorities.

The decision she reached was different from the one he'd come to, but his
had been based on instinct, maybe, and not logic. It didn't make any sense not
to explain what was going on, not considering the direction that rifle was
pointed, not considering what the deputy thought. And Rio himself had
admonished Anne because she hadn't told the sheriff about the woman
earlier, so he wasn't surprised when she did it now.

"That's the woman we took to Doc Horn's clinic. She showed up at the
McCullar ranch tonight. Rio was trying to stop her from disappearing. To
stop her from going home. He wasn't running."

"The night before Doc was killed?" Morales asked. There was no element
of shock or surprise in the question. Instead, its tone was considering.

"Sheriff Elkins will want to talk to her about what she might have seen,"
Anne said. "She's a material witness to the murder. Rio knew that. He wasn't
trying to get away. He was only trying to keep her from disappearing."

The deputy didn't respond, but the rifle didn't falter from its focus on Rio's
chest.

"You can ask the sheriff," Anne added. "We told him about her."
"Why don't you just put that gun down while I think about this?" Morales

suggested. "You just lower it real easy down onto the ground."
Again Anne hesitated.
"Do it now, Ms. Richardson," Morales ordered softly. "I'm not real

comfortable with women waggling around guns that might go off by
accident."

"He shot Rom," Rio said softly.
It was a warning, he supposed. It still seemed to him there had been no

sense in Morales's shooting the shepherd. The deputy had known the animal
wasn't attacking him. That act, the fact that he'd been so eager to do that,
seemed to Rio to say something important about Ray Morales. Maybe what it
said was he'd be just as eager to pull that trigger again.

"Shot Rommel?" Anne repeated.
Rio knew she hadn't spotted the body in the darkness. The dog's death had

been almost incomprehensible to him, and he had watched it happen. One
minute Rom had been alive, vital, bounding to obey his command, and the
next...

"Why would you shoot my dog?" she asked unbelievingly. She was still



holding the revolver.
"He tried to attack me."
"That's not true," Rio said.
"What the hell difference does it make?" Morales asked angrily. "He was

a dog. He was interfering in the apprehension of a criminal." His voice had
been impatient with her demand for an explanation, too full of tension, and he
must have become aware of it. Or maybe he had just remembered who Anne
Richardson was.

When the deputy spoke again, his tone was much more conciliatory, just
as the sheriffs had been on the phone that day. The day she'd called to report
Doc's murder.

"You just drop that gun. You hear me now, Ms. Richardson? I promise
you everything will be all right. We'll straighten this all out later on. The
sheriffs department will reimburse you for the animal."

"I don't want you to reimburse me," Anne denied, clearly furious. "You
shot my dog, damn it. I want to know why the hell you did that."

Rio watched, his heart suddenly moving into his throat, as she began to
raise the revolver. He didn't blame her for being angry about Rommel. He'd
like to have Morales's neck between his fingers right now.

And Rio couldn't understand, of course, that the tone of the deputy's voice,
that same condescending tone she'd heard one time too often from the
policemen she had dealt with, had simply fueled Anne's fury over Rom's
death, her anger over everything that had happened. What Rio did
understand, with crystal clarity, was that lifting the gun in this situation was
very dangerous.

"I'll shoot him," Morales threatened softly. He was watching her slow,
unthinking movement but the rifle he held was still pointed at Rio's heart. "I
swear to God I'll shoot 'em both if you don't drop it. Drop the gun now, Ms.
Richardson, before somebody gets hurt."

There was no doubt in Rio's mind that the deputy would do exactly what
he said he'd do. He felt just as he had the day Anne had put the muzzle of the
revolver she was holding against the underside of his jaw. He knew he was
only one heartbeat away from being dead.

The revolver tilted, slowly pointing downward again. He watched Anne's
knees bend, almost in slow motion, moving carefully now, finally realizing
maybe what was going on here. Realizing that there was a very real
possibility that Morales would do what he'd threatened. Maybe realizing that



he might even get away with it. She put Mac's gun on the ground beside her
and then stood again.

"Now you move away from it," Morales ordered.
Anne took a step to the side and then another, and finally Rio remembered

to breathe. And to think again.
Maybe Morales could explain away his decision to shoot him, given the

circumstances of where he was and given his background, but it made no
sense for him to threaten the woman. He should know that he couldn't get
away with shooting her.

Except for Anne's presence, of course, he probably could have. The
woman would simply "disappear." She would become another illegal who
didn't make it back home. There would be no questions asked about her
disappearance. Just as there had been none about her husband's. Not unless
Doc had for some reason asked them.

The question was not whether the deputy could get away with shooting
them both, Rio realized, his brain finally beginning to work past the pain and
exhaustion, past his fear about Morales doing something stupid that might get
Anne hurt. The real question was why the deputy would even threaten to
shoot the woman. Unless... Unless Doc had for some reason asked them. Rio
finally realized the significance of that errant thought.

"Now you get down there by him," Morales ordered. The deputy's eyes
were still focused on Anne.

There was no logical reason for that command, either, Rio realized. Anne
wasn't a threat to Morales. But he wanted them all in one place, and if he got
them together, all three of them lined up together, they'd be like ducks in a
shooting gallery.

"AMPEX," Rio said softly, trying to distract Morales before Anne could
obey. "You were involved in that, weren't you?"

If ever there had been a shot in the dark, he acknowledged, this was it. He
didn't even know what the word meant. Or if—as he suspected—it was
composed of initials, what they stood for. He was surprised he even
remembered the word.

Chase had thought the notation he'd found in Doc's records might be
important, connected somehow to his murder, and it was worth taking a
chance. Especially since Rio hadn't been able to think of anything else that
would give them a chance, a chance to keep Anne out of the line of fire.

The barrel of the rifle had been moving toward Anne, intended maybe to



urge her along, but at Rio's words, the dark eye of its muzzle tracked back to
its original focus on the center of Rio's chest.

"What the hell do you know about that?" Morales demanded. There was
shock in his voice, and for the first time, Rio thought he could hear fear there
as well.

"Enough to know you're involved."
"She tell you that?" the deputy asked.
Luckily the rifle had moved minutely, a silent identifying gesture toward

the woman who was standing behind Rio. Morales's pronoun had not referred
to Anne, but to the woman who had been at Doc's that night. And who had
possibly been there the next morning, too. The morning someone had
butchered Doc.

"Chase McCullar told me," Rio said. That was the truth, what little of it
there was, and it might buy them some time. It might make Morales think
about the idea that killing the three of them wouldn't make it all go away.

Even if it put Chase in danger, Rio knew McCullar could take care of
himself. He wanted the deputy to realize that someone else knew about
AMPEX, whatever the hell it was. Someone who wasn't an illegal alien. Or
an ex-con. Or a woman who was involved with him. People in this county
would listen to Chase McCullar, and Ray Morales had to realize that.

"Just exactly what did McCullar tell you?" the deputy asked carefully.
"That that's why her husband disappeared." Make it be enough, Rio

prayed, at least enough to keep him talking. Every second mattered. He
wondered if Anne had done what he'd told her to do. Had she asked Jenny to
call Chase? If so, maybe...

"You got no proof I had anything to do with that."
"Maybe not," Rio said, trying desperately to figure out the next bluff. He'd

gotten this far only on the word Chase had found penciled on Doc's records.
He just needed to keep talking until he finally ran out of things to say. "But
her husband's not the only one who disappeared. And those people have all
got families, too. Somebody's going to be willing to talk. You know
McCullar's not going to give up. Not until he's figured out who killed the old
man."

He could almost see Morales thinking about that, turning it over in his
mind. Examining the possibility.

"Murderer."
The soft Spanish word came from behind him, and the hatred in it chilled



his blood. Rio didn't know if that whisper was loud enough for the others to
hear. Anne might not understand the Spanish, but Morales would. He would
know exactly what the woman had said. And what it meant—its implications
for all of them.

Rio saw the muzzle of the rifle move again, tracking this time to a target
behind him. Moving in response to that whispered accusation. He should
have been relieved that the rifle was no longer focused on him, Rio supposed,
but he wasn't, of course. In her terror the woman had just signed her own
death warrant.

Doc or her husband? That was the question. Which one was she accusing
the deputy of murdering? Guess the wrong one and the pretense that he really
knew what was going on would be over. Don't guess at all, and Morales
would kill the woman.

"Shooting her won't do you any good," Rio warned softly. "She's not the
only one who knows you killed Doc. Not anymore."

The tracking movement hesitated and then stopped. The muzzle of the
rifle was brought slowly back to point again at Rio's chest. "Damn bitch. I
didn't have any idea she was there. Everything would have been all right
except for her."

At the confirmation, Rio took a breath. Right guess. He had to block the
memory of the examination room. Block the images of how Doc had died.
Block the thought that this was the animal who had done it, apparently with
as little feeling as when he'd shot Rommel.

"When I got out there," Morales said, a murderer's compulsion to explain
it all, to justify it to somebody, working as it usually did, ' 'I thought Doc was
alone. When he'd called the office, he'd said some woman had come in with a
story about her husband disappearing after he'd gone to work for AMPEX.
Doc wanted to file a report for her about the man's disappearance.

'"And he claimed it wasn't the first time he'd heard that story. He wanted
an investigation. He mentioned a couple of other names. He was just going to
stir up a bunch of stuff. Get everybody in trouble. We couldn't let that
happen. But I swear I didn't know she was still there. She must have slipped
out the back while..." The reasonable voice faded, but it didn't matter. Rio
already knew the rest.

While he was killing Doc.
"How'd you finally figure it out, that she was still there?" Rio asked the

question instead of saying any of the things that were crowding his throat. He



understood now why the woman had had to give voice to that whispered
accusation, despite the danger. If he allowed himself to think about the way
Doc had died—

"When I heard what the two of you told Buck. There was no way,
knowing Doc, that he'd have let her leave. Not the next morning, anyway."

"And you've been looking for her. That's why you were out here. Not
because Buck told you to watch me, but because you thought she might come
back here."

That was why the woman had been so terrified at the ranch tonight, Rio
realized. She must have seen Sheriff Elkins's car. She hadn't known that it
wasn't being driven by the man who had come to the clinic that day.
Raymond Morales had been driving an identical county car that morning,
identical to the one the sheriff had parked in the ranch yard tonight.

"And I was right," Morales said smugly. "I knew if I just waited long
enough, she'd show up."

"The smart thing to do is to let her go," Rio suggested. "She's not going to
tell anybody what she saw. She'll just disappear. You know that. Just let her
go. Let her cross the river, and you'll never see her again."

"The smart thing to do?" Morales mocked. "I think the smart thing to do
would be to just get rid of all of you. Then nobody knows anything."

"Except McCullar. I told you he knows about AMPEX."
"There's nothing illegal about it," Morales said. "Everybody I send up

there's legal. At least by the time they arrive," he added. His voice was
relaxed now. No longer full of tension. He had made his decision. He was
going to kill them all, and he didn't care if they knew what he'd done. He was
enjoying letting them realize how clever he was.

"You're recruiting for them," Rio said, putting the clues together as he
talked. "You're their coyote." Rio finally understood what had gone on.
"Coyote" was the border term. Morales was recruiting illegals. Damn it, he
should have figured it out a long time before now. Before it was too late.

"The people who go to work for AMPEX make more money than they've
ever made in their lives," Morales said. "Your people, Delgado. You should
be glad for them."

"Except when something goes wrong. Like it did with her husband. What
happened, Morales? What went wrong with that one?"

"Stupid bastard," the deputy said, his voice full of disgust. "There was an
accident at the plant. Just a freaking accident. Nothing like that had ever



happened before."
"And somehow he ended up dead?" Rio asked, working to keep emotion

out of his voice. It had to be a death. Nothing else would be serious enough to
frighten the company into a cover-up. To frighten Morales into murder. "But
the company didn't want anybody to know about it?"

"They couldn't afford to. There's been some trouble in the past with
OSHA. Big fines. A couple of investigations. They don't want any more
trouble. What happened wasn't their fault. It was his. Stupid Mexican bastard.
I mean, maybe they break a few rules, but everybody does that. You got to
make a profit."

"And occasionally people die," Rio said. "Or get injured so they can't
work anymore."

He knew all about that kind of business. Illegal labor brought in to feed
the relentless maw of the giant meatpacking plants of the Midwest. People
like Morales recruited workers in Mexico and collected their bounties from
the American companies. Maybe he even supplied the papers that would
make those workers "legal." But if he didn't, someone else would.

The jobs were hard, the labor backbreaking and relentless, and the wages
too low to attract American workers, but the companies didn't need to worry
about that as long as there were people like Morales who would bring illegals
across the border, Mexican men who were desperate to find work, to support
the families they'd left in Mexico. That was what Doc had been talking about
that night.

"And Doc?" Rio asked softly. "Doc's asking questions got him killed?"
"That wasn't supposed to happen," Morales said. "Doc just kept on. He

wouldn't let it alone. He kept talking about families that had been deserted. I
can't help it if the men don't want to come home. Most of them send money.
And if they don't..." He shrugged away that concern. "Hell, once they get a
taste of the life up there, they don't want to go back. And who can blame
them? But Doc..." Morales shook his head in regret. "He just wouldn't let it
go. I knew he was going to keep on until he stirred somebody up."

"That morning," Rio said softly, remembering. "You wanted something
from Doc. You didn't let him die easy because he wouldn't tell you."

"I needed to know who else knew what he knew. I needed to know who
he'd talked to."

And apparently the old man hadn't talked to anyone. Nobody except him
and Anne. That night. "Now that ain't the first time I've heard that story,''



Doc had said. Rio hadn't realized that muttered sentence was so significant,
not even when he'd repeated it to Chase. He hadn't realized that that was what
had gotten Doc killed.

"Did he tell you who he'd talked to?" Rio asked.
"That old bastard didn't say a thing," the deputy said. And, remembering,

his voice was touched with admiration. "He sure was one tough old bastard."
If rage and adrenaline could have changed the situation, Rio knew, the

sudden surge of both through his body should have been enough. But even if
he hadn't been in the condition he was in, he probably couldn't do anything to
change what was going to happen here.

"But it didn't matter," Morales continued. "As soon as you and Ms.
Richardson talked to the sheriff the next day, I knew you were the only ones
Doc could have told about AMPEX. I figured she'd be gone as soon as her
brother heard what was going on, and you... It wasn't too hard to figure out
what to do about you."

"You're the one who stirred them up," Rio said. "You were the one who
instigated what happened out at the line shack."

"Folks don't like you too much, Delgado. It wasn't tough to get them to
realize that this county would be better off without you in it."

Ray Morales had already killed once. And had tried to a second time.
Maybe he even liked it. It sounded as if he did. He'd shot the shepherd
without a second's hesitation. And he would never have confessed to Doc's
murder if he intended for any of them to be left alive to tell about it. He was
going to kill them all, and Rio didn't have any other questions to ask that
might stop him. End of the line. He knew it all now, all that had happened
that morning at the small clinic where Doc had died. And so did Anne
Richardson.

With that thought, his eyes again moved to Anne. It was a mistake, but he
didn't realize how serious a mistake until he saw Morales's gaze follow his.
The rifle didn't move, but apparently the deputy finally remembered that he
needed all of them together. All his ducks in a row, Rio thought again.

"You need to move on down there, Ms. Richardson," Morales said.
Anne's eyes were still on Rio. He could feel them there. And he

understood the question that was in them.
But Rio also knew that Morales was too far away from him for any

heroics to succeed. It was obvious that Morales was marksman enough to
take them all out before Rio could even begin to cross the distance that



stretched between them and try to take the rifle away from him. Which left
only one option.

He had to give the two women a chance. If he could get his body to move,
if he could find the strength to force his trembling legs up that slope, he
might keep the focus of the powerful rifle on himself. At least for a little
while. At least long enough to give the women an opportunity to run.

Unless Morales hit him dead center the first time, it might even take two
shots to bring him down. Rio didn't know how long it would take to pump a
couple of bullets into his body. A few seconds at most.

Maybe the woman behind him might not make it, then, because the deputy
would surely try to take her out next, after he'd finished with Rio, while the
gun was still pointed in that direction. It's what any good hunter would do. It
was efficient and it made sense.

Maybe while Morales was occupied with the two of them, Anne could
disappear into the darkness behind her. If she could hide and then eventually
work her way back to the ranch... She'd be safe there. He didn't have any
doubts about that.

"If Jenny had been there with a shotgun,'' Chase had assured him, "we'd
have never lost the Alamo.'' He'd back Anne and Jenny McCullar against
Morales any day, Rio thought, his mouth moving slightly in acknowledgment
of that confidence. He just had to provide them that opportunity.

Anne was watching him. He was sure her eyes were on him, despite the
distance that separated them. Maybe his certainty was the result of that
connection that had been there from the beginning. Her eyes were locked on
him. She wasn't even looking at the deputy, almost as if she considered him
unimportant.

Rio bent his knees slightly, preparing. Morales was going to kill him
anyway. And he would kill him first. Rio understood that. He had known the
deputy was going to shoot him from the beginning, even before he'd realized
that Morales had been involved in Doc's death. He was going to die, but
maybe he could do something for Anne. For the woman behind him.

And Rio Delgado had nothing to lose. He'd never had anything to lose.
Nothing in his entire life. Except Diablo. Doc's love. And what Anne
Richardson had given him. No matter what happened, no one could take that
away front him.

I will protect you, my dearest heart. And keep you safe.
"Run," he yelled to Anne. And then Rio began to charge up the slope,



toward the dark, waiting eye of the rifle.



Chapter Thirteen
Anne had known Rio was going to try something. He had been waiting for

Chase, trying to delay until help arrived. He didn't know that Jenny hadn't
been able to reach his half brother. And now they couldn't afford to wait any
longer. If Morales got them all together, then time would have run out.

She understood that as well as Rio did. That was why she had hesitated,
waiting for some indication of what he wanted her to do. Suddenly she had
felt his determination, had almost been aware of the second when he'd made
his decision.

She hadn't obeyed him, of course. She had never even thought about
running. The only thing she considered in the split second it took her to
realize what Rio was doing was how long it would take her to get to the
revolver. How long to get her hand around the grip and her finger positioned
over the trigger.

Even as she threw herself toward the .45, hitting the ground hard, flat on
her stomach, her hand stretched out, reaching for and then closing around the
grip of the gun, she knew it had taken too long. She had the revolver, but it
was already too late. She had heard the shots ring out almost before she'd hit
the ground. One shot while she'd been going for the gun, her fingers
tightening around it. The second as she lifted her eyes and her right hand,
lifting both of them at exactly the same moment, trying to line up on Morales.

It took her brain a second to accept the message her eyes were sending.
There was no target. The deputy was no longer silhouetted where she'd
expected him to be, no longer outlined, his county uniform light against the
darkness of the night sky. She raised her upper body by pushing onto her
elbows, searching desperately for the target that should have been there and
for some reason wasn't. All that time she was listening for the next shot.

But Morales wasn't there. Morales and the rifle weren't there. Her eyes
tracked toward the movement that she had been aware of, at least peripherally
aware of, through the endless seconds she'd been trying to get to the revolver
and get off a shot.

Rio was still on his feet, but he was no longer running. Even as she
watched, he almost stumbled to a halt and stood, swaying slightly, a long,
slow heartbeat before his knees folded. He put his left hand down on the
ground.



She didn't remember getting up, but she was running, the revolver still
held, almost forgotten, in her hand; that headlong journey checked briefly
when she found Ray Mo-rales's body.

She hadn't fired Mac's gun, so she didn't understand why the deputy was
down, but she hesitated beside him only long enough to realize that he wasn't
moving. And he wasn't going to. Raymond Morales was dead. She hadn't
shot him, but that wasn't important. Or important only in context of the other.

She ran down the slope to where Rio was on his knees, still held upright
by his left hand, its knuckles resting on the ground. She was too numbed by
fear to even voice the prayers she should be praying. Too afraid to think
about what she might find when she got there.

She went down on her knees in the dirt beside him. In the background she
could hear the Mexican woman crying, a soft keening noise that was
beginning to fade as she waded through the shallow water. She would cross
the river and melt into the darkness on the Mexican side.

"Rio?" Anne whispered, terrified he wouldn't be able to answer her. She
couldn't see any blood. That was how she had known Morales had been shot,
she realized only now. There had already been a dark pool forming under the
deputy's body. Thank God there was nothing like that here.

Rio's head lifted, slowly, as if the movement was possible only through
the greatest effort. She watched his dark eyes find her face.

"All right?" he asked. His voice was a whisper, but he raised his right
hand and touched her cheek. His fingers were trembling.

Wordlessly, she nodded. She caught his hand and gently enclosed the
long, dark fingers, bringing them to her lips. She held them, savoring the
incredible and unexpected miracle that he was alive.

She looked up at the sound of voices, neither of which she had identified.
That didn't seem important, either. Obviously, it was whoever had taken care
of Morales. Friend, then, and not foe.

She recognized Chase McCullar's big form only a fraction of a second
before he slid to a stop beside them. He didn't say anything. He simply stood,
looking down at the two of them, on their knees together in the dust. She was
still holding Rio's hand against her lips.

She had never cared who knew how she felt about Rio. She didn't care
now, but she couldn't help but be aware of the shock in McCullar's eyes.

"Are you all right, Ms. Richardson?"
That was Sheriff Elkins, who had followed Chase down the slope, moving



less precipitously. He was holding a rifle across his body, and Anne realized
that he must have been the one who'd shot Morales. He and Chase had come
up from behind, their careful approach hidden by darkness and by the
deputy's concentration on answering Rio's questions, on explaining it all
away, trying to justify what he had done.

She nodded, not trusting her voice. She remembered how angry Elkins's
condescension had made her at the clinic that day. She'd be damned if she'd
give him the satisfaction of knowing how terrified she was, now that it was
all over.

"How about you, Mr. Delgado?" the sheriff asked.
"I just ran out of steam,'' Rio said, his voice still ragged. "I don't think he

got off a shot."
"There were two shots," Anne said, reliving those nightmare seconds

while she had believed those had been directed at Rio. "I heard two shots."
"Both were mine," Buck Elkins said. "You were right, then. He never had

time to fire."
"Did you hear him?" Rio whispered. His eyes were on his brother's now.

"About Doc?"
"Enough," Chase said. "Enough to know that he killed Doc and to know

why."
"That stupid son of a bitch," Elkins said softly. "Sorry, ma'am," he added

automatically.
Even now, he was considering who she was. Or rather, who her brother

was. "It's all right," she assured him, so grateful for what he had done. He
could say anything he wanted to in front of her. Especially about Raymond
Morales. "And you're right. He was."

There was no reason for what had happened, for what Morales had done.
That was the real tragedy. There had been no reason to kill the old man. The
Mexican woman would have disappeared. She would never have brought
charges against the company, and even if Doc had tried, he couldn't have
proved anything. The records of the man's employment would surely have
been destroyed. In all likelihood, nothing would ever have come of Doc's
accusations. And instead...

"Let's get you back to Jenny's," Chase said.
Anne looked up again, thinking he was talking to her. Instead he had

stooped to help Rio stand by slipping a hand under his elbow.
Rio accepted Chase's support to get to his feet because he probably didn't



have a choice, but he didn't head up the slope. Instead he turned and made his
way slowly back to the body of the dog.

Anne didn't follow him. She didn't want to see Rom. She didn't want to be
haunted by the memory of what had been done to the shepherd as she had
been haunted by Doc's death.

She turned to Chase. "He doesn't need to see that," she said softly. "He
needs to go home."

Chase nodded, but he held her eyes for a moment, searching them, before
he moved to join his half brother.

Anne turned away, unwilling to think about the cold brutality of
Rommel's death. He was just a dog, she told herself. He had died doing what
he had been trained to do. She should be grateful they weren't all lying dead
beside the river. They would have been, she knew, if it hadn't been for Rio's
quick thinking. And for the arrival of Chase McCullar and the sheriff.

"He's not dead," Rio said softly. He was standing beside her again, and
she hadn't been aware of his approach. He took her elbow and squeezed it
gently. "Not yet, anyway."

Chase walked by, carrying the big shepherd in his arms as carefully as he
would have carried his own daughter.

"Chase says there's a vet who's not too far away. His practice is mostly
cows and horses, but we're going to take Rommel there. He's going to have
Samantha call and tell him we're coming. The Kincaid connection will make
sure he'll at least open up."

"Does Chase think—"
"Don't get your hopes up. It's just a chance."
She nodded, reading the warning in his eyes.
"Thank you for taking him."
Rio nodded. Then he turned and began to follow Chase up the slope,

moving far more slowly than his half brother. As he had while he'd talked to
her, he was holding his arm pressed tightly across his midsection. She knew
that the broken ribs must be agonizing.

She looked back toward the river, but there was no sign of the woman.
She had been lost to the darkness that stretched beyond it. Anne shook her
head, wishing she had been able to do something to help her. And to help the
baby she had held that night in Doc's clinic.

Finally she, too, turned and began to follow Rio's slow, uncertain steps.
She caught up with him, and as she had this morning, she slipped under his



shoulder, and put her arm around his waist.
"If you don't need us anymore," she said, glancing up at the sheriff when

they reached him, "we're going home."
Even Elkins realized the significance of that, it seemed. At least he didn't

protest. He nodded slightly, moving out of their way. He walked over to the
body of the man he'd shot and stood watching the others disappear over the
slight rise to be swallowed up by the darkness. Only then did Buck Elkins
look down at the body sprawled in the dirt at his feet.

"You poor, stupid son of a bitch," he said softly. This time there was no
one to apologize to, no one left in the desert night to hear that profanity
except Raymond Morales.

* * *
When Rio opened his eyes, it was almost dawn. The faint, silvered gray of

sunrise was just beginning to filter into the dark room. He didn't know what
had awakened him. Maybe he'd been dreaming. There had been enough in the
last few days to cause all sorts of nightmares. He closed his eyes again,
thinking about what had happened last night.

Jenny had adamantly refused to let him go to the vet's with Chase, and by
the time he'd made it back to the ranch, he'd had to admit she was right. He
wasn't in any shape to go anywhere.

Surprisingly, Anne had chosen to stay at the ranch with him instead of
going with the shepherd. He had seen the speculation in Jenny McCullar's
eyes. She understood that something had happened between them. Hopefully,
she didn't understand everything.

He took a breath, thinking how impossible the situation was. He
understood why Anne Richardson had responded to him as she had. She had
known instinctively that he would never hurt her. She had read him that well
from the very beginning.

He knew that now, because of what had happened to her, that was really
all she wanted. Just the assurance that she wouldn't be hurt again. But
eventually she would want more, and he had nothing else to offer her.

He had always known that his compassion wouldn't be enough. There
would be other men, far more suitable men.... He blocked those images,
hating the thought of another man with Anne. But not every man was like the
one who had raped her. Gradually she would learn to trust again. Only...it
wouldn't be him who would be allowed to teach her. It couldn't be him.



A penniless ex-con, with no skills and no prospects. Few prospects, he
amended. He could get a job, of course. Some rancher would hire him, even
given his record. Maybe not around here, not where Mac McCullar was so
well beloved, but somewhere.

He would make a few hundred dollars a month and live in a place like the
line shack. That was his future. Nothing had changed about that. And it was
better, he supposed, than his past had been. But it wasn't any kind of life for
someone like Anne Richardson.

He took a deep breath, fighting the familiar bitterness. He had Diablo, he
reminded himself. That was more than he'd started with. And a couple of
friendships. Those had been unexpected. Maybe even worth the trip back
here. Worth the pain of leaving again.

"Rio?" Anne said softly. "Are you awake?"
Her voice was very near. He opened his eyes and turned his head. She was

on the narrow bed beside him. She was lying on top of the sheet that covered
the lower half of his body. She was on her side, propped on one elbow, her
upper body slightly raised above his, looking down on him.

She was so damn beautiful. Her hair was loose, curling softly as it fell
against her shoulder, its fairness silvered with the thin light of dawn. But her
eyes were dark, still shadowed with the night, and fastened on his face.

She was in the same bed with him, something he had only dreamed about,
and that realization caught him off guard. Without thinking, simply reacting
to the pleasure of that, he smiled at her.

There must have been provocation in it. Or maybe invitation. As she had
in the barn, Anne leaned toward him, her mouth slightly open. When her lips
touched his, he was not physically capable of denying her. His tongue slipped
into her mouth. Familiar. Belonging. He had known for a couple of days now
that she was his. If he wanted her. She had made her feelings about him clear,
and he would always cherish that.

So this kiss was different from the other they had shared. Deeper and
infinitely more satisfying, but more tantalizing, too, because it promised
things they both wanted. Both needed. But could never have.

Except here. Now. Thinking that, he deepened the contact, consciously
allowing his mouth to plunder the sweet softness of hers, savoring her
immediate response. No one could ever take this away from him. When it
was over, at least he would have this.

But creating this kind of memory would only make it harder. On him,



certainly, but more importantly, harder on her. He moved his head back
slightly, but her lips clung to his for an instant, the dampness of the kiss
holding the skin together a heartbeat longer than he intended.

He watched her eyes open, the dark lashes drifting upward to reveal what
was in them. Exactly what he had known would be there.

Almost against his will, trying to memorize each detail, his eyes traced
over the perfection of her face. Her cheeks were slightly flushed now with
emotion. Her lips were still open, and the moisture his tongue had left
touched the bottom one with a shimmer of light. His eyes moved lower, to
the soft cream of her throat and then downward to the shadowed recess
between her breasts.

She was wearing a nightgown, pale blue with a wide band of white lace
around the low, square neckline. He could see the outline of her breasts
moving against the thin material as she breathed. His body hardened,
tightening impossibly with the expansion of blood that rushed so hotly,
painfully, into his groin.

What was happening between them now was nothing like what had
occurred in the dark barn. That had been something entirely different. A
different part of his feelings for her, the protective part, which was more
important than this, perhaps, for someone like Anne.

This was undeniably the other. Feelings that were inherent in any normal
relationship. Sexual feelings. A natural aspect of any man-woman
relationship. And he had always been very normal in that regard.

His lips moved, remembering what Chase had said, mocking his
reputation. His gift. Maybe some of that was even true. He'd never had any
complaints. And making love to Anne would be something he would give
half of his life to be able to do. Just once, to be allowed to show her what
making love should be. "Thank you for making that what it should always
be," she had said to him in the barn. What it should always be...

"What are you doing here?" he asked, forcing his gaze away from the
small, regular lift and fall of her breasts and back to her face. Her eyes were
almost black, the pupils widely distended in the dimness, but there was
enough light to watch her slow smile.

"I needed to sleep. I couldn't do that in my room. And I suppose I
just...wanted to be with you."

"You slept here all night?"
She nodded. "I felt safe here. Protected."



His lips tightened against the emotion that invoked, and he felt the
familiar pain of moving his damaged mouth. At least that gave him
something else to feel, something else to think about besides what she had
said. A welcome distraction from those whispered words that only echoed his
own. I will keep you safe, my dearest heart. As always, it seemed she had
known everything he thought.

"What about Rom?" he asked. He needed time to remind himself of all the
very valid reasons why this couldn't be allowed to go any further. Time for
the hard, aching desire to fade. The physical one. The other, he would never
lose. Not until he died, still loving her.

"I don't know," she said. "I don't think Chase came back. I didn't hear him
if he did."

"He probably went home to check on his family."
She nodded again.
"You'd better go," he suggested softly. "Before Jenny gets up."
"I told you," she said, smiling at him. "I don't care if Jenny knows."
He hesitated, trying to find a way to allow this to happen. A way to make

it right. A way to justify what he wanted.
Which made him no better than Ray Morales, he realized. Trying to make

something so monumentally wrong make sense because he wanted it to.
"And I told you that you weren't the only one involved in that decision,"

he reminded her.
He could see the quick shock fill her eyes, and then he was forced to

watch that give way to hurt, more pain growing in the blue depths. Her mouth
flattened with the pressure she exerted, but she didn't cry. Despite all that had
happened to her, he had never seen her cry except when he'd kissed her the
first time.

"Why?" she asked softly. "Why not?"
"Your brother can probably give you a thousand reasons."
"I don't care about my brother's reasons. It's my life, Rio."
"And mine," he said inexorably, knowing that he was destroying what she

felt about him. Deliberately destroying.
She waited for a long time before she spoke again. She had held his eyes,

trying to read them, maybe, but he'd had a lot of practice at hiding what he
was feeling.

"You don't understand..." she began, and the words faded at the sudden
coldness that was allowed to invade the black eyes.



"Somebody hurt you. You know I won't. That's all this is, Anne. All it's
ever been."

"No," she denied.
"You just want some kind of guarantee that no one will hurt you again.

Only, there are a hundred men who will gladly give you that. A thousand.
Any one of them will be better for you than me;"

"Is that what this is? Some kind of misplaced nobility?" she asked.
"Because if it is, I have to tell you—"

"Reality," he said, interrupting. That was the only thing he needed to
know, needed to recognize. The reality of their situation. If he let this go any
further, there would be plenty of people who would be more than happy to
point out to her all the reasons it couldn't work. And worse than that, what he
couldn't face, was that one day he would see disappointment in her eyes, and
the slow, painful admission that they all had been right.

He couldn't be the kind of man she needed. He had nothing to offer her
but his love. His "gift." And he was realist enough to know that that was
never enough. Life had made him a realist, and he might as well face up to
what he knew before he hurt her anymore.

"You don't want..." she began.
"I'm not the man you need," he said, his voice almost harsh. "I can't be

that man."
She held his eyes, and this time he let her see what was there. Surety. And

denial. There was nothing else in the coal black depths because Rio Delgado
was also very good at control. After all, he had learned that lesson early, and
he had learned it well.

Finally Anne nodded. He turned his eyes toward the ceiling, and he
listened to her leave. He didn't watch. The image of Anne leaving his bed was
not a memory he wanted.

* * *
When Jenny came to call her for breakfast, Anne was packing. She was

methodically folding one garment after another and laying them with careful
precision in the suitcase she'd brought with her from San Antonio. Her hands
moved quickly and competently.

"I didn't know you were leaving," Jenny said.
Anne didn't look up. Instead she chose a blouse from the pile on the bed

and folded it neatly and put it on top of the others in the suitcase. It was only



with the appearance of a small dark spot on the navy cotton that Jenny
realized why she hadn't looked up. Anne Richardson was crying. As Jenny
watched, another tear rolled to the edge of her chin and dropped silently onto
the clothes in the bag.

"What's wrong?" Jenny asked. This couldn't be about Rommel. Chase had
talked to her when he'd called this morning, and the news from the vet was as
good as they could hope for. The shepherd was still holding on, still clinging
to that slim thread of life that was all Ray Morales's bullet had left him.

Anne shook her head—a quick, determined movement, obviously denying
—and folded another garment, a pair of cotton shorts this time.

"Rio's all right," Jenny reassured. "He's tough. He was exhausted last
night, to the point of collapse and beyond, but I don't think..." She hesitated,
watching a teardrop spot the shorts.

When Anne had placed them on top of the neat stack in the suitcase, she
raised her hand and wiped her nose. She took a small shuddering breath, but
she picked up another item from the pile on the bed and began to fold it also.

"Stop it," Jenny said. "Either cry or pack, but don't do both. I need to
know what's wrong. What happened?"

"I called Trent. He'll be here before lunch to pick me up."
"And you told him about Rio," Jenny guessed. Poor Trent, she thought

again. Obviously he'd said all the wrong things.
Anne turned at that, meeting Jenny's dark eyes, the gentle concern in

them. "Told him what about Rio?" she asked very distinctly. "What do you
think I told Trent about Rio?"

Jenny couldn't read the exact tone of that question, but it wasn't what she'd
expected. Not anger at her brother. Not defense of the man she was in love
with.

"How you feel about him?" Jenny suggested carefully. "How he feels
about you."

"And how is that?" Anne's hands found another garment on the bed and
picked it up.

"I thought..." Jenny paused again, trying to find the right words.
"Yeah. Me, too," Anne said, turning back to put the knit top in the

suitcase. "Obviously we were both wrong."
"What did he say?"
She couldn't have been mistaken, Jenny thought. She had seen that look

too many times, the one that had been in Rio's eyes every time he looked at



Anne Richardson. It was the same way Mac had once looked at her—a long
time ago. Like Chase looked at Samantha now. She couldn't be that wrong
about what she had seen.

"Not much," Anne said softly. "But he didn't have to. Some men can't deal
with it. I understand that. I certainly don't blame him."

"Deal with what?" Jenny asked. Trent's office? The difference in their
social positions? The ethnic differences? Economics? She didn't believe
either one of them was foolish enough to care about any of those things.

"It doesn't matter," Anne said. She folded the last of the clothing and
closed the lid, snapping the locks into place. "I appreciate your hospitality,
Jenny. I really hope Trent can talk you into marrying him. It will be nice to
have you in San Antonio. Especially nice to have you as my sister." As she
talked, the short sentences almost staccato, she picked up the suitcase and put
it down decisively next to the door. "I'm going to take a shower now. My hair
feels like it's got half the desert still in it."

Anne smiled at her, despite the tearstains on her pale cheeks, but that had
clearly been dismissal. A No Trespassing sign had been put up, and Jenny
McCullar had never intruded on someone else's grief. She understood all the
tormenting nuances of the emotion too well to ever do that.

So she nodded, and she closed the door behind her when she went out. It
was always better, she knew, to be allowed to do your grieving in private.

* * *
As Jenny watched Trent load Anne's suitcases into the trunk that

afternoon, she tried to think if there was anything she could say to change
what was happening.

"I left a signed check on the kitchen table," Anne said as she came out of
the house. "It's for the vet bill. If you'll keep Rom here for a while when they
release him... If he makes it..." Anne's voice faltered, but then she took a
quick, determined breath and went on. "Just let him stay with you until we
can come back and pick him up. He loves it out here, and we'll be so tied up
with the trial. Would you mind keeping him for me, Jenny? Just for a little
while?"

"Of course, I don't mind. I'll be glad to look after Rom. And glad of the
company. I'm going to miss you."

"Thanks," Anne said softly. "Thanks for everything."
Finally she gave in and put her cheek against Jenny's warm one. Jenny



caught her hands and held them.
"Call me if you need to," she said. "Let me know how things are going.'' It

was an opportunity, if Anne wanted it, to make the same request: Let me
know how things are going.

But Anne didn't respond to that offer, simply nodding and then walking
down the steps to climb into the passenger seat of her brother's car. Trent's
eyes met Jenny's over the top of the car, but she had no answer for the
question that was in them.

Finally Trent smiled at her and got behind the wheel. The car pulled out of
the yard, leaving the ubiquitous dust trail behind. Jenny watched until it
disappeared down the dirt road. When she finally turned around, Rio was
standing on the porch, leaning against the low railing.

"Did you do something stupid?" she asked. She had never seen his eyes
this dark, glittering like jet in the sculptured bronze of his face.

His gaze remained fixed in the direction the car had taken for a moment
longer before he looked down at her. "I guess that depends on whose
definition you use," he said.

"Let's use mine," Jenny said. "It's pretty simple, despite how long it took
me to figure it out."

"I don't need a lecture, Mrs. McCullar," he said quietly.
"It's not a lecture," she said. "Maybe a lesson. And it's really very short.

There aren't that many people in this world who will ever really love you.
Your mother and father..." she began. When she remembered Rio's father, she
was sorry for the unthinking cruelty of that. But there had been no change in
the cold, black emptiness of his eyes. No reaction. "Your brothers," she
continued, remembering Mac's love and concern for this brother he had never
really known. "And then occasionally," she said softly, again remembering,
"occasionally, if you're very lucky, you may find someone who..."

Her throat closed, blocking the words. For years she had tried not to
remember Mac, tried not to ever think about him, about the way he moved or
the way he laughed or the way his big hands touched her in the darkness. But
sometimes that was impossible. Sometimes the memories of what they had
shared, those few short years they had had together, overwhelmed her.

She felt her eyes brim with sudden tears, and she blinked them away,
angry with herself. She was done with crying. It was time to get on with
whatever came next. Another good man loved her. It was time to consider
applying the lesson she had been about to share with Rio to her own. life.



When she had cleared the unexpected blur of moisture from her eyes, the
porch was empty. Rio had already disappeared back inside, letting the screen
door slam behind him.



Chapter Fourteen
Rio watched the shepherd carefully climb the steps of the back porch.

When he reached the top, the big dog stood trembling for a moment before he
looked up, pain and uncertainty at his body's betrayal in the dark eyes.

"I know just how you feel, amigo," Rio said softly. It had been over a
month since the beating the good citizens of this county had seen fit to inflict,
and he was just beginning to be able to get out of bed in the morning without
having to dread those first movements. There were even long stretches of the
day now when nothing hurt at all. Then he would turn too suddenly or bend
the wrong way and be reminded all over again.

He meant what he'd said to the dog. He remembered exactly how those
first couple of weeks had felt. He had been so damn frustrated by the pain
and traitorous weakness of his own body. Now he could see that same
frustration in Rommel's eyes.

He hadn't expected the big shepherd to make it. He didn't think the vet
had, either, despite his optimistic reassurances. Rio had visited the dog
almost every morning, driving the thirty miles there and back in Jenny's
truck. He would sit on the floor beside the shepherd and talk to him. Talking
nonsense, he supposed, although the intelligent eyes never left his face as he
whispered. And Rommel was the only one to whom Rio had ever tried to
justify what he had done.

He had been aware after Anne left of the question in Jenny's eyes, and
he'd even caught Chase looking at him too intently on a couple of occasions
when her name had come up, but no one had asked what had gone wrong
between them. And, of course, Rio hadn't volunteered any information.

After his visits to the vet's, he had spent the rest of his days methodically
doing the jobs around the ranch that had been neglected during the last five
years. The signs of that neglect, the unmistakable evidence that there had
been no man around to take care of the things that needed a masculine hand,
were plain. To him, at least. He had lived around ranches all his life, and he
knew very well what needed to be done here.

He had cleaned and painted and repaired. At first he'd worked only a few
hours a day because that was all he could hold out for. But gradually he'd
gotten his strength back and things had gone faster, maybe faster than he'd
wanted them to.



The last project he'd undertaken was to reroof the barn, learning as he
went, with only the patient instructions of the man at the lumber supply store
where he'd bought the roofing materials. Jenny had paid for the materials, of
course. She had tried to pay him for the labor, but he hadn't even listened to
that offer. Or to any of the other things she'd tried to pay him for.

He wasn't doing any of this for money. She was already providing him
with room and board. A home. That was something he needed right now far
more than he needed Jenny McCullar's money.

He knew that eventually he'd run out of things to do around the ranch, and
then it would be time to move on. He was certainly physically capable of
doing that now, despite the occasional twinge, but for some reason he didn't
yet seem emotionally able to leave.

McCullar land, he thought, raising his eyes from Rom to look out over the
grayish brown landscape. No one else would understand how he felt about
this barren expanse. Maybe Chase, he amended. But they had never talked
about it, of course. This wasn't his land or his ranch, and it never would be.
But he would leave it better than he'd found it.

"Well, look at you," Jenny said softly.
Rio turned and found her bending down to speak to Rom. This was the

first time the shepherd had ventured so far from the bed Rio had made for
him in the barn when he'd brought him home. Rommel had been tottering
around the yard for a couple of days now, trying not to let Rio out of his
sight, but the shepherd hadn't tried to follow him up on the porch until today.

"Would you like to come inside?" Jenny invited. Rommel and not him,
Rio realized with amusement. "You, too," she said, raising her eyes to include
him in the invitation, as if she'd read his mind. "I've made lemonade, and
Samantha brought over half a pound cake this morning. It's her first, and it's
got a sad streak a mile wide, but I have to confess that's always been my
favorite part. Want a slice with your lemonade?"

It would probably be a long time before he got another offer as good as
that one. "I'd like that," he said, "if you don't mind a little dirt in your kitchen
sink. Or I can wash up out back."

"You can wash inside. The day my kitchen gets too fine for a man to wash
his hands in..." For some reason she hesitated, maybe thinking about all the
times it had been Mac's hands that had been scrubbed clean at her sink. "It's
nice to have a man around again. I don't think I've told you that often
enough," she said. Even her eyes were smiling.



She had never told him that. He had known he was welcome. Jenny had
made him feel welcome here almost from the beginning, but still it was nice
to hear her say the words.

He followed her inside, holding the door open for the shepherd's slow
entrance. Jenny had already poured the lemonade and was unwrapping the
cake to cut when the phone rang.

Rio had begun to lather his hands at the sink, so Jenny laid down the knife
she was using to answer it. He was not even conscious of listening to the
conversation. Listening with half an ear only, thinking about how much he
was going to miss all this. The weeks he'd spent at the McCullar ranch were
as close to having a home, as near to belonging somewhere, as he'd been in
almost twenty years.

He cut his own slice of cake while Jenny listened to whoever was on the
other end of the call. He put the cake on a paper towel instead of dirtying a
plate she'd have to wash. He carried it and his glass to the table and sat
drinking his lemonade and breaking off pieces of the cake with his fingers.
Jenny had been right about the width of the sad streak.

When she hung up, she turned around and looked at him. He lifted his
eyes and knew immediately from her expression that something was wrong.

"They lost the case," Jenny said. "Damn it. Damn them all. Damn him."
Rio's hand had hesitated, halfway to his mouth, and then he put the piece

of cake back down on the napkin. "What case?" he asked carefully. There
was no one to be tried for Doc's murder, so he didn't have any idea what
Jenny was talking about.

Her eyes came up, dark and wide, filled with anger. "The rape," she said.
He shook his head, but he was beginning to put it together. Anne's rape?

"Anne?" he asked, fighting down the coiling sickness the thought of her
being raped always stirred in his gut. "Are you talking about Anne?"

"They knew going in the chances weren't good. Acquaintance rape, his
apartment, his family's position. That rich bastard was almost certain to get
away with it. Trent tried to talk Anne out of it."

"But she didn't listen?"
"She said she couldn't let him get away with it. Even if she lost, maybe

someone else would be warned. Some other woman would know what she
hadn't known about him."

"She told me she didn't even like to talk about it. I never thought..." He
shook his head again, remembering the pain in Anne's eyes the day she had



been forced to tell him what had happened to her. "She said people always
changed when they knew. Even the way they looked at her changed."

Suddenly it all made sense to Jenny. "Some men can't deal with it," Anne
had said the day she'd left. Jenny hadn't known what she was talking about,
had never put those words together with the rape, because the idea was so
foreign to how the men she had known would have reacted.

Mac might have killed someone for touching her, but the fact that it had
happened would never have made any difference in the way he felt about her.

"Is that what you did?" Jenny asked. The question was very low, but
accusation was there, clear in the soft voice.

"What I did?"
"Some men can't deal with it. Anne said that the day she left. I didn't have

any idea what she meant. I thought you were letting other things stand in your
way."

"Things?"
"Money. Position. Things," Jenny finished, her disdain for those also clear

in the mocking emphasis she put on the word.
"A couple of those things should be considerations," Rio said, his tone as

mocking.
"No," Jenny denied. "You're smarter than that. You have to know that

those never really matter. She didn't care what you'd been accused of. Or that
you'd been in prison. That you didn't have two cents."

"She should have."
"You don't really believe that. And I can't believe that you'd let her

believe the other. I can't believe you're that kind of man."
"What the hell are you—" he began to question, but Jenny didn't stop.
"She thought you didn't want her because she'd been raped. That's why

she was crying that morning. That's what she meant," Jenny spoke her
realizations aloud. "I just hope to God she wasn't right," she added softly.

The black eyes were suddenly glittering with rage. "You know better than
that," he said. "You have to know me better than that."

"Does Anne?" Jenny asked. "I guess that's the important question. Are you
absolutely certain that Anne knows better than that?"

* * *
"Someone's here to see you," Peg Harris said. She was standing in the

hall, leaning slightly into the doorway of Anne's office at the mission



museum.
Anne looked up in surprise and then glanced at her watch. "It's too early

for the group from Miss Claire's school," she said. "If they're here already,
they'll just have to wait a couple of minutes until I finish up."

"This is definitely not anybody from Miss Claire's," Peg said. "But if
those girls arrive while he's standing around out there, then the school's liable
to become Miss Claire's School for Wayward Girls, and we'll probably all get
sued. I have to confess I'm feeling a little wayward myself."

Peg Harris, one of the museum's docents, was in her late sixties. She was
still slim, always elegant and usually very Southern-lady reserved.

"What in the world?" Anne asked, laughing. "Who's out there?"
"He said his name's Rio. We didn't get much past that. I have to confess I

got a little tongue-tied just looking at him."
"Rio," Anne repeated softly.
Apparently there was enough revealed in Anne's soft repetition of the

name to make one of Peg's carefully shaped brows arch and the shrewd
brown eyes stretch a little. "Definitely larger than life," she agreed. She tilted
her head toward the reception area. "You want me to send him back here?"

Wordlessly, Anne nodded. It didn't seem she had much of an alternative.
And besides, despite what she knew and had even accepted about Rio's
feelings, she couldn't deny that she wanted to see him.

Trent had been right. Apparently she was a glutton for punishment. Her
brother had been talking about the trial, about pursuing a date-rape case they
both knew they would probably lose, but the phrase applied here just as well.
But she didn't think she could have refused to see Rio Delgado any more than
she could have not pressed charges against the son of a bitch who had raped
her.

However, when she remembered the painful outcome of that almost-
quixotic crusade, she decided she didn't have to be that big a glutton. She
stood, hurrying around her desk toward the door in hopes of catching Peg to
tell her she'd changed her mind. When she looked up, Rio was standing in the
doorway.

He was wearing jeans that had been washed so often the thin material was
shaped to the strong muscles of his legs. A denim work shirt was neatly
tucked into their waistband. He had polished his boots, but they were the
same ones he'd been wearing since she'd met him, old and scuffed with years
of hard wear. His blue-black hair was longer than the close-cropped prison



cut he'd worn then, and for the first time, its slight curl was obvious. And his
face...

She took an involuntary breath. She had almost forgotten what he had
looked like before Chase McCullar and then a bunch of cowards of the
county had tried rearranging his features.

This was exactly the way he'd looked that first night, the night they'd gone
to Doc's. Maybe the aquiline nose was a little crooked, but everything else
was the same. Beautiful, she thought again, but incredibly and intensely
masculine. And still just as compelling as he had always been to her.

"Rio," she said. Greeting. Acknowledgment.
He didn't say anything for a moment, his eyes intent on her face. They had

focused on her mouth when she said his name, and she watched as they
moved slowly upward to meet hers.

"Jenny said you believed it made a difference to me. That you'd been
raped. That it made a difference in the way I feel about you."

She thought that had been the heart of what they had talked about that
morning, the quiet dawn conversation they'd had in his bed the day she'd left
the McCullar ranch. Only...why would he come all the way to San Antonio
now to tell her what Jenny thought?

"Is that true?" he asked softly, still watching her.
She didn't want him to think she didn't understand. She did. She had

always understood when people found it difficult to get past what had
happened. She found it difficult herself to accept that she had been that
stupid. That she'd let something like that happen to her. And she knew that
most men had a hard time dealing with the aftereffects of someone they loved
having been raped.

That was the other thing she had come to realize during the month they'd
been apart. Rio had cared about her. She hadn't been mistaken about that.
Somehow, however, that realization hadn't made what he'd said that morning
any easier to bear. "I'm not the man you need. I can't be that man.''

"It's not that I don't understand," she said. "I do. I've always understood."
"Understood what?" he asked. His voice was still low, as intimate as it

had been in the barn. The first time he'd kissed her. Or rather, the first of the
two times she had kissed him.

"I know how hard it is to get past...all that. How hard it is to forget it ever
happened. Believe me, it's hard for me to forget."

She saw the depth of the breath he took. His chest expanded, stretching



against the worn cotton of his shirt.
"Is that what you think about me?" he asked.
"I don't blame you. I don't want you to think that I blame you for...how

you feel. No one can help the way they feel."
He waited for a moment, his eyes still studying hers.
"What will it take for you to leave?"
"To leave?'' she repeated.
"You have to get permission? Tell somebody?"
"That I'm leaving the museum?"
He nodded.
"Why am I leaving?" she asked. Her heart had begun to pound in her

chest, so strongly it crowded her lungs. Making it too hard to breathe.
His eyes moved past her, and then came back to her face. Somehow they

had changed. The black was soft. And heated. They were luminous with
intent and even touched with amusement when he answered her.

"Because it's going to be damned uncomfortable making love to you on
that desk. I mean, I don't mind if you don't, but I just think we might shock
sweet little Ms. Harris out there with the sound effects."

One corner of his mouth moved, tilting upward. She had never noticed
how sensuous his mouth was. Not even when she had kissed him. She noticed
it now.

"I don't think so," she said.
His dark head cocked, questioning.
"I don't think she'd be very shocked at all," she clarified.

* * *
They didn't use the desk, of course. She took him home to the house she

shared with her brother. Trent was in Austin, playing catch-up for the time
he'd missed with the trial.

"Would you like something to drink?" she had asked when they arrived.
They were standing in the den, and the awkwardness that he had made
disappear at the museum was back.

Rio's eyes finished their contemplation of the room before he turned to
answer her. "No, thanks. I'm fine."

She nodded and took off the jacket of her ivory suit. She threw it over the
back of the couch. When she looked up, she realized he'd been watching her.

"This is a nice house," he said.



"Thank you."
"Did you decorate it?"
She shook her head, a little embarrassed to admit to him that she hadn't,

that their home had been professionally done.
"Trent thought..." She hesitated, knowing it didn't matter what Trent

thought. And that Rio didn't really care who had decorated the place. They
were simply making conversation, strained and awkward as it was.

"Nothing's going to happen that you won't want to happen, Anne," he said
into the silence. "I promise you that."

Her smile was involuntary. "I know. I've always known that."
"You're not afraid of me."
That was statement and not question, but she shook her head anyway. "I'm

not afraid of you," she agreed.
"You'll probably be relieved to know that I'm supposed to be pretty good

at this." The amusement that had been in his voice when he'd suggested the
desk was back, and her tension loosened minutely.

The comment had been self-mocking rather than boastful, and for some
reason it was reassuring. She was glad Rio was so confident everything
would be all right. She needed him to be confident, given the scope of her
own uncertainties.

"That's good to know," she said softly. He was smiling at her, a smile that
was slightly one-sided and more seductive than she would have believed a
smile could be.

"I'm going to make love to you. You know that and I know it. We might
as well get beyond whatever discomfort thinking about that generates."

She nodded because her mouth was suddenly too dry to speak.
"Your brother's not coming back today?" he asked.
"No," she whispered.
"Or tonight?"
Wordlessly, she shook her head.

* * *
She took a shower. A delaying tactic, she supposed, but she had to admit

there had been something infinitely relaxing about the familiar ritual. She had
moved the soap slowly over her body, anticipating his hands moving across
the same places hers were touching.

It would be no different than this, she told herself. Her body belonged to



him. Intellectually, she knew that. She wanted him to make love to her, had
wanted it for a long time, and so she didn't understand the sense of dread that
thinking about it created in the pit of her stomach.

This was Rio. She concentrated on that, and on remembering his hands.
How they felt, his thumb caressing slowly up and down her spine or wiping a
teardrop from her cheek. She remembered how they had looked, cupping the
protrusion that was the last baby Doc Horn ever delivered. Or caressing
Rommel, clearly conveying Rio's love to the animal.

There was nothing to dread about what was about to happen. She turned
her body under the spray of the shower, letting the heat of the water cascade
over the tightness in her back and shoulders. Nothing to dread. Nothing to
worry about. This was Rio. And he would take care of her. He would keep
her safe.

Finally, after a long time, she turned off the water. She dried her body as
carefully as she had bathed it. Occasionally her eyes would lift to the woman
revealed in the fogged mirror. The figure there was familiar and yet
somehow, today, a stranger.

When she opened the bathroom door, the bedroom had been darkened to
an artificial twilight. Rio had pulled the draperies across the windows and the
dimness was pleasant. It was less frightening to her than the revealing glare
of the afternoon sun might have been, and she was grateful that he
understood that.

It took a moment for her eyes to find him. He was already in her bed, his
broad shoulders propped against the pillows he had stacked against the
headboard. The sheet was across his lower body, hiding it. His chest was
dark, the skin smooth and deeply bronzed with the sun and with his heritage,
its color a stark contrast to the delicate, feminine paleness of her sheets.

"I saved room for you," he said. Again his smile was invitation, but there
was no amusement now in his eyes, despite the fact that she had put on the
white terry robe that usually hung behind the bathroom door and had even
belted it, tying the sash into a knot. She had not been conscious of the
significance of that until after it was done. But then she hadn't undone it.

She swallowed, gathering her courage because she had never been a
coward, not about anything but this, and she took the first steps toward him,
feeling the familiar softness of the carpet under her bare feet. It was better
that they were here, surrounded by her things. Home. Safe at home.

When she finally reached the bed, she had no idea what she wanted to do



next. Rio took her hand and held it loosely in his strong brown fingers. His
eyes were on her face, and in them she saw what she had seen there from the
beginning. Something to hold on to. Something she could always trust.

"Would you like to come to bed with me, my heart?" he asked.
Yes, her own heart answered. Her mind had long ago accepted that desire,

and so it echoed now its own affirmation. And then finally her body agreed,
still trembling, but feeling the force of need push through to fight the months-
long anxiety.

She held his eyes, allowing the tension to drift out of her consciousness
and the slow heat she found in their blackness to flood in. She pulled her
fingers from his and began to work at the knot she had tied in the belt of the
robe. Her hands were shaking so much that it took too long, and finally his
fingers completed the task. That was kindness. And they were unhurried in
their movements. Supremely confident.

His hand brushed past the edge of the open robe, slipping inside. His
thumbnail skimmed across the bare skin of her stomach, and although she
had been aware of what he was doing, had been expecting him to touch her,
she flinched.

"Easy, my dear heart," he said softly. The caress that had been in the slow
movement of his thumb across her belly was in his voice now. The words
were Spanish and she didn't even think about the translation. She knew what
he was saying; knew it in her heart, where it mattered.

He sat up, pulling his shoulders away from their calm relaxation against
the stacked pillows. He touched the sides of the opening of the robe, one
lapel caught in each hand. He smiled at her before he pushed the fabric apart,
knuckles deliberately trailing across her shivering skin. His hands increased
the width of the gap between the parted edges of the robe, finally revealing
her naked body. She heard the depth of the breath he took. And that, too, was
reassurance.

His hands moved upward to her shoulders, and he pushed the robe off,
allowing it to drop over her arms and down to the floor where it pooled
around her feet. She was standing before him, totally nude. His dark eyes
held hers, giving her time to adjust, to respond, if she wished, to what he had
done.

Then his gaze traveled down the length of her body and back up, taking an
eternity for the journey. When he met her eyes again, she answered his slow
smile with her own— tremulous, perhaps, but still a smile. He held out his



hand, palm upward. Without any hesitation now, holding on to what was in
the black eyes, she placed her hand over his.

He lifted the sheet with his other hand. Inviting her again. "Come with
me, my heart," he said, "and I will show you my soul. And yours." The soft
Spanish was seductive, promising, and the words were unimportant. It was
the tone that mattered. That was the magic Rio had always possessed. His
gift.

She put her knee on the edge of the bed and his arms reached upward to
enfold her. And keep her safe.

* * *
Night was falling, and the twilight in the bedroom was no longer artificial.

But the long, dark nightmare that had held her victim was over at last. Never
again would it have the power to steal what belonged to her—this, which was
her right. Every woman's right.

Rio had given that back to her. The ability, the freedom, to lose any
consciousness of self. To trust enough to let him control. To let him possess
her. And to know as he did that she had lost nothing. And had regained her
birthright.

There was an old song. She remembered the lyrics only vaguely.
Something about slow hands. Her lips moved, almost smiling, except it was
too hard to move. Too much trouble. She was exhausted. Wrong word, she
decided. Not exhausted. Sated. Fulfilled. Languid. She tried them out one by
one before she decided none was exact enough. Or expressive enough.

The first time Rio had made love to her, she had not been able to stop
shivering. Not for a long time after she had slipped under the sheet he had
raised invitingly. He hadn't hurried her. She remembered him telling her at
some point that there was all the time in the world. They had all of time to
make it right.

His hands had touched her first, feathering lightly over her skin as he held
her eyes. He had smiled at her as his fingers began to explore. Drifting
aimlessly at first. Seemingly without intent. Certainly without demand.

Gradually, she had relaxed into that gentle drift. Minutely, without her
being really aware of it, at some point the pressure of them against her skin
had increased. Tracing the blue-marked pathway of a vein. Sliding to circle
around a delicate wrist bone. Dipping into the small, damp hollow at the base
of her throat. Following the shaped cartilage of her ear, as his breath fluttered



nearby, almost inside.
There was no demand. Still no demand. No echo of the threat that had

haunted her heart. Only pleasure and its sensations. For a long time he did not
touch her with any real intimacy, and when finally he did, his thumb brushing
lightly across her nipple, it created no uneasiness.

She had already been drugged into relaxation by the slow glide of his
fingers, a willing partner now. A co-conspirator to his sensual examination of
her body. And to his enjoyment of what he was doing. That had also been
made obvious to her. Even without her participation, even with her shivering
fear, he enjoyed touching her. Just touching her.

Finally, after hours it seemed, his hands had grown bolder, and by that
time, she had ached for them. The pressure inside her body, deep and low,
had expanded until she wanted release from its tension now. The other
tensions had been forgotten, or had been lost in the slow, seductive
movement of his hands.

When his mouth and tongue finally joined the caress of his fingers, the
intense, wet heat of their stroking had been almost more than she thought she
could bear.

The whispered word had escaped before she had been aware it was
formed. "Yes," she said softly. Permission or entreaty. She didn't know, and
he didn't care.

His response was made only to the need her mind had expressed and to
her body. Her mouth formed no more words, gasping instead, breath slowly
hissing inward, with the sheer pleasure of what he was doing. After a long
time, his mouth fit over hers again. She could taste the moisture of her body
on his tongue, and her awareness of that held no trace of embarrassment.

There was only one more wall, one more barrier to be overcome. When
she acknowledged that they were finally, after an eternity, at that point, she
felt the small tightness begin to creep into her muscles, the memories edging
toward her consciousness.

"No, my heart," he said softly, his mouth against her cheek, his breath
warm and moist against her skin. "No," he whispered again.

His entrance was silken. Her body had been so ready for him, made ready
by his endless patience, that there was no hesitation, no tension. He was
there, already moving inside her, before she had even had time to be afraid.

And now there was nothing to fear. There was only the strong, sure power
of his body moving above hers in the growing darkness. Moving for a long



time. All the time in the world.
"Open your eyes," he commanded finally.
And when she did, she felt almost immediately the heated jet of his seed

bursting into her warmth. His eyes closed, clenched tight, and the muscles of
his hard stomach jerked uncontrollably against the yielding softness of hers.
There was nothing to fear in this. Nothing but wonder beginning to tremble
though her frame. It began deep within, responding automatically to his loss
of control after the endless hours of deliberate control. There was nothing to
fight against. Nothing to resist. No need any longer of his protection. And the
small earthquake of sensation swelled upward, forever burying the past in its
molten heat.

* * *
She turned to see his face, shadowed by the twilight. He was watching

her, and so she smiled at him. A slow, intimate smile, comfortable with the
fact that they were in bed together. Had been in bed together for most of the
afternoon and well into the night

"We didn't..." She hesitated, wondering why she was bringing this up. It
was far, far too late to worry about what they hadn't done.

"Yes, we did," he corrected her softly, and then his smile broadened into a
grin. "I believe we did everything. Several times."

She laughed. That was something else she had learned today. Something
else she had reclaimed. The ability to laugh. To laugh while making love. Rio
had also given her that rare and precious gift because he understood its
importance.

"We didn't what, my heart?" he whispered. His hand found hers and his
thumb caressed across the back. "What did I fail to do for you?"

"It doesn't matter," she said. She put her lips against the dark, lean cheek.
She could feel the stubble of his whiskers as she had felt them that day in the
barn. As she had felt them today, moving across her body, over her stomach,
and the electrifying sensation of their erotic roughness against the soft, silken
skin of her thighs.

"It matters to me," he said. He turned his head and put his lips against her
forehead. "Every thought of yours matters to me."

"We didn't use anything," she said. The words were wrong, too stark after
the poetry he had breathed against her body all afternoon.

"Birth control?" he asked.



She nodded, forehead moving against his mouth.
"I'm a very good Catholic, querida," he said. His voice was amused, but

she didn't know if that was because what he had said was true or because
what he had said was such a blatant lie. She couldn't read the tone he'd used
well enough to guess.

"Are you really?" she whispered.
"I like children."
She smiled, remembering the baby she had held. The baby who had

looked like Rio. As his babies would. Unexpectedly, her eyes filled, the
moisture hot and stinging.

He leaned away from her to see her face, seeming again to sense her every
mood. "Don't you like children, my heart?"

She nodded again, fighting the tears.
"But you'll have to marry me. None of my sons will ever be called

bastard."
The tears brimmed and escaped.
"I realize that's asking a great deal. After all," he said, smiling at her, "I

don't have a job. I don't even have a home to take you to. I don't have two
cents," he said, using Jenny's words. Remembering all of Jenny McCullar's
hard earned lessons that she had so generously shared with him.

"That doesn't matter," Anne said.
"I know," he agreed softly. "Just things." The mocking emphasis he gave

the word was also learned.
"I love you," she whispered. She had wanted to say that to him for an

eternity.
"And I love you. And soon you will marry me and then we will have

babies."
"Yes," she said, smiling through her tears, her heart lifting with the

incredible promise of that. It sounded so ordinary. So... normal. And she truly
knew as well as he did that none of the rest of it would ever matter. "I will
marry you," she promised, "and then we will have babies."



Epilogue
"Texas, right?" the orderly asked.
The man seated at the table looked up, revealing features that were too

strong, almost harsh under the stretched taut-ness of his skin. His right eye
was covered by a black patch, and the skin that surrounded it was subtly
different in texture than that on the other side of his face.

"You're from Texas, aren't you?" the orderly asked again.
The gaze of the single blue eye held on the questioner a moment, and then

the seated man nodded. "I used to be," he said. "A long time ago."
"Somebody left a newspaper downstairs. San Antonio. The doc said to

give it to you. He thought you might like to see what's happening at home."
The steady regard of that blue eye didn't falter, and the orderly grinned.

"Okay, what he really said was that turning the pages would be great
therapy." The orderly's eyes moved down to the drawn fingers of the hand
that rested unmoving on the top of the table.

"If the two of you aren't careful," the seated man said softly, "I'm gonna
be forced to tell you exactly what you can do with that newspaper."

The orderly's grin spread, undeterred by the threat. "He said to tell you to
read the sports. He has a couple of questions for you about something in
there."

He took the newspaper from under his arm and unfolded it on the table.
The blue eye of the seated man didn't look down on the printed words, and
thin lips hadn't responded to the orderly's grin, which spread slightly as he
walked away.

When the orderly disappeared, the man finally glanced down at the paper.
It wasn't the sports section. That was the whole purpose behind this. He'd
have to turn the flimsy pages to get to the sports. Manipulate them with a
hand that didn't work. That hadn't worked in five years.

This was what they called "therapy," and he was familiar with all their
tricks. He damn well ought to be. He resisted the urge to lift that nearly
useless right hand and push the paper forward with its heel until it fell off the
far edge of the table.

Except he was too stubborn for that. And they all understood that around
here. He was too damn stubborn to give up. That was the only thing that had
kept him alive. The only thing that had gotten him this far.



Even as he thought it, he knew it was a lie. There was something else.
Something that he only allowed himself to think about late at night when he
was alone, away from these too-familiar sights and sounds and smells that
had been all he'd known for five years.

But those memories weren't for the light of day. The thin lips tightened,
less mobile on the right side where the nerves had been irreparably damaged.

He didn't think about his face much anymore. Occasionally, he'd catch a
glimpse of it in a mirror somewhere and wonder who that stranger was. It
didn't happen often. He'd learned five years ago to avoid mirrors. And despite
the miracles the plastic surgeons had wrought in the time since, that wasn't a
habit he'd ever broken. Or ever wanted to.

He looked down again at the paper in front of him, preparing to meet the
newest challenge they'd devised for him. Challenge? he thought, amusement
touching the thin lips for the first time. He guessed he'd come a long way,
then. He used to consider all this simply torture. Something to be endured.
Another day to be gotten through.

Read the sports section, he'd been told. The doctor would ask him a
question about something that was there. Another damn game. He could
refuse, of course. There was nothing at stake but his pride. Only, he had
always had a lot of that. Too damn much.

He finally managed to grasp the corner of the top page with the
unresponsive fingers. He began to lift it, some society crap, and the flimsy
paper slipped out of his grip, fluttering back to the table.

His expletive was explicit and highly reflective of his background, but too
soft to carry to anyone else in the big room. His mouth tightened, and again
he captured the elusive corner between his fingers and again it fluttered away
as he tried to lift it.

He could feel the frustration building as he tried the simple task again and
again, but he tamped it down, fighting against thinking about anything except
compelling his fingers to obey the command of his brain. Getting frustrated
didn't change anything. Nothing could change except him. No one could do
anything about his situation except him. They had already done all they could
for him.

He had carefully grasped the corner again, maybe the fifteenth or
sixteenth attempt, when his eyes rested briefly on the printed page in front of
him. He hadn't been thinking about the words there. He had simply been
willing his fingers to hold this time. But for some reason the import of the



small headline registered.
"Senator Trent Richardson is pleased to announce the engagement of his

sister, Anne, to Roderigo Delgado."
Rio? he wondered unbelievingly. Could that possibly be Rio? He read the

headline again. And then once again before his eyes skimmed quickly down
the rest of the column, which was maybe three inches long. They came back
to the top, and he began to read the short announcement with careful
concentration.

It was in the last paragraph. The columnist's opinion, obviously, and not
part of whatever had been sent to the paper. There were just a couple of
sentences, almost a teaser. Some of the stuff they did to imply they knew
more than the reader, to imply what an insider they were. This one was about
the senator's own impending nuptials. To Jenny McCullar. To the widow of
slain lawman Mac McCullar.

Slowly the damaged fingers released the corner of the page and closed,
almost into a fist. And with the heel of that fist, he pushed the paper he'd been
brought off the edge of the table. The pages separated as they fell, and
scattered, fluttering outward across the shining tile floor. Mac McCullar
didn't watch them.

Chase had tried to warn him the last time he was here. To prepare him for
this, he supposed. But despite what Chase had said then, Mac had never
believed it would happen. He had never believed Jenny would even think
about marrying someone else.

"She believes you're dead, Mac. That's what you wanted her to believe,"
Chase had said. "What the hell did you think she was going to do for the rest
of her life? Grieve for you?"

Is that what he'd thought? He closed his eye, knowing now that Chase had
been right. "Now or never,'' his brother had warned. "Do it now, or it's too
late. It will forever be too late."

"Come home," Chase had said. Only, Mac had known he wasn't ready. He
opened his eye and looked down on the big fingers lying uselessly on the
table now. And there were other things, of course. Things that... He took a
breath, trying to think. He had never intended to go back until...

Until everything was like it had been before? his intellect mocked.
Somewhere inside, he had admitted a long time ago that things would never
be the same. Never be what they had been before. He would never be the man
he had been then. The man who had once been married to Jenny McCullar.



"Come home, or it will forever be too late." Maybe it already was.
Maybe...

There was no point in that kind of thinking. Surely that was one thing he
had learned. Trying to figure out what was going to happen was worse than
useless. Just like trying to reason his way past what had already happened.

Home. He had fought those images for five long years, had denied them
because he wanted better for her than what he had to offer. And now he was
going to lose Jenny forever through his own cowardice.

Mac McCullar had never considered himself to be a coward, but he knew
that what he wanted to do would take more sheer, raw courage than he
probably possessed. Only he didn't have any choice. Not the way he wanted
Jenny. Not if there was the slightest possibility that she would still want him.

Come home, he thought again. And for Mac McCullar that would literally
mean coming back from the dead.
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